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AN EXPERIMENT
IN COOPElLATIVE,

CREATIVE LIVING

'WITH YOUNG CHIWHEN

CHAPTER I

INfRODUCTION
1

The title-page

of Mother-Play, one of the earliest

field

of education i'or young children,

tion,

"Come,let us live 1I'Jithour chf.Ldr'en
;"

books in the

bears this oha'LLengfnginvl ta-

The years have not dimmedthe importance nor the challenge of
that inv.itation~

One

of the Labest books from a well knownexperiment
2

center,

concerned with curriculum development" seems based entirely

on Lf,ving experiences with ch:Udren of' all age levels,
garten through high school.

Surveys of cnr-r-Lcu'Lum

city systems, county and private

from kinder-

studies f'rommany

schools, while not evaluating the

subject so deeply as the above study, show that teachers in many
different

s.i.tuations

have experimented with programs providing many-

rich and genuine experiences in living with children.
This study attempts to present and analyze one such experiment,
carried

through wi th six-year-olds

in a city school si tuatiOlle

1..

Froebel, Freidrich: ~other-P_l~z, title-page.
Trans.. by Blow-,
Susan: Mottoes and Commentariesof Freidrich Froebelv s MotherPlay, p-:-2"J::i:7:
NewYork: Interna-t,ional Education Series,
Vol. XXXII: D. Appleton Co., 1398.

2.

stratemeyer, Florence et al: p-eveloping a Curriculum for Modern
Li_'v?3~. NewYork: Bureau of publications, Teachers College,
ColumbiaUniversity, 1947.

2

STATEIVIEIIJT OF THE PHOBLEM

Specifically,
(1)

this

1Nhatare the principles

periment in cooperative,
(2 )

study attempts

What (in this

and techniques

creative

specific

to answer two questions:

living

necessary

for an ex-

vdth young children·?

case) are some of the resulting

products

of such an exper:iJnent?

SOURCE OF DATA
The Literature
during its

progress,

Both before the experiment. was Launched and
the teacher

pbilosophy of education,
The simila.r studies
t.hcroughl.y investigated,
graphy.

In addition,

form by various

child

as well as others
many units

listed

evaluation.
study were

in the biblio-

Notes from classes

and in beginning

reading and social

at Co.Lumb.i.a
uni versi ty were reviewed.

pertinent

of

of work produced in mimeographsd

school systems were scanned.

of the reactLngs from all

criteria

psychology and curriculmn

reviewed in Chapter II of this

in philosophy of education,
studies

read lJvidely in the fields

An analysis

was made

of these sources which seemed par-td.cu.Lar-Ly

to the problem at hand.

From this

were set up to serve as guide-posts

analysis

certain

as the experiment

progressed.
Actual Experiences
classroom experiences
period

of two years,

The experiment is

concerned with the actual

of four groups of six-year-olds
during which time the entire

and covers a

personnel

of the

3
group changed only once, in September of the second year.
ginning of the second term in January of each year,
children

errt:.ered the classroom,

the f'irst-t.erm

stories.

reading materials,

were kept of all

teacher

developed,

such as letters

individual

these

records

of experience

and experience

conversations

and records

served as checks in planning each day's
Almost from the firs·t,

were suggested by the children
found careful

copies were made and

and group "Choosing-Time" acti vitles.

development of the experiment.
activities

THE DATA

Notes were made of childrens'

At the tline,

about half' of

group remained in the room vnth the newcomer-a,

As the day-by-day experiences
of all

a group of new

but in each instance

:hIlETHODOF SECURING

filed

At the be-

themselves,

planning necessary

with a consequent orderly

each day IS
although

in order that
progression

the

a cont1nui ty

of learnings

would result.

PLAN OF ORGANIZATION

The data gathered from the classroom experiences
have been organized into
children

stories

suitable

for reading ·to

who are approximately between the ages of five

Following each story
lustrated

eight

of the children

is an analysis

by the action

the provision
understandings

of the story.

of principle s and techniques
There is also a discussion

for the development of fundamental skills
and aesthetic

to eight.

appreciations

ilof

and for social

which grew out of the ex-

4
periences

related

in the story.

been planned for children,
conversation

The stories
the highlights

illustrate
discussed

to the adult

successive

reader

of the chi ldrens

Y

activities

planning

stories

e

have in them

Likewise,

trips

shared -with the children.

are concerned with interests

Somewere carried

the North

following the two vacation

out with the first

which occurred

group, some with

groups.

The song which grew from out the interest

of the first

was taught to the following

groups as they came along,

older

the first

children.

stairs,"

the

Ln the interpretation.

which Tammy's "family" so generously

only once.

the recorded

of both Christmas seasons when "to do something for

stor'".r includes

The other

have definitely

has been made to let

concerning the Christmas activities

Tammy"was part
Carolina

effort

and activities

t.echrd.quee and principles

While the s bor-f.es

EVenafter

they insisted

on signing

became a part

"Little

These eight
chapter

of this

similar

studies;

stories
study.

and their

Chapter III,

chapter

from the findings
to be per-tinent.

up-

Dog Tammy" every week in

learning

interpretation

Chapter II is

of the stOFf, and the stories
The final

of their

always by the

group were "big children,

Prilnary Chorus, so as each new group of beginners
very naturally

group

entered,

the song

experience.
each comprise a

concerned with a review of

with a description

of the background

follow in order.

of too study is a summaryof conclusions

of the experiment,

drawn

and some recommendations found

5
An annotated

bibliography

completes the thesis.

DEFINITION

One dictionary

~eriment

act designed to illustrate
fully

process

techniques

but also the validity

.

of experdmerrt is,

definition

chronicled

the specific

chapter,

3

some truth

designed activities

illustrate

OF 'rER1\11.S

or principle.
in this

"an

The thought-

I!

study not only

and principles

discussed

in each

"a

of the concept of curriculum as,

4

of l~ving.1I

Coo,Eeratlon

This term is interpreted

5

act of working together,"
indicates,

is exactly

as descriptive

which, as the conversation

what the children

of,

lithe

in the stories

and the teacher

did in carry-

ing t~~ough the experiment.
Creative
points.

In this

The first,

of actual

study this

in relating

term is applicable

to the stories,

events told from the childrens'

and as such are definitely

original.

from two stand-

whi.ch are narratives

conversation

and activities;

Secondly, the study is also

6
illustrati

ve of,

"the creative

phase of learning,"

the members of the group to new si tuations
throughout

in the responses

as they were unfolded

the experiment.

Funk and Wagnalls:

COller Standard Dictionary.
and Wagnalls Company, 19 6.

4.

Kilpatrick,
Wine H.: B:emaldng the Curricul!lIll' p,
Newson& Co., 1936.

5.

Funk and Wagnalls:

6®

Kilpatrick,

Wm.H.:

OPe
OPe

cit.
cit.,

p.

52.

NewYork: Funk

46.

NewYork:

of

6
Living

While studying

term "living,"
attention:
progress"

two statements

paragraph

were brought forcibly

defining

the

to the teacher's

(1) "That which tends toward growth, development and
(2) "The act of working •••••• and enjoying life

with others."
gether

the dictionad

In carrying

on treasured

through the experiment,

projects,

the sharing

and the companionship which the children
emphatically

together

the working to-

of interests
and teacher

and experiences
enjoyed seemed

to "tend toward growth, development and progress .."

in understandings

and the mastery of skills,

power and capacity,

and progress

Youn~ Children
ranged in chronological

development of potential

in achievement for the entire

The children

Growth

par-td cf.pa ting

age from five years,

group.

in the experiment

nine months, to seven

years.

LIliHl'ATION

OF THE PROBLElvT

The study is l:imited in the following
crowded classroom conditions

and teacher

possible

to check the functioning

children

went on to higher

aesthetic

appreciations;

seems impossible

7.

or

grade levels;

accurately

it

has been im-

(4) Due to

Gol~~ndard

as the

(2) There has been no control
against

which to check]

measuring social

understandings

changes in faculty

to determir~ exactly

Funk and Vifagnalls:

turnover,

(1) Because of

of the developed vocabulary

group working on a sbandard curriculum
is no known method

details:

(3) There
or

assignments,

the mental ages and intelligence

Dictionarz.

it

7
quotients
classify

exactly.

of any one of the groups.

There is available

roughly the groups in these respects,

material

but not to do so

to

CHAPTEH
II

A HEVIEW" OF S:I.M:ILAH STUDIES

Manycurriculum studies
centers
lating

of interest
to them.

evaluation

and means of carrying

As this

of actual

have been vvritten setting

study attempts

experiences

summaryof those studies

similar

suggested

through the actd.vtit.Le s re-

a descriptive,

in a specj.fic
either

forth

analytical

situation,

only a brief

in design or context will

be

given.
JiJ.

s2'udy siInilar

children

IS

literature

needs and readiness

1
Mitcb.ell has organized a volume of

in de~.~
similarly.

In "this volume the characteristics,

of the age-level.s

two through six are discussed

and analyzed at the beginning of each chapter.
analysis

are several

cliscussed.

The stories

the analysis.
children's

described

suitable

graphically

The majority

for the particular
illustrate

of the stories

points

age-level

brought out in

are adult-told,

not

contributions.

Stucli.es similar
first-grade

stories

Following this

in context

The interests

and acti vl"ties of a

group in a university laboratory school are vivIdly
2
by Wright.
The curriculum was based entirely
on t.he

chi.Ldr'ent s experiences,

which the study completely evaluates

and

1..

Mitchell, Lucy Sprague: Allot,her Here and NowSt.or-,lBook.
NewYork; Eo.P. [i1Jtton, r.9J~{:

2.

Wright, Lula E.: A Fi~t
Grad.E:_~''!_?..rk.NewYork:
Publications,
Teanhers College, Columbia UniYersity,

Bureau of
1932.

9
analyzes.

Much use is made throughout

contributions

the study of group and individual

in the field of creative language as illustrCl,tive of the

analysis.
3
Hughes discusses the interest that a group of second-graders

the same school developed in postal communication.
also are many of the children's
serve to illustrate

contributions,

in

Included here

but again only as they

some point in the evaluation

and analysis.

In their diS~lssion of social studies at kindergarten-first

grade

4

levels, Reed and Wright of'f'er- several um, ts of interest specifically
organized.

The study gives a comprehensive

view of the organization

of these centers of interest in their relationship
fields and illustrates

the integration

dition, there are many "play-by-play"
activities

and conversations

experiences.

to other subject

of the entire program.
descriptions

In ad-

of the children's

as they planned and carried through the

These are given in the form of stenographic

Again, there are many illustrations

of ehildrenls

repor+s ,

creative language

contri butions.
The continuity
minutely

of expe rLences offered her first grade group is

5

described by Hubbard.

the children's

She not only includes examples of

contr.ibutions, but also specii'ic case studies which

J.

Hl1ehes, Avah We, Carrying the Hail. New York: Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, ColUlTlbiaUniversity, 1933.

4.

Reed, Mary and Wright, Lula E., Be ,nninr{s of Social Science.
New York: Charles Scribners Sons, 193 •

;). Hubbard, Elizabeth V., YouE.....
Chil?ren at School.
John Day COe, 19h2.

New York:

10
serve to show how the experiences
dividual

problems and to individual

During the first
book was published
of the study.
several

contributed

year that

6

stratemeyer

comprehensive analysis

so.Lvf.ngof in-

grovrth.

the study at hand was in progress,

wh i.ch has cont.rd.but.ed definitely

group interests

and their

evaluation,

of "t,he life

situations

also of the prov.ision for fundamental skills,

examples of

but has also
learners

of the interests
social

a

to the evaluation

has not only given specii'ic

ana.Lys.ls is made from the standpoints

and aesthetic

to the

included

face.

II

a

The

themselves

and

understandings

appreciations.

-_._-----------6.

Stratemeyer, Florence, et a'L, , D~ve.lor~ng;
..~Curricullun for Modern
Livin~,pp. 95-299* Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College,
Columbia University,
19Li7.

CHAB'rER III

BACKGROUND
OF THEEXPEB
. I:ME.NT

1Nhenthe lJITiter was a begf.nrring teacher,
the interesting

things

books took place

was often
isn't

laboratory

confronted

a public

program."

ordinary
carefully,

this

school

situation,

and necessary

number, entered

classroom

it

had

in an

willingly

to p.Lan
with build-

And so it is

through under very ordinary
in a city

in the experiment

public

school.

in each of the September
were all

entering

school

In Jalmary of each year a neW group, smaller

in

and about hali' of the September group remained in

the classroom with

them.

garten

and that

experience,

hood church.

that

one were willing

procedures.

of the Grou..E, The children

time.

through an experience

observers

and to cooperate

which was carried

groups who participated
the first

provided

aclministrati1re

in a very ordirn.ry

~ormel

for

these

she

"But trds

on the same type of activities

thoroughly

experiment

conditions

Later as a ori tic

by a university,

Of course you can carry

to carry

evaluate

ing routines
with

school directed

Always she was glad to tell

public

conditions.

magazines and

with the remark made by observers,

school.

been round possible

always seemed that

one read about in professional

under very idealistic

in a summer session

it

only a few chi.ldren
in a kinderga.rten

The chronological

had had any kindermanaged by a neighbor-

age range was approximately

from
1

five

1.

years,

nine months to seven years.

A primary intelligence

Pitner-Cumlingham Primary Test; Form A (Sept.)
NewYork: World Book Company, 1938.

Form B (Jan.)

test,

12
given early

in each term, showed the mental age range to be approxi-

mately from four years,

six months to six years"

groups ranged in rrumberfrom thirty-six
There were three
children

distinct

techrdcians
recreation

had either

for parents

shortage,
homes.

the real

e

for as many as four families.

area"

o:f course.
service

sixty

building,

which is the nearest

the "city

dumps

the fact

that

it

are "taxpayers"
conditions

"homes" one

security.
"Shingletown" is not
It

has a real

name though,
the city.

:from the school and every

to seventy-five

children

of any of' the city

is a unique slum ar-ea;

Its

to the

schools.
uniqueness

Built
lies

almost every family owns the par-td.cuLar' section

"the dump"where their

were

These

people even outside

"Shinglet,own" is almost a mile and a half
bus brings

group

Due to the ci ty-ydde housing

were the "Shingletowners.1I

;!'

A large

a house which had comfortably

and is well known to social

day a special

skilled

Manyof the parents

had i'ew home advantages and little

name for this

If

in apartment houses converted from old

In some instances,

family was now a shelter

security.

of the district.

mechanical workers

Then there

A few

and enjoyed books, music and wholesome

many were living

children

children.

people or highly

at home along with an adequate

skilled

The

new homes, "dOlimon the bou'Levar-d;

professional

C81l1e
from the older part
fairly

to forty-two

t;ypes of homes represented.

came from some rather

These ehildren

three months.

small shack stands,

and for that

and not to be reckoned with lightly.

and morals leave much to "be desired.

on
in

of

reason they

Both sanitary

13
The grown-ups of IIShingletovm" have a social

code all

their

own.

Somehave brought with them the family or neighborhood feuds that
raged in their
yea r--o.Lds,

nati

\0'8

mount.af.ns, and this

They find it

difficult

members of' a "f'eudf.n" group.
all

outsiders

until

over to the six-

to work or play happily with

Young and old look wi th suspicion

the outsiders

If they "be fur yuh, II all

carries

on

have proven themselves friendly.

is well and they are as loyal. to the ones

they f'eel a.re friends

as they are antagonistic

"git

Books are almost unknownin the homes, and the

a gredge agd.n;"

children

oometo school with no great

,'Vith very poor language habf,t s ,
little

in the way of security

toward those they

incentive

to learn

Needless to say, there

or friendliness

in their

to read and
has; been

lives

before

they came to school.
From these

three widely differing

four groups of forty
together

to work and play,

The building

t.hanks to a faithful

t'N"Q
busy streets

intersect

is rather

custodian.

and learn

and the yard wi th its

trees

of the children
are enrolled

would not have.

The

wi th the garden and

"an old settler,"

for eJ!.P
erience with the outdoors,

hazard.

kept lavrn by a high hedge

and shrubs together

neighbor,

good

stands on a corner where

with much noise and traffic

from the beautifully

hotbeds of' an adjoining

old, but is in fairly
It

playyard is separated

ties

live

came the

in IIJunior Primary" during the two years of the experiment.

The School
repair,

six-year-olds

types of homes there

offer

which otherwise

the majority

About four hundred fifty

in the six elementary grades and the first

opportuni-

children
two divisions

of junior

high school.

and much successful
yet have little

Some of the teachers

experience,

experience.

have advanced training

some are less

Altogether

it

well trained

is a rather

and as

average city

sehool.
The room itself

The Classroom
equipment.

Movable furniture

furnished
ci ty.

is very ordinary,

in the form of tables

as they are in almost all

busy avenue, but placed so high that

by colorful

an uninviting
pictures,

all

windows opening on the

the small denizens of the room

see only sky and the tops of two trees.
offer

background.

Its

mediocre brown and buff

Kffort

pot.t.ery and plants

is made to offset,

fairly

adequate floor

way_ The room is large

space for block building

picture

mountings

enough to provide

and rhythm play.

playhouse equipment and the blocks are the only f'urnishings
pictures,

mountings, plants,

belong to the teacher

These are the physical

Good Friends
friendly

little

The i'inger paint,

"extra.

fresco

The

(except
II

They

paint,

mentioned as IIChoosing-T:iJnellmaterials

a Ll, :furnished by the central

of the stories

which are def'ini tely

personally.

clay and other materials

action

etc.)

this

as well as by a gay color

scheme changed every month in children is folders,
and every other possible

and chad.r-s are

the primary classrooms in "the

One side of' the room is practically

walls

with no special

are

office.
features

of the environment. in which the

took place.
"Little

Dog Tamtnyllis

Scotty who lives

eli.stant area of the city.

a very real,

wi th i'riends

These friends

very gay and

of the teacher

in a

are "Mr-s , Kingll and "Helen"

of the stories.

During the entire

"Tammy"with the children,
the "living

letters"

but were willing

with" the children

busy professional

they not onzy shared

themselves to enter

in every possible

person herself

for him (since

experiment,

J

way.

said,

"Tammycan't

make the words") and to help him sign the letters
paw-mark which was always a special
traced

the routes

of the spring vacation

trips

the "Shingletowners."

held at t.he building,

"Tammy I s

really

with a grease-paint

source of delight.

on the road maps and taD(ed over the telephone
to all

"Helen," a

was never too busy to write

as the children

into

She carefully

with colored pencils
one crowded noon hour

One night when "Open House" was being

she made the ten-mile

trip

across

the city

to

meet the children.
"Mrs~ King" took time to give the delightfu~
recorded in the first
as well as the other
the trip

across

gotten afternoon

experiences

four of the groups,

recorded.

in a neighbor's

Twice she made

with the children.

and

car to spend a never-to-be-forThey provided photographs,

large

for the "TammyCorner" of t.he room and kept the teacher

in "Talk-Time."

so that

she always had fresh

Yes, the children

he was the center,
Primary.

news items

and the teacher

"Mrs. King" and "Helen" to be very good friends

in Junior

experience

in a snowstorm to help "keep Christmas,"

posted on 'I'ammy r s activities
to report

to the Beg.Lnner-sin all

telephone

the city

one day brought T~

and small,

story

telephone

indeed.

the mainspring and the circumference

found

As for Tannny,
of the Illi vi.ng"

CHAPTBR IV

(lIJAnrillTTJE)

J1JNTOR PRDilAFI.Y lVL!lJ\ES A TELEPHONE

Part

Patt.y
two eyes

opened one eye.

open.

]'vIr. Sun,

II

"Hello,

Patty,

said

II

and wash your face
and go to Junior
Patty

in at

Mr. Sun.

vihere Mr. Sun was waiting

dro s s and eat

for

She ran to the
teeth.

IIp

your breakfast

Off came her nightie.

Quick!

Onvrent

her clean
be.f'or'e ,

dress,

bathroom and washed her

She ran back to the bedroom

her.

Quickl

She put on her blue

time for you to wake

II

hopped out of bed.

the night

That, made

the windul'f.

lilt is

and put on your blue

PriJnary.

eye.

Patty.

said

far::e and hands and brushed her

on a chair

I

Then s he opened another

Mr" Sun was shining

"HelI0,

CALL

underthings.

Mother had put them out

She put on her blue

so cks and her sanda'l.s ,

and picked up her hairbrush

and ran out to

Mother in the kitchen.
She kissed
blue dress
blue hair

Mother

for

down the back.

rlGood Mornirw;."
She brushed

Patty

had ~one to work,

toast,

so Patt,y and Mother could

ate her oatmeal.
too.

I

s hair

out toned

the

and f'as bene d her

bow' and heLped her put on her apron.

Baby and Li,ttle-Brother-Next-to-the-Baby

Patty

Then Mother

Patty

apple

Mother.

and Daddy

have a little

This morning th(~re was apple

liked

"Dmmm-mmm
;" said

were asleep

visit while

butter

for

her

buttl.')r.
trW-hatdo you suppos

will

happen today
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in Junior

Frimary,?11

tlI know," said Patty,
what will
t.his is

as she took a bite

happen today in Junior

the day we go to visit

Mrs" Taylor.

We told

push her bell.

Prdmary-,

of toast.

"I know

This is Tuesday, and

Mrs. Taylor.

Wewrote a letter

her we wanted to see her office.

Vie want to turn

to

Wewant to

round and round in her swivel

chair

and we want -1:.0 talk over her telephone."
Mother knew that

Tv[rs. Taylor was the

Mrs. Taylor,

of the school

she knew that. Junior

whe re Patty went to .Jurrl.or- Primary and
always went to visit

principal

so she was not surprised.

Prime-try
at Patty's

news.
nYesterdc"lY,II said Patty,
letter

""1lr8

had

letter

a

from IVTl"se Taylor.

Her

said,
t Dear

Junior Primary:
Please come to visit me.
Please come on Tuesday at

Miss

Ma.:t'"",f

helped us read Mrs.

lI'iT'iter he.Ips d her write

9:30.111

Taylorls

the letter

letter.

My::>. Taylorls

and I can read it

all

type-

by myself

now. II
"How did you tell

Mrs .. Taylor you wanted to visit

her,

II

asked

Mother.
"Oh, we wr-o te a letter

to

Mary helped us "Trite our letter.

made a blue crayon say it

her last

Friday,

We told

on a big piece

II

said

the flowers.

II

Miss

her wha t, to say and she
of paper.

We made a flower

garden around the edge and Miss Carol helped us write
side

Patty.

our names be-

18
"Umm-mmm
;" said Mother., as Patty
to much fun in Junior
to talk

Primary,

I wish I could go, too.

and we are going to call
She has a little

her,"

is

said Patty.

house and a big back yard.

The li tt.le

dog f s name is

yard while Mrs. King cleans
take care of her children

going

"That sounds like
helped patty

morning

"Her name is Mrs" King.
She has a little

Scotty

Her name is

Tammy. Tammyplays in the big back

up the house and Helen goes to school to

like

Miss MaYlJtakes

to ask Mrs. King what Tarmnyis playing

hear all

Whois

going to be at home this

She has a little-girl-that-grew-into-a-big-girl.

Helen.

"You have

to you over the telephone?"

"One of Miss Maryrs friends

dog.

began on her oatmeal.

this

care of us.

morning.

We want

II

more fun and more f'un," said Mother, as she

take off her apron and kissed

about Tammyat noon.

I canhardzy

her "Good-by."
wait."

I want to

CHAPTEH. IV (NAr'1RATIVE)

JUNIOR PHIM1litY MAlmS A TELEPHONE CALL

Part

II

Pat,tyt s two sandals went skippety-hop
street.

There was the traffic

the traffic

light,

green and yellow and red..

That meant "STOP."

and Patty waited.
boys and girls
Sue.

let

Patty's

were waiting.

the children

the street.

cross

were waiting,

All the children

to RoomI.

school at

They stopped

the door.

are stars,"

explained

Jerry.

Billie

mostly green and w-hite, where her fingers
f')·~.·:3S

went into

that Miss Mary had put on the cork-

,Jerryi s was there ~ His was dark blue,

"That I s

rule.

Junior Primary children

paintings

walked across

sandals wanted to sldppety-hop,

-[:,hePark Avenue door and down the long hall

things

Little

too.

but she made them walk, for that was a traffic

board outside

too.

stopped

turned 8;reen, Jim put his arms downand

Patty',:; skippety-hop

to look at the finger

his arms out cross-

Patty saw Jerry and Janice and Billie

the street.

Patty and the other

light

two sk1.ppety-hop sandals

She saw Robert and David and Vickie,
light

There was

The traffic

boy, stretched

Big boys and girls

Whenthe traffic

block to Cherry

boy with hf.s sbiny badge.

turned red and Jim, the trai'fic
wise.

down the

"like

night

and the pointy

Sue I s was the re.

It was

had pushed out the paint.

at Granny's in the countr-y and the 'l"dnd is blowing it,

Whooosh," said Billie

Sue.

20
Patty

and ,Jerry and Janice

and Vickie,

and Billie

Sue, Eusee.Ll. and Robert

skipped on into the room and hurried

too,

over to tell

Miss Mary and Miss Carol "Good Morning. II
every morning t.o work and

:Miss Carol came from the University
play "vith Junior
University.

Patty

The University

you grew up.
learning

primary.

and the others

was the place

There were many things

to be a 'teacher.

In the

was helping l'vUssCarol learn
patt,y and Jerry
The children
They told

ani all

afternoon

all

liked

her all

there.

in Junior

children

Primary.

they liked

them they were very good helpers

out of

Miss Mary

Miss Mary said

that

could help Miss Carol,

too.

to help Miss Carol learn

the things

Miss Carol was

Miss Carol learned

how to be a teacher.

the other

about the

you went to school when

to learn

books, and in the morning she learned

knew all

best

how to be a teacher.

to do.

and Miss Mary told

Miss Oarol told
them so, too,

so

they knew they were good helpers.
This morning the finger-paint
the big-brush-paint
"We vlill

was in the cupboard.

The clay and

were in the cupboard.

not have time for

Choosing-Time today,

II

said Miss Mary.

"Does anyone know why?"
"I do, I do, 11 said Patty.
"I do,

I dO!J II said Russell.

"I know why we won't have time for Choosing-Time," said Robert.
"This is Tuesday.

This is

is the day we talk

over her telephone.

"I know," said

Jerry.

the day

go to visit

we

"Thf.s is

Mrs. Taylor.

This

I,

the day we turn

round and round

21
in her swivel

chair.

"I know," said

II

Tommy."This is the

day we talic

want to know what Tammyis

doing.

Wnat do you think

doing now, Miss Mary?"

Tammyis

"Tammymay be playing
may be playing
postman.
Taylor.
girls'

is

with his

Joany-ball,

name s on them.

while.

"Time to get

Then the

ready- to start,

II

know just

was time

I

"He
to the

]lIrse
I pin the

who you are.

II

to si ng wibh the

"9:25."

clock said,

said Miss Mary.

Some children

walked with Miss Mary and

walked w"ith Miss Carol and some children
walked 'Wi tIl each other.

some children
They all
said,

'Hello

pin the boys! names on them, while

Then Mrs.. Taylor will

I

mine.

said Miss Mary.

or he may be saying

the names were pinned on there

piano a little

II

time for us to get ready to go to visit

Miss Carol will

After

'ramnryl s name is mostly like

with his Pudgy-doll,

Nowit

to Mrs. King.

walked to the

OFFICE. Patty

"PRINCIPAL.II Mrs.. Taylor,

the children

in the school.

knocked on the

door that

who was PRINCIPAL,took care of all

Miss Mary and the

other

teachers

helped

her.
When patty

knocked on the

"Good Morning, Junior
in to visit

me.

9 :30 and that
Oh, there
Liles

is

door Mrs. 'raylor

Primary,

said ~.ifrs. Taylor.

I am so glad you came just
just

the right

time.

were so many things

where Mrs. Taylor kept all

Mary had made for

II

her.

opened it.

on time.

Nowwhat. shall

to do.

of their

They saw the pretty

"please

come

The clock says
we do first?"

The cht..1dren saw the big
names on cards that. Miss
rug and curtains

that

,

1

I'

I
1

22
their

mothers had bought to make the OFFICEpretty.
They rode round and round in the srivel chair

desk.

They pushed a little

rang.

In a minute their

round button
friend,

bell

Mr. Green laughed

The children

him.

laughed,

They helped him dust their

They knew how to help Mre Green.

room and they picked up scraps

and a funny far-away

Mr. Green, came.

and laughed when he saw who had called
too.

by Mrs. Taylor I s

of paper that

had fallen

on their

floor.
V:Then
Mr. Green had gone back downstairs,
time to talk

over the telephone?

Tammyis pla,ying this

it

said,

"Nowis it

time to ask Mrs. King what

morning?"

Miss Mary said,

"Yes, it

helped Miss Mary call

time to talk

is

Mrs. King1s number.
df.a'L,

around the telephone

"3"

said

"6"

and a

all

bell

"Hawthorne."

the way around.
Then they pushed a

around the telephone

ring.

Vickie

They pushed an "H" all

Mrse Taylor and Miss Carol and the other
They could hear a far-away

to Mrs. King."

They pushed an "All all

That was the way the telephone
"2" and a 115"and a

Nm~is

Jerry

children

dial.

kept very still.

They could hear someone say,

"Good Morning."
Miss Mary said,

"Good Morning, Mrs. King.

There are some Junior

Primary childrenvisi

They have had very much fun.
Taylorts

telephone.

Edward and Jerry.

ting

Mrs~ Taylor

Nowthey want to talk

Do you have time to talk

And Mrs. Kj_nghad time.

This is Miss Mary.

to you over Mrs.

to them?"

She had time to talk

She had time to talk

today ~

to Patty

to Tonnnyand John
and Billie

Sue and

23
Margaret.
told

She had time to talk

to everyone in Junior

them how Tammyplayed with his

and his Porky-pig.
wag-wag" all

She told

floor

the children

to let

Mrs. Taylor

King, for tallcing
about 'I'ammy,

1

and said,

and went nighty-night

vVheneveryone had 'had a turn
have a turn.
to Junior

They will

on the

a walk.

She told

"pretty-please,"

for

at bedtime.

talking

to Mrs. King, it was time

Mrs. Taylor aa i.d, "Thank you, Mrs.

Primary.

tell

went "wag-

how 1 ammydanced "pit-pat"

Kibbles for breakfast

his df.nnerc-bowl.,

tail

IIHelloll to the postman.

when he want-ed Helen to take hfrn for

them how he ate

She

and his Pudgy-doll

them how his busy little

the time and how he said

l\If.rs~King told
kitchen

tToany-ball,

Primary.

Thank you for telling

me about him,

too.

them all

Thank you again.

Good-by. "
And Mrs. King said

"Good-by, II too.

Then Miss Mary said,
back to RoomIe
children

can tell

"It

is

time to drink milk now,

Will you come to visit
you all

the things

Vuemust go

us soon, Mrs. Taylor,

that

Mrs. King told

so the

them about

Ta:mmy?"
Mrs. Taylor said,

nOh, that

morning at nine thirty'?
Miss MaY'Jsaid,

will

be fun.

May I come tomorrow

II

"That will be just

the right

time.

Please

come

tomorrow at ni.ne thirty."
The chf.Ldr'en said"
fun to see everything

rfVVe
had so very much fun,

in your office.

round in your swivel chair.

It

Mrs. Taylor.

was fun to ride

It was

round and

It was fun to t.a.Lk over your telephone

to

-

:hilI's
.. King,
you for

and it

letting

was very much fun to hear

us come to visit

will come to visit
And they

j;

you,

all

and don't

about
forget,

Ta.mrrw. Thank
tomorrow you

us."

all went back to Junior Primary and drank ·their mille.

CHA.PTER IV (INTERPRETATION)
TElE SIGNIFICANCE
'WhenPatty
thRt September,

and Jerry

and the other

children

they found a room as brightly

sunshirzy- days themselves.
that

OF FIRST DAYS TOGETl-JER

emphasized those

picture

colors

blue and yellow as the

mountings,

were all

small chairs

bowls of philodendron
Jane-doll
corner

set up nousekeepd.ng

and stimulating
in t.heir

ttdngs

looked reassuring

to bhe eager ones.

conversation

business

as mother,

gave evtidence of this

and her assistant

were not ready to talk,

withdrawal

to the timid children

They later

with the teacher

ones still

and less

blocks

displayed.

student, -l:.eacher) as the important
The timid

s t.ocked nth

in one

and the open bookaheLves held a var-i.oty of gay

bo01<:8,invitingly

These pleasant

with low pottery

and pepperon:La.

of the room; a low w.i.decupboard was well

picture

covers and potter.!

in blocks vlhich nicely

and were centered

and Teddy Bear had already

both small and large,

tears

table

about the rooUl.

The low ta.bles had been pushed together
acconnnocat.ed eight

crone to Junior Primary

sister

of registering

(a former
went on.

but there were fewer
or neighbor brought them

up :for registration.
The chi.ldren

with the

grown-ups who brought them that

first

day, with -the exceptd.on of the "Sbingletowners.,"

who had to wait unt-il

ten

The teacher

0t

clock for

grateful
plore

r

left

for

the IIbig children"

this,

the situation

as it
a bit

and the bus

gave these fearful
without

ft

little

so many strangers

was

people time to exto add to their

26
conf'usd on,
children

She knew from experience

had been told

cut off' their

that

she,

ears the first

town knew that

t.hat in all

probability

or the principal,

day.

Of course,

these

or the nurse would

the adults

in Shingle-

such a thing had never happened and never would, but

the six-year-olds

did not know that

and were always suspicious

at

first.
During the r-emaf.nf.ng days of' that
were busy exploring
most surprising
on and off;

the new situation.

times;

the things

day, there was a piano that
were picture

There were bells

puzzles

that

that

rang at

to be turned.

hands.

were attention-arresting

In their

that

first

was always ready to !Ising" with them; there

to put together;

cha.Ik to "write"

with on the in-

wide spaces of the b.Lackboar-d , and then there was thLs

new adult

called

make the piano "sing."
in the little

rocking

and rest-rooms

that

fountains

for grubby Lf,ttle

"teacher,"

whomthey had been told

She proved to be a most unprecedented

stories,

the begirmers

there were paper tovlels and cakes of soap and wash basins

own room besides

strange

week, all

there were 101'[drinking

(also with t.ur n-on-and-oj'j' f'aucets)

triguingly

f'irst

She knew how to

She knew when Jane or Teddy needed to be rocked
chair,

and how to help find the drinking

and playground.

and she knew when it

She knew how to play "tag,

II

fountains

and tell

was time for the piece of butter-bread

she had asked Mother to send until

to hear about their

grown-up.

to "mind."

dogs and dolls

milk-lunch

and scooters

the other things

the children

they knew didn't

kn~{ were ~nportant

She liked

and red wagons, and all

knew were important,
at all.

began.

but usually

By the

the adults

end of the first
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week, the "Shingletowners" began to be less suspicious ani to edge
a little

closer to this

grown-up's chair at story-time and the

other children began to have many-bits o:f "GoodNews"to share each
morning, to build houses and churches and :factories wi. th the blocks
and to be responsible :for small "jobs" about the room.
During the second week o:f school, the children who came.from
Shinglet01lm,as well as someo.f the others who lived several blocks
:fromthe building, were introduced to lunchroomprocedure (hot
lunches were served I'or a nominal sum).

Not only was this hurdle

taken, but all the Junior Primary had a trip
the stairs

If

were doing.

"up the stairs

to see what all the other children in this

and down

new situation

This trip included a call in the woodworkingshop and in

the domestic science kitchen and a "peek" into the nurse's room, where
:MissHannan's .friendly smile proved reassuring to the timid ones.
Purposely, the office was passed by, with the casual remark, ''We'll
visi t here whenwe have more time."
That week, too, the big brownclay arock and a bag of clay flour
cameout o:f the cupboard and everyone had a turn pouring water :from
the yellow pitcher or stirring

determinedly with the big woodenspoon

to change the funny looking flour into smooth, thick clay that was
moist and pleasant to small hands and most gratifying

in its

possibil-

ities.
Another day colorful glass jars o:f powder, red and blue, black
and orange and yellow and green appeared along with somekitchen teaspoons and it was found possible to change the powder into paint which
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splashed beautifUlly
Once ~

across big sheets of blank newsprint.

spilled

a whole cup of yellow paint on the floor.

Everyone stopped short and swallowed hard.

Had the ear-cutting-off-

time come? But the teacher handed Jerry a few paper towels and
suggested a bucket of water from the nearby sink and a throw-away
rag to finish

the job, then turned back to helping Vickie paint a

''big red paper.

tI

accepted "spills"

Junior Primary breathed again, and after
as opportunities

The end of'the
of' the group.

"Dr.

for "mop-upjobs."

second week brought "Miss Carol" to be a member
Graham," the director

of practice

the College of Education at the University"
f'irst

morning.

teaching in

camewith Miss Carol that

The teacher thought she had dulY prepared the children,

and indeed they accepted "Miss Carol" wholeheartedly.
fore,

that

The year be-

the children had f'ound "Dr. Graham."a most companionable visitor

and had looked f'orward to his fairlY
anticipation.

frequent visits

with joyous

This morning, however, when she introduced "Dr. Graham,

who comes to work and play with us," she was conscious of a withdrawal
on the part of' several children.
In a few minutes all was explained when Larry looked up f'rom his
block-building

and seeing "Dr. Graham"standing near, quaveringly

asked, "Yuh gOin' tuh punch needles in me?"
Instantly

the professor understood, and with quiet kindliness

assured Larry that he had no needles, never would have any and was
only eager to see how high Larry could build his house -- and then
proceeded to help him build it..

Again Junior Primary had watched and
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listened

with bated breath.

Again all was well, and i'rom tha"t moment

"Dr. Graham"was another good i'riend and eagerly anticipated

guest.

Frequent "Talk-Times" helped the children i'ind better ways o:f
using materials
desirable

and equipment and served to set up standards, both oi'

results

and of work habits.

upon :for the :first activity

"Choosing-Time"was decided

o:f the day, and "Clean-up-Time"duties

were discussed and planned.
The problem of sharing materials

camein for attention,

too.

Often somebodywanted the same block or paintbrush someoneelse was
using.

Then :fists were likely

to strike

out, or a series of sharp

kicks ensue, accompaniedby angry words.

The children soon :foundthat

there was another funny thing about this unprecedented grown-upwith
whomthey found themselves living.

Just as surely as someonequarrelled

or :fought, he found h:ilnself sitting

on "the big chaf.r," far removed

:fromall the :fun the others were having.

At horneIIspills" and "crashes"

were all too :frequently the occasion :for slaps and scoldings.
school such minor a:f:fairs were treated with nonchalance.
fighting was o:ften even urged by the injunction,
nothin , of:fen nobody;"
such dire results

themselves quarrelling

At home

"Don't never take

At school :fighting just didn't

as losing one's fUn.

happen without

Sometimesthe children :found

almost before they realized it.

However,there

were so manyhappy things to do, and removal so inevitably
transgression,

At

:followed

that each child began to take very good care that he

was not the "big chair sitter."
During those first

few days, "Mrs. Taylor" had a friendly way
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o:f cominginto RoomI :frequently and casually.
something "grown-up" to tell

Sometimesshe had

"Miss Mary"; sometimes an admiring word

for block-building or a gay paint.ing, and always she had a happy
sounding "GoodMorning" :for everyone.. By the middle o:f the third
week, the "Shingletowners," t,heir ears quite intact

and much o:f

their :fear over-eome
, were reaczy-to plan happily with the others :for
the visit, ,to the office.
"Talk-Time" naturally
planning "the visit.

preceded the let't.er-writing

actiVity in

Vera Jean volunteered the ini'ormation that her

brother said that the "go-around chair" was lots o:f fun; Billie
had heard that, the "picshures" were "awful puny,"
the oi':fice telephone ring,
tion.

so curiosity

Sue

and all had heard

about it needed no stimula-

The "teacher told them she thought it might be possible for

them to "talk over the phone to a friend of hers, "Mrs. King," and
then introduced "Tamnzy-"
and "Helen," even as Patty later

introduced

them to her mother,in the story.
The teacher had ascertained

beforehand, of course, just when

"Mrs. Taylor" could most conveniently have the children cometo her
office,

and had made sure that the time selected also suited "Mrs.

King's" convenience.
security

Such planning was essential

to the feeling of

she was endeavoring to build with the children.

the time she had no idea howfar-reaching
conversation was to prove.
the principal's

this particular

However, at
telephone

She had taken many groups of Begdrme.reto

of:fice for this contact visit,and

a telephone con-

versation wi th an understanding adult was always a part of the plan.
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This time "Tammy"
was the highlight of the planning from the
momentof his introduction,

and the teacher was plied with many

questions concerning his activities.
The next day writing the letter
the big business of the morning.

asking for the appointment was

The children understood that "Mrs.

Taylor" was a very busy person and arzything as important as a visit
to her office must be properly scheduled in order not to interfere
vdth other people and as a matter of courtesy to "Mrs. Taylor," herself.

To the children,
in the letter

the procedure of telling

was a most natural one.

"Mi.ssMary" what to say

Slowly but steadily

they had

beb~n to accept her as the adult memberof the group who could and
would do for 'themthe things they could not as yet managesuccessfully.
The mere fact that she "madea crayon say the words" subtracted not
an atom from the more important one that the letter

was really theirs.

Choosd.ng the crayon which "Mrs. Taylor" would probably think the

prettiest
std.ok

(they had noticed she often wore blue), holding the yard-

for lining the big sheet of wrapping paper (used in lieu of

oru(tag for charts and letters),
they wanted to tell

finding the best ~s

"Mrs. Taylor," and finally

of saying what

making a gay flower

beside each one's name, contributed to the "eagerness" which madethe
1
entire process so "germinely significant."
Up to this time "reading" had consisted mostly of "News"items
on the blackboard like the following:
1.

James" Williron: Talks to Teachers, p, 234. NewYork: Holt,
1900. Quoted by Kilpatrick, William H.: Source Bookin
Philosophy of Education, pe 17'1. New'York: MaCmillan,1934.
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"This is
We will

Thursday.
go to Chorus at

9:15."

"Miss Crosby will come today.
Wewill pla;r games with her
in the Auditorium."
"This is Billie Sue I e birthday.
She is six years old."
One such

surprise;

"News" item appeared each day.

sometimes the children

helped "tell

Somet:iJnesit

was a

the chalk" what to

say_
There had also

been two "work" charts

e:xperience with materials
cerning

based on the children

and growing out o.f tlB conversation

the best way to meet problems which had arisen

These are the charls:

CLAY
"Whenyou use clay, use a big Lump,
Put a big newspaper under your clay.
Whenyou make something put it
on a big cardboard to dry.
Then throwaway your paper quick.
Wash your hands be.fore you work
wi th other things."

PAINT
"Whenyou want to paint,
get a little
black cup.
Use I spoon of paint.
Use 3 spoons of water.
Stir and stir.
Vfuenyou make a picture,
put it in the corner
on the .floor to dry.
Wash your cup and brush
at the sir~ .for other people
to use."

in their

IS

conuse.
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The charts were printed on sheets of the brownwrapping paper,
cut twenty-seven by thirty-two
quarter inch spaces.

Capital and tall

spaces high; small letters,
tween each line.

inches.

They were lined into threeletters

were printed two

One space was also left

one space.

The blackboard printing was done on the lines

regulated by the handwriting department of the central office,
letters

be-

three inches high; small letters,

tall

one and one-rmlf inches.

All writing was done in print-script.
·
Betts 2fLnds
that "makingsure that the child's

experiences are bound up in situations

in

first

which he sees the use and

meaning of reading, is of utruost importance in establishing
attitudes."

The "News"items emphasized daily activities

the children.
established

rea ding

right
vital

to

''Work''charts provided needed "reminders" of rules

by the ~roup, which added success and pleasure to the

use of newmaterials.

NoWcame the significant

e~erience

of writing
, I

a "really

for truly"

lBtter to someonerecognized as a friend concern-

ing a very important activity.

This is the letter:
School 64
RoomI
Friday.

Dear Mrs. Taylor:
Welike School 64.
Welike RoomI.
Wewent up the stairs and
we went down the stairs and
we like School 64.
NoW
we want to cometo visit you.
Maywe cometo visit you
Mondayat 9: 3D?
Lovingly,
Junior Primary.

2.

Betts, EmmettA.: Foundations of Reading Instruction,
NewYork: AmericanBookCompany,1946.

p. 420.

I
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After the letter

was printed to everyone's satisfaction,

the

teacher showedhowto make a simple flower and allowed the children
to choose the color he thought prettiest

for his own. It took time

and careful planning for forty children each to "have a turn" for
this important activity.

In this case, milk-lunch was served; an

outdoor playtime followed by a period of quiet rest was enjoyed between the letter-writing

activ:ity and the decorating and signing

of the names. Only a few children at a time remainedwi th the
student teacher to carr,r on the project.

part of the children

colored "work sheets" for thej.r individual "Color Books"at their
tables and part of themworkedwith the teacher in another part of
the roomwith "reading-readiness!! books.
sistant,

Hadthe teacher had no as-

she would have done as she had done ma.Izy"
times -- given the

entire group profitable

work to carry on at their tables,

supervised the 1ettel'-signing

activity.

personal contribution so identified

while she

She knewthat this bit of

each child with the entire

acti vi ty, giving a sense of security and be'Longdngneas as well as
making the language experience meaningfUl, that the time it consurnedwas well spent.
The letter

was not delivered until the afternoon session.

being read and re-read,

After

it was carefUlly taken from the blackboard to

which it had been affixed by branspar-ent tape, folded, sealed with
attractive

stickers,

and addressed to:
"MrseTaylor,
Office, School

64."
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Then two children
labeled
olips)

"caps"

were ohosen to play "Postman," and wearing properly

(gay strips

and carrying

of colored

the important

oakt.ag, fastened

let tel',

they proudly

with paper
carried

it

to

the office.

that

Upon their

return

"she liked

it"; "we helped her read itt!;

had a letter

to the room, they eagerly

with so many flowerstl;

Lippman6 quotes Socrates
of life

are

secure,

4

Zachry defines

"she said

"she liked

as having said,

informed the others
she never

everybody's
~en

flower."

the necessities

a man can begin to be free."
insecurity

as "the feeling

of not being at home

and not being wanted in the environment in which one finds

5

Dewey declares
gressive

that

tithe emotional

growth of a course of action,

expansion and achievement is
It
that

is

day.

safe

to say that

They Itbelongedtl;

"course of action,"

thereby

oneself."

accompaniment of the proa continual

movement of

happiness."
Junior

Primary went home happy and secure

they had successfully
achieving

carried

satisfaction.

through a

As they were happy

and secure they were free.

3..

Lippmann, Walter:
American Inquisitors,
p, 48.
NewYork:
Macmillan, 1928. Quoted by Kilpatrick,
Win. H.:
Source Book
in Philosophy of Education, p; 171. NewYork: Macmillan" 1934.

4.

Zachry, Carolyn B.: Personality
Jldjustments of School Children,
p. 471. NewYork: Scribner, 1929. Quoted ibid.,
p. 380.

5.

Dewey, John: Interest
and Effect in Education,
Houghton Mifflin,
1913. Quoted ibid.,
p. 177.

p.

35.

NewYork:
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Theywere free to share, to plan together,
therefore,

free to learn.

to work together,

and,

Theywere i'ree to learn as they had not been

on that not too far distant

"first

day, n whenthey were boundby fears

and by complete self-interest.
The teacher in planning f'or' that

learning tried to be guided by

(1) her knowledgeof child development; (2) by the specific

these particular

needs of

children as she saw those needs manifested.

6

Rousseau said,

''Wewant for children .....

of any age whatever

learning best meets their actual needs, hungers, and readiness at the
stage of growth where they are now-- for whatever best meets their
needs !!£!, promises ~

growth for the future.

If

Someof tre needs of the group at that time seemedto be (1) to
live

and work happily and cooperatively with others;

language correctly and effectively;

(2) to use oral

(3) to recognize the use and mean-

ing of printed symbols; (4) to have many happy successful opportunities
to learn through meeting life

situations

on their

level of readiness.

While the fundamental "hunger" seemedto be for security,
seemedto be such hunger for aesthetic

there

experience, through color, tone,

rhythm and language -- and for satisfaction

through successful achiev-

ing.
Because of tIE lack of rich backgroundexperiences, either through
homeor kindergarten,

"readiness" seemedat a low maturity level.

In

manycases not more than could normally be expected of i'our and fiveyear-old children.

6.

Rousseau, Jean Jacques: Quotedby Dewey,John and Evelyn in
Schools of Tomorrow. NewYork: E. P. Dutton am Co., 1915.
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The teacher knewthat to adequately meet the "needs, hungers and
readiness" that were manifested, she must "start
interests

where the child's

noware; help him choose the best amongthem, and then help

7

these grow into something better."

She knewthat she must so work

that all the children might "growas best possible in acting 2E: think8
ing," and also she knewthat "all children are fundamentally scientists,
9
craftsmen, actors and artists,"
and she knewthat it was possible to
use life

situations

both to utilize

and extend the children's

present

capabilities.
It seemedthat the techniques she needed to use were (1) those
which contributed to the security of the children;
use of actual situations

as problem-solving opportunities;

up a completely democratic situation
ideas and effort
~

for the satisfaction

pupil-teacher

experience;

(5)

(2) making much
(3) setting

in which everyone contributed
of the entire group (this included

planning); (4) muchuse of language, music and art

many opportunities fbI' successful particiration

variety of activi:ties

in a

and (6) an understanding of the developmental

age-level characteristics,

interests,

possibilities

and expectancies

of the group and of Lndf, viduals •
With these principle e ani techniques in mind, the teacher planned
the activities

7.

related in the story, those which preceded it,

Kilpatrick, WIn. H.:
Newson& Co~, 1936.

Remakingthe Curriculum, p, 49.

and then

NewYork:

8. Ibid., p, 55.
9. Hughes, AvahW.: Carryin~ the Mail, p. 3.
Publications,

NewYork: Bureau of
Teachers Co lege, ColumbiaUniversity, 1933.

)8
made ready to f'ollow through each unfolding step of' the da.Y-by-day
experience of' the children.

I
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CHAPTER V

(NARRATIVE)

TWO SURPlUSES

Whenthe children
Taylor's

visit,

Patty

came to Junior

primary the morning after

they found the t'Choosing-Time" things

hurried

she put a big piece

on the tables.

to hang up her coat and put on her apron.
of newspaper down on the floor,

of clay out of the big brown crock and sat

Mrs.

Then

took a big lump

downby the paper to work

with the clay.
Jerry- hurried

to hang up his

he put a big piece of slic~
swishy-wet for finger
Vera Jean hurried
she went to the easel

coat and put on his apron.

Then

paper in the big pan of water to get

painting.

to hang up her coat and put on her apron.

Then

where the big brush paint was reaqy.

Robert hurried! to hang up his coat -- but he did not put on his
apron.

He went to the block cupboard and got out big blocks to build

a house ..
As soon as T~
came, they hurried
their

and Russell

and Billie

to hang up their

aprons and they all

found just

coats,

Sue and all

and some of them put on

the right

Vickie did not hurry to hang up her coat.
to hang it

up.

the others

work to do.
She walked veq

Then she walked very slowly to the little

slowly

rocking chair.

She held Tedqy Bear in her lap and rocked and rocked and rocked.
Peggy and John Edward had already
their

day.

given Jane-doll

and Teddy Bear

break1'ast and were mald.ngthe playhouse clean and pretty

1'01"the
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It was easy t.o dress
over his

nice br-own furry

Teddy Bear.
self.

red chair

still

and wat.ched, but that was helping,

they liked

The blocks
had talked
building

the clay and pai.rrt

Everyone brought his clay things

ing the things

and ext.ra blocks

or his pictures

to

by looki.ng at them and .find-

about them.

could not, come to "Sharing-Time,

about; all

sat

too.

and they all helped each other

about,

away_ It

Jane-doD- and Teddy Bear just

"Sharinr:;-Tilne" came when all

talk

,Jane-doll.

It was t nne to put everything

time for everyone to help.

were put mvay.

down

ber it was time, Miss Carol p.laye d the

"Coming Song" on the p.i.ano ,
was

him while she rocked

the playhouse in order she sat

and dressed

When the clock told

wore pink coveralls

Vickie dressed

andvvhen Pegzy- was done putting
in the little

He just

the paintings,

II

so when the cht Ldren

they went to see the blocks in the

corner.
do you suppose Hobert had made? There was a house ,just

And what.

big enough for Tammy,who lived wi.t.h Mrse Kine; and Helen.
helped Robert make a card that

Miss Mary

tt
said IITamnl.yand
they put :it on

'I'ammy

r

s

house~
David Alan

had made his yery own house next door to

so Tammywould not be lonesome.

He put his

'I'ammy

t

s house

name card on his house,

too.
Patty

laughed and laughed when she saw Tam.1'QY's

"Oh, Robert,
you made."

:r

made a play-like

house.

Tammyand he can live

She said,

in the house
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And what do you think!
Tammy, "Wi th two pointy
tail.

The play-like

patty's

ears

lump of clay ~

and four pit-a-pat

feet

Tammylooked happy in his

Just
door.

as everyone was getting

settled,

and there

was their

there

they came to Junior

was a knock at the

Mr.

friend,

Black was the postman and same of the children

Black.

Mr.

knew him even before

Primar,r.

"Good Morning, Mr.. Black,"

said Miss Mary.

"Won't you come in

us a while th Ls morning?"

"Thank you, but I cant t stay
this

Tammy," said Vera

went back to the piano for more "Sharing-Time."

Peggy opened it

and visit

and a wig-waggy

new block house.

I~mmmm, I wish we could see the for-really
Jean as they all

made a play-like

is RoomI, Junior
"Yes, this
''Well,

It

primary,

is RoomI,

this

isn't

Junior

said Mr. Black.

"But

it?"

Primary,"

said Mr. Black, reaching

something for you.

morning,"

into

I have two somethings,

said Miss Mary.
his big brown bag, "I have
really."

And he gave two

somethin~s to Miss Mary.
"Oh, thank you, Mr. Black,"
hurried

said Miss Mary, and then Mr. Black

away, waving "good-by" to the children.

Miss Mary held the two somethings up high so everyone could see
them.

One was a big flat

package,

"Oh, oh, oh," squealed
did it

come from?"

one was a blue envelope.

the children,

"Whosent it

to us?"

''what can it

be?"

"Howdid Mr. Black know it

was for us?"
Mi.ss Mary said,

"Let's

"Where

go over by my chair and look."
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Vilheneveryone was sitting

by her chair

package so everyone could see it.
and writing

first.

It

There was writing

in one corner and purple

The children

again Miss Mary held the
in the middle,

stamps Ln Lhe other

helped Miss Mary read the writing

top corner.

in t.he top corner

said:
"From Little Dog Tammy
6049 Hawthorne Lane
Big City. II

Then they all

read the w-~iting in the middle of the package.

It

said:

liTo Junior primary
RoomI
School 64
405 Cherry st.
Big City."
Then the

children

velope and it

said

''VVhichshall
the package.

helped Miss Carol read the writing

on the blue en-

the very same thing.
we open first,

It was stiff

II

said Miss Mary.

The children

and wr-apped in heavy brown paper,

chose

tied with

red string.
Billie
paper.

SUe cut the string

Inside

were two squares

off the top one __ and there
self.

very carefully

She held the picture

and ~~ssell

of heavy cardboard.

was a picture

of Little

so everyone could see.

took off the

Miss Mary lifted
Dog Tammy, hiruT~~was

standing

up tall

for his Pudgy--doll and looking as though he would have f'un

playin~

with everyone in Junior

Primary.

Wheneveryone had looked and looked at the picture
set

it

Janice

on the piano and open the letter.
opened it

Patty

and Vickie took out the letter,

it

was time to

held the blue envelope,
and it

was so pretty.
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"Blue like

the envelope and a pink flower

garden around the edge,"

said Patty.
Miss Maljr held the letter
it.

This is what it

so eve~one

could see while

she read

said:

6049 Hawthorne Lane
Wednesday.
Dear Children:
When Mrs. King told me about you yesterday,
I
wanted to co me to see you.
But I can't really come.
Helen has to take care of her children at
another school.
Al[rs. King and I can't drive the
big blue car.
I can I t ride bumpety-bump on the
bus.
So Mrs. King said that I could come to see
you in my picture.
Helen said she would make a
letter
say what I want to tell you like Miss
Mary makes letters
talk for you. My picture can
stay with you always and see you every day, and
maybe someday I can realJy come to see you.
Love to you,
T a.IlllDY' e
"Oh, oh, oh," squealed
letter."

And "really

the children,

for truly"

Miss Mary read the letter
fasten
all

the

letter

to the

see both of them all

the picture.

"Tammyreally

signed his

there was Tammy's paw-mark.
three

times and then everyone helped her

corkboard beside
the time.

the picture

She printed

Where they could

a card to fasten

Every-om helped her know just what to say, and this

what the card said:
"This is Tammy.
He lives with Mrs. King and Helen.
He lives at 6049 Hawthorne Lane.
His telephone number is Hawthorne
Tammy sent a letter
to us.
He sent his picture to us, too. II
patty's
potato

feet

went skippetty-hop

2536.

home at noon.

soup she told Mother about the TwoSurprises

Vfuile she ate
that

morning.

under
is
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Mother was so happy that
to look at all

the time.
I think

Junior

Primary.

places

in t.lJ.eworld."

That afternoon
Jerry

and all

Junior

Primary had Tamnw's picture

"Ummnan, you have fun

She said,
Junior

Patty

and look and look and

every day in

Primary must be one of the happiest

thought

so, too.

when the children

the others

and letter

went back to RoomI, Patty

and

ran to the corkboard to read Tammy's letter

look at Tarunzy-'spicture.

"Oh , Tammy,I am so glad you came to stay with us in your
picture,"

said

for coming.

Jerry.

''Miss Mary, we must tell

HoWcan we tell

TammyI thank you'

him?"

"Shall we have a Talk-Time and plan a 'thank you

I,"

asked Miss

Mary.
"Yes, let's
by Miss Mary

I

do," said

Tammywould like

Lane on the bus,"

Hawbhor-na

So they all

to see all

see all
pictures

of us.

down on the floor

Billie

Tammy sent

go to

of us, but we can't

said Robert •

"What can we do so Tamnzycan see all
"I know," said

sat

to plan a "Thank you" for I'ammy ,

s chair

"I think

everyone.

of us?" said Patty.

Sue, "I know what we can do so Tammy can
his picture

to Tannny. The picture-man

to us.

We can send our

made 'I'ammy t s picture,

but we can

make our own pictures."
"That is
would like

a happy thought,

Billie

Sue," said Miss Mary.

"Tam1l\Y

to see you in your new pink dress."

"He would like

to see me in my new red sweater,"

"He would like

to see my new blue hair ribbon,"

said David Alan.
said Patty.
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"He V'O uld like

to see all

make a crayon write a letter

of us," said Russell.

to go with the pictures,

"Miss Mary can
if we tell

her

what to say."
"All of our pd.cbur-esand a letter
said Robert.

will make a very big package,"

"Will a very- big package go in the mail, Miss Mary?"

"Yes," said Miss Mary.

"Yes, a very big package will go in the

mail, but I think I know a better
"Youmay make your pictures

plan.

this afternoon while you are taking

turns reading your new books with me.
comes we Will write the letter.
make a very big package.

Howwould you like this?"

In the morning when Miss Carol

Your pictures

and the letter

will

Tomorrowafternoon I will take the very big

package home. Tomorrov.r
night the big blue car is coming to my house
and I am going to the Symphonyconcert with Mrs. King and Helen.
will

I

give them the package to tal<e to Tammy."
"Oh, 1:.h8.
t vrill be just right,,"

tables

to make their

said everyone and they ran to their

part of the "Thank-You"package for Tammy.

The children knew about Symphonyconcerts in Music Hall, away downtown.

'Whenevershe went Miss Mary told the children about them.

times they plCWed"SymphonyConcert" piano far them or they listened
big brothe rs and sisters

Some-

when Miss Carol played the

to phonograph records.

Sometimestheir

went to the children I s concerts on Saturday

morning.
While same children

read their

noon, the others made their

new books with Miss Mary that after-

pictures

Patty made her blue hair ribbon.

just like they looked that day.

Billie

SUemade her new pink dress.
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David Alan made his new red
aIls

svveater

Everyone made his picture

$

and Jerry made his new blue ovor-

look ,just riGht.

They were

~-r:x.

good pi.ctures.
The next morning when Miss Carol came, Miss Mary made a crayon
VITi
te a le t tel' to 'l'ammy,
chd.Ldr-en

wanted to tell

She made the Le t tel' say all
1'h1.8 is

'I'ammy ,

the things

the

the let tel':

RoomI
School
Friday
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Dear 'I'ammy ,
Thank you for your- letter.
Thank you for your pf.ct.ur-e ,
We like to have your picture look at
us while we work.
'ive like to see you stand up tall
for your Pudgy-doll.
'v1[e
like the way yOll signed the letter
wi. th your paw-mar-k ,
Please tell Helen "Thank You" for
telling
your lett.er on prett.y paper.
Please come to really see us soon.
Very much love to you,
Junior primary.
Miss Marrymade a very red crayon say the letter
piece ai' paper.

Everyone helped make a red or blue or yellow i'lower

garden around the edge of the paper.
name go beside the right
under his picture

of' himself,

and Billie

David Alan and all

Miss Carol helped everyone IS

flower and she helped everyone I s name go rigrJ.t
so Tarnnzywould be sure to know just

had a pi.nk dress or a blue hair
'I'heri patty

on a very bi.g

ribbon or new blue overalls.

Sue and Jerry,

the others

red tape with a.Ll, the pictures

who

too,

Russell

and Peggy and

helped make a very big package tied with
and the letter

wrapped inside.

Miss Mary took the very bie package home that

afternoon

and that

..
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night the big blue car came to her house and she went to the Symphony
concert with Mrs. King and Helen, and tren the very big package went
home to Ta.Ill1llY
•
.Mrs. King and Helen helped Tammy unwrap the package.
little black nose went sniff, sniff, sniff.
went pit-a-pat,

pit-a-pat,

pit-a-pat

brown eyes went shine, shine, shine.
wag, wag, because

little black feet

on the kitchen floor.

fus big

His busy little tail went wag,

he was so hapPYe

TalIl1l\V
liked his two surprises,

T~'s

Tammy's

too ..

CHAPTER V

(INTERPRETATION)

MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES
The .fundamental thing is to find the
types o.f experiences that are worth
having, not merelY .for the moment, but
because of wba t they lead to -- the
questions they raise, the problems they
create, the demands for new information
they suggest, the activities they invoke,
the larger and expanding fields into
which they continuously open.
I
Dewey
A desirable educational experience is
present then wherever a person faces a
challenging situation and undertakes
responsibility to deal with it • • •
OUr part is to guide our pupils so that
they becQ~e ever better self-directing
in facing life's situations.
2
Kilpatrick
'l'he materials

selected for those earlY "Choosing-Time"

experiences

were those which seemed to give the most opportunity for challenge,
problem-solving

and seli-direction,

commensurate with the children's

abi1i ty to handle ·them with some degree of satis.faction and success.
With this in mind, one block of tables became the "Clay Table"
during this period every day.
cloth, it provided
substantial

Covered amply with a wide yellow oil-

a gay setting for the "big brown crock," a pile o.f

cardboards,

twelve by eighteen inches in size, and a supply

of clean old newspapers.
1.

Dewey, John: The New Republic, vo.l., 63. Quoted by Reed, Mary M.,
and Wright:1 Lula E.: The Begirmings of the Social Sciences,
p. 23. New York: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1932.

2.

Kilpatrick, WID. H.:
Newson & Co., 1936.

Remaking the Curriculum,

p, 33.

New York:
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Plenty of problem-solving
media.

First,

lump into

of course,

and challenge was provided by this

was the

desire

something which met the individual's

the difficulty

of using the material

chairs , doorknobs and oneself

In so far as directed

pieces,"

needs.

without

with a fine

techniques

Second, was

covering tables

and

dusty pow-der.

were concerned, the teacher

advised only "use a big lump and keep it

Ld, ttle

to change the shapeless

big, without breaking off

for 1e gs, handles or heads, as the case might seem

to warrant.
Of course,
pieces,

some children

attemptiwJ to fasten

only to find

that

went right

them on where they seemed to need them,

they promptly fell

off when they dried.

.follow-up took care of' the situation
ing on the part

of' the teacher.

couraging workmanlike habits,

Green's"

cooperation

At first
ative

of "wipe off rags,"

was possible

material

thick

of objects

a-t, a minimumand to secure "Mr.

were qaite

clay products

Fresco solution

satisfied

with just

could be painted brightly

providing more pleasing
There was no kiln

could not be experienced.

experiences

and en-

to keep the "muss"

pr-oceas and with very crude and temporary results.

which could be taken home.

initial

plenty

the use of the clay to

and support.

the children

.found that their
extra

with this

it

This

nicely without too much remind-

By limiting

one corner of the room, providing

often associated

ahead and pinched off small

with clay,

the manipulLater they
with an

and lasting

available,

objects

so the firing

However, remembering her own

in which she had labored valiantly

but
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unsuccessfully

to produce a decorative

teacher-directed),

and remembering

hate clay work because
probjects,
a kiln.

tile (teacher-selected

and

how as a child she had come to

of repeated failures

to carry out dictated

the teacher was not too concerned about the absence of

Such an experience

felt the need of it.

could well come later when the children

Now she was glad that all the children turned

again and again to cl'!IY as a medium for individual

expression

and

that there was no thought of failure or urulappiness connected with
the activity.
The double easel for Fresco paint never could accommodate
the children who enjoyed splashing
newsprint.

its gayness over big sheets of

Thick sheets of old newspapers

vided supplementary

spread on the floor pro-

space for the painters.

With this material,

t.co, tidy handling proved a problem.

ately, there was a sink in one corner of the adjacent
WaShing brushes
satisfactorily

all

and "mopping-up"

cloakroom.

spills could thus be handled more

than would have been possible

otherwise.

Keeping colors clear provided another problem.
not combine well even when

Fortun-

care.fu~ly mixed.

The colors did

A child using a "red"

cup or spoon for other colors found his result most unsatisfactory.
At first the children were satisfied with using one color only
and simply painting
attempts

a "big blue paper."

Then came grass, houses,

at trees and flowers, and later children and animals ap-

peared.
The teacher urged long, free sweeps of the brush across the paper.
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She illustrated
stroke

the eaS,1 painting

at the "root"

for branches.

of the tree

of a tree

by starting

each brush

and sweepang the brush up and out

She suggested tha·t if

the children

took rides

into

the country over week-ends they "look way off and see how grass and
sky seem to meet."

She did not insist

out to the letter

carried

seein~ and feeling
be successfully

in the children's

had to come first

taught.

suggestions

painting.

before finer

techniques

and attempts

and the crude forms that

to translate

daily

being

Sle knew that

She was, for the time being,

the joyous play with color
imagination

on these

could

contented with

showed awakening

experience

into

individual

expression.
Finger painting,
color

and movement.

too,

provided richly

The onlY techniques

for e:lpe rience
stressed

were those concerned

with movement -- movement of the whole hand, the :fists
forearm,

rather

than trace~f

with single

Here a problem in cooperative

in both

and the entire

fingers.

effort

arose.

Whenit was time to

wash the gay color from small hands, a helper had to open doors and
turn on faucets
si tuation

in order to save extra

to be met and dealt

Block play,
ways.

of course,

Problems in sharing,

and in the building

being.

This was a different

with for the good of all.

offered

unlimited

possibilities

in the wise use of large

of proper foundations

dramatic play followed the construction
the usual houses,

cleaning.

churches and stores,

After a week-end "a-truckin"

arose.

activities.

in ma~

and small blocks

As usual,

too, much

In addition

other enterprises

to

sprang into

with his daddy in an adjacent
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state,

Jerry

present

built

a sorghum mill.

a problem in

IDaQY

coal-trucking

business

the teacher's

desk!

After

the varied

"Sharing-Time"
acti vi ties.

the intimate

with the

duties

Kil:pa·trick :finds that

"Belle:fs,

and mutual understandings
of persons.

and basic

located

o f "Clean-up Time" already
and focus to all

life

and knOwing the intolerances,

under

mentioned,

the morning's
convictions,

ideals,

are indispensable

They find their
relationships

began to

set up a lively

coal yard conveniently

3

wholesome so ciety

as wint~r fuel

homes, Robert and Russell

brought point

commonconsents

Later,

crucial

expression

of people."

the fault-finding

to a
in

Knowing this

and the grudges that

many of the children

heard expressed

to help the children

make "Sharing-Time" a genuine period of growth

for

each other.

Criticism,
led to raise

The children

the cane?"

questions

leading

activities,

and were

coal yard come from?!!

"What was sorghum

need for his mill

Sue tell

besides

a grinder

for

us more about Granny's farm where

These were only a few of the questions

grew out of the work with "Choosing-Time" materials.
The teacher

as careful
clarify

3.

impersonal

and wider horizons.

"v1Jhatwould Jerry
"Could Billie

tried

to new experiences

the grass blew in the wind?"
that

gave and took friendly,

helped each other plan new and better

"Where di.d the coal in the
made from?"

daily at home, the teacher

was careful

to ask questions

and widen their

not to impose or dictate

ideas,

but just

or make commentswhich helped the children

own thinki.ng.

Kilpatrick,
Wm.H.: The Educational
Century Company, 1933.

"Isn't

Jerryts

Frontier,

p.

finger

75.

painting

NewYork:
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like

a lovely

dark blue night -- but where are the stars?"

the red barn you saw in the country,
in it?"

These never f'ailed

enriched

expression,

Robert.

Did. a brown cow live

to bring enriched

thinking

and consequent

both with the mediumand in oral language.

Always there were plans f'or tomorrow:
built

"Welike

near the sorghum mill

Jimmy's farm house to be

or an order of' "coa.l," for Vera Jean,

with the consequent need of' "payment" and the making of' P18.Y money
there

was never a dearth

and the student
into

of' plans.

assistant

ever-widening

4

Snith declares

The energies

were absorbed in helping the plans grow

worthwhile activities
that,

and unders tandings •

"Modern educators

are concerned with child

development and they v..ould teach reading largely
or flows out of,
She further
with experiences

children! s interests,
states

of both the teacher

that,

which will

reading symbols and their

enters

into,

problems and acti vi td.es , "

lilt is desirable

(1) Awaken .....

use;

as it

....

to provide them

a sensitiveness

to

(2) Enable them to put meanings into

and to get meanings out of' reading symbols before any definite
struction

in books is undertaken;

f'or- reading

and a desire

The timeliness
apparent
that

to read.

of' the arrival

in the description

(3) Establish

in-

in them a readiness

,,5
of the letter

of some of' trn

and the picture

"Choosing-Time" actin

is
ties

morning.

4.

&lith, Nila Banton: Teachers I Guide f'or the li'irst Year, p. 25.
Unit-Activity
Series.
NewYork: Silver Burdett company, 1936.

5.

Ibid.,

p.

63.
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The address

on both the picture and the letter i"tself were designed

not only to meet the very real interest in "Tammy," but to make reading
symbols vitally meaningful

to the children.

The fact that the letter was "like a flower garden" met the
aesthetic

need while the fact that all the writing was done in print-

script style to which the children had alreaqy became accustomed,
gave additional

6

Thorndike

security and meaning.
found that "The time for learning anything is the time

when you need it!

For there are great advantages which accrue when

learning

some real need, benefits

satisfies

and is made use of at once •
Certainly

. ."

the children had need for reading that morning.

they were becoming
their gathering

some cherished purpose

sensitive to printed symbols is illustrated

That
by (1)

at the corkboard at noon and (2) the suggestion that

the teacher "make a crayon write a letter."
7
Smith also discusses the use of appropriate
early stages of beginning

reading.

labels during the

The card bearing the information

about Tammy and posted under his picture; the children's

names beside

their flowers on the letter they dictated and those under their own
pictures

illustrate

this activity.

The growth of the so much needed security
evidenced

in the children's

(see Chapter IV) is

sureness that Tammy would be pleased to

6.

Thorndike, Edward L.: Adult Learning, p. 183. Macmillan Co.,
1923. Quoted by Kilpatrick, WIn. H.: Source Book in Philosophl
of Education, p. 438. New York: Macmillan Co., 1934.

7•

Smith:

Ope

ci"t., p , 70.
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see the things
hair

that

were so important

to them -- a pink dress,

bow, and even new blue overalls!
Because the school was one of a large

families

will

city-adopted
ing.

a new

move sometimes, the teacher
reading

In this

textbook,

right

city
early

system and because
began the use of the

along with the experience

way she planned for the security

read-

of those children

who

in the course of the year might move to a school where much book
reading wa.s required,
experience

while at the same time she carried

reading which seemed such a vi tal

necessity

forward the
to these

children.
In some ways the teacher
have included

a trip

would have been glad could the experience

to mail the "very big package" at a post office.

However, the nearest

postal

many traffic

along the way; there

hazards

to make the trip,
other

so it

seemed better

was many blocks distant,

with

was no school bus in which

to guide the experience

into

channels.
The plan that

children's

was adopted really

interest

play very intriguing.
and gave the children
fine

sub-station

had many advantages.

in music was very real

and "SymphonyConcert"

"Miss Carol" was an advanced student
many delightful

The

experiences

of music

with an unusually

repertoire.
After

this

experience,

too,

the children

seemed to feel

on more

intimately

friendly

references

both to them and to the "big blue car" with friendly

casualness.

terms with "Mrs. King and Helen" and made frequent
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Also, the plan led to a discussion
The teacher
brought

I

of different

types of homes.

s home being on the sixth floor of an apartment

to light much information

into tree-tops,

house-phones

on elevators,

and lower-hall

building

windows that looked

mail boxes.

Lncd.denbaf.Ly, there was a letter box across the street from the
school and the children mailed
The description
opened completes
teacher

of Tammy's performance

the narrative

to the children

conversation

with

To the children
"Junior Primary"
surprising

when the package was

exactly as the news was relayed by the

the following

"Helen.

The news brought

letters there on several occasions.

Monday morning

after a telephone

ft

forth many delighted

it seemed to be becoming

squeals and joyous comments.

increasingly

apparent that

was a place where there was an endless succession

of

and happy things to do and to find out about, and best of

all was knowing

"Little Dog TaIllll\V,"

who liked surprises,

too.

CHAPTER
VI

(NARRATIVE)

A SONG FOR LITTLE DOG TAMMY
One morning it
came to sit

on the rug by the piano.

Lowell brought
He sat

was "Singing-Time"

in the

Tedqy Bear.
little

in Junior

chair

The children

Vera Jean brought Jane-doll.

John Edward brought

rocking

Primary.

Tarr@y-in-the-picture.

by the piano so all

the children

could see Tammy.
The children

sang all

and Tedqy would like
house.

best.

the songs that

They sang about a carpenter

They sang about the "Cowthat

sang about a little

they thought Tammyand Jane

red wagon.

they were fat

and round on all
little

fours.

rowley-prowley

roly-poly
bears,

Teddyls shiny shoebutton

Miss Mary played some tip-toe

whirly-twirl,y

they were snowflake fairies.

Patty

Miss Mary played some slow, sleepy
singing

to sleep

and had to be put to bed for a nap.

"But,

II

said

slow, sleepy

bears.

music and the girls
Jane with her while

was so much fun.

rocking music and while they

were all

for

eyes and his funny

carried

she danced and Jane smiled and smiled because it

music and all

and walked round

bear mouth laughed and laughed at the playlike

played

a

Jumped Over the Moon" and they

Then Miss Mary played some slow-stepping
the boys played

building

rocking words,

Jane and Teddy both went

John Edward, ''we have not sung any music that

is

just

Ta.rnJIzy"."
"Isn't

there

any music just

big red book or the little

for

Tammyin the big green book or the

blue book, Miss Mary," said Russell.

"I have looked and looked,"

said lI.p.ssMary, "but I cannot find any
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song words that
were just

for

round like

Tammy.It

Tammyif my fingers

"Could you make some words that
find

some music that

sounds like

Tammy?"
"I could,"
"I could,

It

"I could,"

said

!.Dwell.

said

Vera Jean.

said

almost

everybody else.

Then Miss MaryI s fingers
Tanurzy"
and the children

began to hunt music that

began to thin..lc of words that

sounded like

were just

for

I'ammy ,
Soon Miss MaryI s fingers
"That is
Alan.

"It
"It

our gillopy-gallopy

gallops

.fast like

dances quick,

on the kitchen

floor,

"Can you tell
the first

found some very happy music.

Tammyrunning after

quick,

It

said

broomstick-pony

quick like

his

said Dav:id

Joany-ball."

Tammy's feet

going pit-a-pat

Vera Jean.

'Iamnyt s picture

about?"

asked Miss Mary as she played

of the music over again.

Patty

pointed

lllee to play with
Robert added,

her f'inger

on the kitchen

at Tammy-in-the-picture

"And squeak your little

floor,

"You

then wag your tail

Dog Tamm,y,Little

Then she played

all

Pudgy-doll."

at once and in a hurry,

Miss Mary played the chorus part

they had thought,

and sang,

your Joany-ball."

Vera Jean sang all

"Little

music,"

"You dance pit-a-pat

and dance some more."

of the music and everyone sang,

Dog Tammy,bow-wow-wow."
of the music and eve~one

jus t f'or- Ta.nuny.

"We didn I t put in his

dinner-bowl,

It

said

Jerry.

sang all

the words
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"1Vedi.dnt

tell

t,

nWedidn't
ItI rill

about standing

have hdm say

I

Hello,

I"

said

said La."fell.
Billie

play the music again and you can tell

said Miss Mary.
stand up tall

Sue.
th ose things,"

She played the music again ani David Alan sang,

"You run awful fast
"And stop by the

for your dinner-bmlil,n
around the back yard,"

gate to say

Everyone sang the next,

Miss Mary played all

I

Hello,

"Little

I"

added Jimmy.

sang Jerry.

finished

Billie

Dog Tammy, Little

Sue.

Dog Tammy,

the music again two times and everyone sang

the song.
"Now," said Miss Mary, when they had finished,

you two grown-up words that
song'?

It

lnean lawful fast'

Hurry-sc1..lrry means just

Jerry
yard,

"You

for your Pudgy-doll."

"And say pretty-please

all

up tall,"

sang his line

again,

and everyone did think

change it

IN:i. th

Then they
pleased.

the same but it

around your back

sounded more grown-up and wanted to

Miss Mary's words.
sang it

The children

David Alan turned
mrs. Taylor

again,

all

of it,

and Tammy-in-the-picture

looked

were so happy they danced up and down and shouted,

two somersaults

for Tammy.1lI

because he was so happy.

came to the door to see why they sounded so very,

very happy and the

for Tammy'?"

a

sounds more grown-up."

"Wemade a song, we made a song, we made a song, just

"May

may I tell

but sound more like

"You run hurry-scurry

it

"please

children

told

her about the song just

I hear the song'?" she asked,

"May I hear

for Tammy.

the song just
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John E&vard held Tammy-in-the-picture
all

the gillopy-gallopy

Mrs. Taylor

and this

music again.
is

the way it

again.

Miss Ma~ played

Everyone sang all

the song :for

sounded:

You like to play with your Joany-ba~l
And squeak your little
pudgy-doll.
You dance pit-a-pat
on the kitchen .floor,
Then wag your tail and dance some more,
Little
Dog Tammy, Little Dog Tammy
Bow-wow-wowl
You stand up tall :for your Pudgy-doll
And say "pretty p'laase " for your dinner-bowl,
You run hurry-scurry
around your back yard,
Then stop by the gate to say IIHello " •
Little
Dog Tammy,Little
Dog Tar~
Bow....;\"{ow-wow
!

"Hmnmnnm,
and he will

said IvIrs. Taylor,

tI

like

"Howwill

it,

too.

"that

song is

"Oh, let

1

s write

.for 'rammy

song, Miss Mary? Howwill

know about his very own song?" asked Billie
it

right

II

he know about his

"Sha.Ll,I write

just

Tammy

Sue.

down .for him'?" asked Miss Mary.
him a letter

and put the song in it,"

said Vera

Jean.
"It
''Wewill

is

time for you to go home to lunch now, II said Miss Mary.

'write

the letter

this

afternoon."

Miss Mary copied the song while the children
the music on funny music paper 'wi.th little
she made little

black notes

on the lines

were gone.

black lines
to tell

allover

She copied
it

and

the piano what to play.

She copied the words on pink paper wi th a blue flower

garden around

the edge.
'Whenthe children
make the letter

say.

came back a .fter lunch they told
First,

she made a piece

her what to

of chalk say the letter
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on the blackboard.

Then whiJB the children

her pen say t:re letter
garden and when that

on a piece

weI'9 very still

of pd.nk paper without

was done everyone made a little

bes i.de his own name all

around the paper.

she made

a flower

flower garden

This is the letter:
RoomI
School 64
l'uesday.

Dear Tammy,
We made a song just for you. We sang
it to your picture.
Helen can sing it to
you.
Miss Mary made the music on music
paper to tell your piano what to play.
We
had fun making this song just for you. We
want you to have fun hearing the song just
for you.
Very much love to you,
Junior Primary.
Then Miss Mary made a pink envelope look like

this:

From Room I
School 64
405 Cherry st.

Big City,

5.

To
Little

Dog T~
Hawthorne Lane
Big City, 20.
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Russell

helped l\If.issMary put a purple

Jean helped her seal the

letter

stamp on the letter.

wi. th a bluebird

enveLope,

Everyone put on his hat and coat.

the street

to the mail box on the

corner.

on the flap

Vera

of the

Everyone went across
Jim, the traffic

boy, went

",vith them.
Vera Jean and Peggy carried
tall

and pulled

down the slide
go.

the latter.

down the mail box handl.e ,
into

the box.

David Alan stood up very
Rooert

pushed the letter

"Bang, It went the box fts David

Alan let
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"Good-by let.ter.

Go quick to Tammy,
II said
Patty.

Then they

• bac k to Room I and took off their wraps and sang the song
all walked
again to Tammy-in-the-picturee
The next morning when Tanmysaid "Hello" to the postman who

cane to his house, the postman said, "I have a lett.er for Little
Trumny.

Dog

Is that you?"

"\100f,ft said Tammy, "woo-oo-oof."
"Yes, yes, I am Little

Dog Tammy."

The postman gave the letter
open his very O'Nn1et·ter.

to Mrs. King and she helped Ta.rnmy

Mrs. King read the letter

to Tammy and she

read the song to Tru~~

WhenHelen came homefrom school in the big

blue car that

she sang the song to Tammy.

afternoon,

She

played the

mUsic tha·t Miss Mary had copied on the funny music paper.
''Vioof,'' said Tammy, "woo-oo-oof.
just for me.
little

I like

to have a le·tter that is just for me."

black nose went sniff,

garden paper.

tail

sniff,

Tammy'S

as he looked at the flower
pat
His black feet went pit-a-pat" pit_a_pat,pit-aon

the rug by the piano.

his busy little

! like to have a song that is

sniff

His big brown eyes went shine, shine, shine and
went wag, wag, wag because he was so happy.

Tanu:ny
liked his very ownsong and he liked his very ownletter.

CHAPTER VI

(INTERPRETATION)

EXPERIENCE IN MUSIC

.All power and fulfillment
come through
gr-owt.h
, This is a nutshell summary of
the development.al point. of' view • • •
All musical activities,
experiences,
endeavors, and learnings should be
thought of and planned as episodes in
a process of musical growth.
1
Mursell.
Distinctly
fine art • • • occurs when
activity
is productive of an object
which affords continuously renewed delight.
2
Dewey.
During the

first

source of delight

days of Ii ring together,

to the

musical instruments

children.

the piano became a

The majority

at home, a few had no radio,

of the group had no
so the piano that

was always reacW to sing with or to them was more than just

a piece

of furniture.
The district
inally

settled

homes this

had formerly
by substantial

influence

been a musical one, having been origGerman families,

was still

felt.

The nearby park had an amphitheater
by municipal

organizations

where Sunday afternoon

However, neither

concerts

were given during the summerand one of the

churches in the neighborhood had an excellent
children.

and in some of the

of -these activities

musical program for
was within

the ex-

3.

1.

:Mursell, James L.:
Ed1jcation for Musical Growth, p.
Ginn and Company, 1948.

NewYork:

2.

Dewey, John: Art and Education, p , 7. NewYork: Barnes Foundation
Press, 1929.
Quoted by Kilpatrick,
Wm.H: Source Book in
Philosophy of Education, p , 182. NewYork: Macmillan Company, 1934.
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perience

of the children who came from Shingletown

or those living in

the made over many-frunily houses.
The teacher

taught the rote songs from the city course of study

as well as others which seemed to best meet the interests and capabilities of the group.
There had been much rhythmic pl~

as the narrative indicates.

"Music for our Feet" included rhythms appropriate
Lng , jumping, hopping
the nar-ratdve ,
dramatic pl~

for running, skipp-

and skating as well as the types described in

Much of the time the rhythmic play was connected with

as is also indicated

in the narrative.

There had been no formal rhythm band, but there had been much
dramatization

of drum-beating,

playing as well as experience

horn-blowing

and violin and cymbal-

with tapping real triangles.

Once a week the children went to "Chorus" where they sang with
the other first grade groups and with the second graders.
In addition

to the music for rhythm play, there was time every

day f' or "music for our ears."

student teacher had contributed
or playing

really excellent

The "gillopy-gallopy

During many o.f these periods the
to the experience

either by singing

selections.

broomstick-pony"

music had becone a favorite

the first week of school and had continued to 00 up to the tame of
its adaption
dramatization

3.

to the "Ta.mmy" song.

It had lent itself admirably to

3
in its original state, as the children took turns

McConothy, et al.: Music Hour for Little Children, p. 8.
The Broom.
New York: Silver Burdette Company, 1937.

6S
galloping
child'

8

around the room on the pl~house

fitted

every

expsdence •

The actual
unplanned,
way.

broom and it

composition of the song was unplanned by the teacher
that

is,

for

Her broad general

of many kinds.

that

particular

planning,

time and in that

of course,

particular

included creative

work

Other groups had composed songs about pet hens ani

baby chicks and other

topics

of major interest,

so she knew it was a

possibility.
Always after
si tting

"Tarmny-in-the-picture

in the little

II

came, the children

took turns

rocking chair and holding "Tammy,"just

as they

did "Janell and "Teddy" at "Singing-Time" or "Talk-Time" or IIStoryTime.II

For several

days previous to the

been a growing desire
was not totally

for a "song just

actual

In evaluating

it was definitely
the activity

much planning had reallJ

there

had

for Tammy,
11 so the
teacher

unprepared for nor surprised

morning, although

experience

at what happened that

not a part

afterward,

of her tldaily p'lan ,"

hm~ever, she found that

been done before the actual

composition took

place.
The stimulus
both musical
months.

had been provided through all

and otterwise,

The security

new situation

The student

which had been going on for about three

which the children

was finding

the other activities,

now felt

in her and in their

expression.

teacher who had contributed

so richly

musical experience was not in the room the morning that
"made,n but the teacher knew that

her skilli'ul

to the children's
the song was

playing and singing had
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had its

part

in making the

composition possible.

All the "playlt with words that
and "Talk-Time" had had its
forth

on the way the

song bubbled

so spontaneously.
Of course,

basically

there

was the very real,

The teacher's
vide the stimulus,
them, and finally

part

then summarized seemed to have been to pro-

keep on the alert

for leads,

at the piano.

The change in the wording from "awful fast"
came about exactly
The teacher
ing •••

it

experiences

.

ulevltably

as described
realized

that

must be purposive
that

to "hurry-scurry"

in the narrative.
"growth must be a continuous unfoldand it

are prematurely

must be meaningi'ul and

precise,

or definite

e

e

•

or abstract

are

4

meaningless."

She knew also that
had no right
helping

and follow and guide

to joyously watch what happened while she did a

of synchronization

.

deep and abiding

in "Lit t.Le Dog Tammy" himself.

interest

bit

effect

had gone on in "'Sharing-Time"

as the adult

to impose ideas,

"steer

the ••

That the children
tion was an indication

e

member of the group, while she

she had a definite

responsibility

process along somewhat better

wholeheartedly
that

they,

too,

in

line;:"

accepted the suggested substituthought of her as a contributing

member of the group, but one with more experience

than they themselves

had.

4.

Mursell,

5.

Kilpatrick,
Win. H.:
Remakingthe Curriculum, p,
Newson& Company, 1936.

James L.:

OPe

cit.,

p. 299.

55.

NewYork:
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To the teacher,
sharing

ideas

the situation

was but one of many instances

and working together;

in ot.her- words, livin~

of

with the

children.
Again, the ending o.f too story
children

by the teacher.

time any news of Tammy's
"public,

II

is as it

The repetitions
activities

was relayed

were insisted

in the acti vi ties

IIPit-a-pat

.feet" and '''wag, wag, wag" had to be a part

story.

the teacher

forgot

coming more ani more an indispensable
Junior primary.

"Little

and integral

or not.

of arzy-"Tammylt

she was gently but firmly

And so the happy days went along with

riculum for

upon each

was given to his own particular

whether they had had a finger

If

to the

reminded.

Dog Tannuy" bepart

of the cur-

CHAPTER VII

(NARRATIVE)

KEEPING CHRISTMAS
Part

"The merry little

I

snowflakes"

were IIfalling

everywhere" one

morning in December as Patty

and Billie

all

along the Avenue to School

the others,

too,

hurried

VThenthey came into

Sue, Robert and Russell

were all

in the cupboard.

"I know why the Choosing-Time things
as she took off her boots.

are all

''Wewon't

at home for

santa

in the

cupboard,"

have time for

Choosing-Time today because we are going to plan
"Oh, is

64.

RoomI Miss Mary and Miss Carol were there,

but the Choosing-T:iJne things

said Patty

and

I

Happy Christmas

Claus going to come?1Iasked Jerry,

I • II

who had been

a couple of days.

"We are going to ask him to come to see Jane and Teddy, and we
are going to make a fireplace
"But 'Happy Christmas'

chimney f'oz- him," answered Patty.

is more than Santa Claus coming, II chimed

in Billie

Sue, as she tucked her mittens

Mary told

us about it

birthday
is

yesterday.

into

Christmas is

her coat sleeve.

IlMiss

the Baby Jesus'

and because He came to help everybody be happy and good, it

the time to do the happiest
Then she and Patty

about, the Baby :first,
manger cradle

told

things
Je~

we know to do for everybody.

II

about the shepherds who heard

and the wise men who followed

His star

and the

where the Baby slept.

They showed Jerry

all

the pictures

choose and mount the day before.

they had helped Miss Mary

Over by the playhouse were pictures
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of Santa Claus and gay Christmas trees.
of pictures

In

of the Baby as some very fine

one corner was a different

the trees

asleep

picture,

deep blue like
Jerry

the glass
beside

liked

artists

Christmas candles,

the blue in the Baqyls

the pictures.

her bookends.

He liked

He liked

mother's

the bright

the little

Some pictures
and some on

dress.
red blotter

playlike
jingle-bells

that Miss Carol had pinned on her white blouse,
MaryI s red smock with funny little

Him.

a deep quiet woods with all

on Miss Mary's desk and the little

the red berries

had painted

and long blue shadows over the snow.

were mounted on gay red paper like
soft

Near the piano were copies

toys all

under

Christmas trees
and red berl~es

and he liked

topsy-turvy

Miss

over it

and

she wore in her hair.

Then the piano played the "Coming Song" and everyone hurried

to

s L t on the rug and plan IlHappyChristmas."
"I want to make scmet.hi.ng
dress,

for Mommy. Could I make her a silk

NUBS Mary?" asked Peggy.
"I want to make something for my daddy ;" said Davf.d Alan.
"IVTrs.Taylor is

somebody-we know, too,"

'"'feLl, II said Lowell emphatically,

said Billie

''W"ejust

gotta

Sue.

do something for

Tammy and Mrs. King and Helen."
"Oh , yes, yes,"

chorused everybody,

''what can we make for Tammy,

Miss Mary?"
"So many, many things

to do, how can we do them all?"

asked

Tommyanxiously.
"I know," said Miss Mary, "I know.
my plan?"

Nowwould you like

to hear
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Everyone settled
on.
think

dovm comfortably

"We do want. to make something for mothers and daddies,

a 8ilic dress is a little

too big for us,

you how to make a sewing basket
a holder
one.

for

her hot-pads

better

tell

for Mother out of an oats box,

bring

and I think

Surprise

Day- --

"Wewon't
Mazy told

the twenty-first

the last
tell,

for Daddy that

I know a sur-

scraps.

but if

I tell

of December.

tell,"

he

you, you must not
That w-lll be
Christmas.

II

promised everybody and then W,iss

them a SECRET.

"Oh, oh , oh , II squealed
for the SECRETsounded like

the children,

big red circle

because that

of all

01'

December on the

was Surprise

the things

This is the way the list

and they clapped their

hands,

more fun and more f'un,

They marked the twenty-first

m~ce a list

will bring

you

day we come to school before

we won't

or

we can make a Pudgy-doll

in some oilcloth

for Mrs. King and Mrs. Taylor,
anybody until

if

of' your very own self

than anything

for Tammyif you .vill

but I

I can show

Peggy.

out of a paper plate

You can make a picture

~will like

prise

on the rug and Miss Mary went

Day.

calendar

with a

Then they decided to

they needed to do before

Surprise

looked:

THINGSTO DOFOR CHRISTMAS
Write a letter
to Santa Claus for Jane and Tedqy.
Write a letter
to Mrs.. Taylor.
Write a letter
to Mrs~ King.
Make a chimney for Santa Claus.
Make our tables pretty.
Make a sewing basket 1'01" Mother.
Make a picture for Daddy.
Mah~ a Pudgy-doll 1'01" Tammy.
Maleea surprise for Helen (what shall it be?).

Day.
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Trim a Christmas tree.
Sing Christmas songs.
Hear Christmas stories.
Remember the SECRET.
The next few days Junior
Santa Claus had made it
Frances

and Jimmy

Primary looked and sounded as though

his workshop, everyone was so busy.
painted

the red paper for

~e1l down.on one of the red papers while it
said she looked. like

paint

was dry.

Jerry

covered them with the brick
Russell

papers

and Peggy laid
between them for

was made.

pretty

"Only it

isn't

Miss Mary helped Russell

turned

on, it

yet,"

crayon when the
and Tomruw
and
where a

tvvo of the long boards f'rom
a mantle,

and the chimney

said Patty.

fix a light

bulb in a coffee

can in the

and when it. was covered with red paper and the light
really

looked like

Then Miss Mary whispered
the room.

with black

and stood them just

the block cupboard across

part

was wet and the children

Mre Green found two paper towel cartons

chimney should be.

Fr-ances

Mrs. Santa Claus with a red dress.

David Alan and Jimmy marked the bricks

fireplace

the chimney.

a Christmas fire

something to Miss Carol and went out of

Miss Carol showed Billie

to make candlesticks
the mantle and for

out of clay.
the centers

Sue and Patty

and looking

and Vera Jean how

They made enough candlesticks

of all

for

the table-blocks.

When Miss Mar,r came back in a few minutes
"Happy Christmas,"

~or Jane and Teddy.

she was humming

as though s he knew a surprise,

but she

didn't say a word.
E.'veryone went on working and they began to hum "Happy Christmas,"
too.

Some people were making candlesticks.

Some people were making
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sewing baskets

and some people were practicing

writing

"Mother" or

"Daddyq,at the blackboard.
Miss MaIJTopened a box on her desk and there
candles for

the candlesticks.

and the tables

look pretty,

Then there
opened it

They made the mantle look much better
too.

was a "tap,

tap,

tap" at the door.

there was Mr. Powers from the flower

He had a bundle of pine branches
Mary.

Then the

dlildren

was.

"Thank you, Miss Mary."

made the mantle look like

"truly

the tables

when they put it

the center.

he gave to Miss

in his arms that

nOh, oh, oh," said everybody.

WhenRobert

shop on the Avenue.

knew what her surprise

look so pretty

were gay red

Christmas"

as Patty

said"

The pine
and it

made

around the candlesticks

in

They helped Miss Mary and Miss Carol make a swag for the

door with little
swag outside

silver

bells

and one inside

tied

in with the

green and they put a

"so everybo9;Ywill

know it's

Chr-Latrnas
;"

said Vera Jean.
When they came back at noon some people brought sticks
and then the chimney and :fireplace

were ready for

Santa Claus.

Lcvwell and Peggy moved the dollbed and the doll
table

right

ing chair
IINov'{

over by the fireplace
by the table

,

next thing
"Let's

:for "logsl!

carriage

and Jane and Teddy sat

and the

in the rock-

looking very happy.

our room is pretty,

Miss Mary," said

Jinuny.

''What is the

to do?"
have a meeting and see,

So they all

came to sit

"I think we had better

It

said Miss Maty.

on the rug to see the next thing
send the letters

next,"

to do.

said Robert.

"My
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mother says that

the postman gets later

every day because he has so

much to carry.n
"That is

just

right,

Robert,"

said Miss Mary.

"Nowwhich letter

should be first?"
Ill/fuere do we send Santa Claus'

"I always heard that he lived
Miss Mary, "and that
gave Santa1s letter

is

hurried

near the North Pole,"

was

Mary.

"It
The

is

up the big chimney.

just

right,

so Robert and Jerry

to talk with Mr. Green.

Whenthey came back they told

"Then that

it

Green about it?"

down to tho boiler-room

had mailed many letters

answered

Last year the children

to Mr. Green and he sent

thought that

was time the letter

asked Rober-t ,

a long way from here.

Do you want to go and ask Mr.
The children

letter?"

the others

that

Mr. Green said he

to Santa Claus up the big chimney and that

was sent,

if

Sal ta were to get it

is what we must do tomorrow, first

in time.

thing,"

said. Miss

going-home time now.1!

next day the children told Miss Carol what to wri.te on the

big br-own paper w.i. th a red crayon and then they put pictures
~n1

faces all

was finished,
the letter

it

around the edge beside
Robert and Jerry

their

put on their

names.

of their

Whenthe letter

red postman caps and took

down to Mr. Green to mail up the big chimney.

letter:
RoomI
School 64
Thursday
Dear Santa Claus:
We are writing i'or Jane-doll and Teddy
Bear. Wehope you can come to see them.

This is the
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'I'eddy-Bear needs new overalls.
Jane-doll needs a new dress.
They need some new dishes for the
playhouse where they live.
Mr. Green will leave the chimney
room door open the night of
December twentieth.
December
twenty-first
is Surprise Day because we won't be here after that
until after Christmas.
Thank you for taking care of Jane
and Teddy if you possibly can.
Lovingly,
Junior primary.
The rest

of t.ha t day everybody worked on things

Daddy every minute after
to take their

their

red folders

work sheets

wi th work sheets

for Mother and

were done.

They were going

in them home for Mothe l'

and Daddy, too.
The next morning they told Miss Carol what to make the crayon
say to Mrs. King.
her and give it

Miss Mary was going to take that

to Mrs. King on Sunday.

red crayon on big brown paper,
trees

with gold stars
Mrs. Taylor's

It

at the top beside

letter

looked like

Lowell and Peggy put on their
the office.

too.

Her letter
had little

home with

was made witil a
green Christmas

everybody's

Mrs. King's.

name.
Whenit

red "postmanll caps and carried

Both of the letters

and they both looked "like

letter

was done,
it

to

'Weresealed with Sant.a Claus seals

Christmas."

These are the letters:
RoomI
School
Friday
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Dear Mrs. King:
We have a surprise for you. It is a
Christmas surprise.
We cannot wrap it in
pretty paper.
We oannot, put it in a box.
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You can keep it always.
Please come to our room at 10:15 the
morning of December twenty-first for
your surprise.
We wI sh Tammy could come, too, but
he does not like to ride bumpity-bump
on the bus. We wish Helen could come,
but she will have to keep Christmas
wi th her children that day like Miss
Mary does with us.
Please come.
Lovingly,
Junior Primary ..
Room I
School
Friday
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Dear Mrs. Taylor:
We have a surprise for you. It is
a Christmas surprise. We cannot wrap
it in pretty paper. We cannot put it
in a box. you can keep it always.
Please come to our room at 10:15 the
raornd.ng of December twenty-first, :far
your surprise. If you come in before
that and we stop something quickly,
you will know that is the surprise and
we can't tell until Surprise Day.
Please come ,
Lovingly,
Junior Primary.
Just after the letters were written, Junior Primary had a surprise.
Miss Ray came in.
write.

Miss Ray went to many schools to help the children

She always liked to come to Juni.or Primary because there was

always a surprise happening.
Today she read the letters.

Then she turned to the children and

said, "Whatever is it that you cannot wrap in pretty paper or put in
a box and yet it can be kept always?

Can't you tell me?"

The children laughed and looked at Miss Mary.

She laughed, too,
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but she shook her head.
and whispered

Then Lowell had an idea.

something to her.

happy thought,

lowell.

Listen,

She laughed and said,
everybody,

Lowell went to Miss Ray and said,
Surprise

Day, but wouldn't

He ran to Miss Mary

you like

to Lowell's

"We can't

tell

do,"

said

all

the other

''Wewould be very happy to have you.
lIThank you,"
that

morning.

said Miss Ray.

Everybody will

have time to write
don't

live

very far

but I know Helen.
me that

with me.

morning.

Ldea;"
anyboczy-until

to have a surprise,

come with Mrs. King and Mrs. Taylor at 10:15 that
"ah, please

"That is a

children

Please

too,

morning?"
and Miss Mary said,

come."

"I was wondering where I could go

be so busy keeping Christmas,
It will

they wonI t

be fun to have a surprise.

from Mrs. King and Helen.
Maybe she will

and

let

I

I don I t know Mrs., King,

me bring her mother out with

It

"Oh, thank you,"

said Miss Mary.

"It

is

a long bus ride with a

to make and I am sure Mrs. King vall be glad to come with

transfer
you."

When Miss Ray had gone, Vera Jean said,
and I like
all

"Ummmm,
I like

our SECRET. It makes everybody so happy. It And she danced

around the room because she was so happy herself.
Monday it was snowing again when the children

"'l'his is
Mary.

came to school.

a good morning to go to buy our Christmas tree,"

"It

isn't

said Miss

cold and we can have fun walking in the snow."

Everybody put on his boots and buttoned
his

Christmas

his top buttons

and pulled

cap down over his ears and Miss Mary and Miss Carol put on their

coats and hats

and boots and they all

started

to buy the Christmas tree.
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They had to wait for the green light
went skippety-hop,
grocery store.
store.

slippety-slide

then they

downthe avenue to Mr. Smith's

Mr. Smith had many trees

He always had just

at the corner,

the right

in the yard beside his

Christmas tree

for

Junior

Primary.
"Jerry

is

the littlest

boy, and we want our tree

for him to reach the top of it,"

said Billie

SUe.

measured Jerry and found a tree

that was just

tall

to reach the top when he stood on tip-toe.
little

tree,

thick

"That will
asked him.

be eighty-five

pennies into Mr. Smith's

three

little

at a time,

big enough

So Mr• Smith
enough for

Jerry

It was a just-right

and green and spicy-smelling.

The children

the just-right

just

cents,"

said Mr. Smith when Miss Mary

helped Miss Mary count eight

dimes and five

hand and they told him "Thank you" for having

tree.

Then they took turns

carrying

and they all walked back to school
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the tree,

singing

"Happy

Christmas.1I
Whenthey were back in RoomI and all
they stood the little
the little

tree

Primar,y that

tree

the children

so that

six strings

they had made and

wanted to trim it
they had better

right

then.

drink their

milk and rest

is what they did.

While the children
the lights

close to the fireplace

looked so happy to be keeping Christmas in Junior

Miss Mary said that
first,

the wraps were put away,

on the tree.
of lights

drank their

milk Miss Mary and Miss Carol put

That was really

a grown-up job if all

were not going to be tangled.

the

Whenthey were
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done, Ji.mnzy- fas·tened the end of the last string into the electric outlet in the wall and the little tree stood gay and beautifUl with many
lights while the children lay down to rest.

All the other lights were

off and the blinds were pulled down so the only lights were the fairy
lights of the little tree, and the children thought it was the nicest
way to rest they had ever had.
All the rest of the day they were very busy.

They colored paper

strips and made bright chains to hang on the little tree.

They hung

silver paper "icicles" from the tip-top to the very last branch at
the bottom.
Some people brought silver balls to hang on the tree when they
came back from lunch.

Some brought red or blue balls and Robert

brought a shining silver star for the tip-top.

Now the lights were

reflected in all the shining icicles and made "more lights and more
lights and more lights," as Peggy said.
Every afternoon after that they had had story-'rime by the fireplace, and now this afternoon there was the shining, happy little tree
to make things beautiful, too.

That afternoon Miss Mary told the

story of the "Golden Cobwebs," and when she was done Patty said, ''We
have a golden cobweb tree, too.

Urumn, 'Keeping Christmas

I

is so much

fUnl't
Every time one of the things on the Christmas list was done the
children put a red star beside it.

There was a red star beside every-

thing now except Tammy's pudgy-doll and Helen's surprise.

Miss M~

had told so many Christmas stories that the children decided to share
them with Helen by making a picture book about them, but the pictures
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done, Jimmyfastened
let

the end of the last

in the wall and the little

lights

wlrl.Lethe children

off and the blinds
lights

into the electric

lay down·to rest.

tree,

0'1 t-

stood gay and beaut.Ltu L with many
All the other lights

were pulled down so the only lights

of the little

way to rest

tree

string

and the children

were

were the fairy

thought it

was the nicest

they had ever had.

All the rest

of the day they were very busy.

strips

and made bright

chains to hang on the little

silver

paper "icicles"

from the tip-top

They colored paper
tree.

They hung

to the very last

branch at

the bottom.
Somepeople brought silver
came back from lunch.
brought a shining
reflected
lights

in all

silver

star

for the tip-top.

the shining icicles

Every afternoon
afternoon

things beauti.ful,

to hang on the tree when they

Somebrought red or blue balls

and more Ij.Ehts,"

now this

balls

and Robert

Nowthe lights

and made "more lights

as Peggy said.

there was the shd.rri.ng , happy little

treet.o

too.

and
make

That afternoon Miss Mary told the story of

the "Golden Cobwebs," and when she was done Patty said,
golden cobwebtree,

and more

they had had Stor'J-Time by the fireplace,

too.

were

llWWe
have a

Urmnm, 'Keeping Christmas' is so much

fun14t
Eve~ time one of the things
children

put a red star

on the Christmas list

beside it.

There was a red star

thing now except Tammy
I s Pudgy-doll
and Helen I s surprise.
had told

so many Christmas stories

them wi. th Helen by mak.i.nga picture

that

the children

was done the
beside everyMiss Ma~

decided to share

book about them, but the pictures
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were not all

cbne yet.

The next morning Tammy's Pudgy-doll
children

had brought

green and striped.

scraps

of oilcloth,

was ready to stuff.

blue and yellow and black and

Miss Mary had sewn them together

machine at home.

The children

on the ai.de ,

it

except one place

David Alan and Peggy cut some old window curtains

took turl~

stuffing

Pudgy until

Right in the middle they put one of their

Pudgy was stuffed
the left-open

just

right,

they took turns

place with a needle

he was fat

jingle-bells.

helping

and thread.

all
When

Miss Mary sew up

Then they wrapped Pudgy-

him with a red bow and helped write

doll in Christmas paper and tied
said,

Miss

narrow strips.

Then eve~body

a card that

by a pattern

NowMiss Mary had

around the edge on the machine all

Mary gave them into

over.

on her sewing

had cut out the Pudgy-doll

Miss Mary had cut from Tammy's old Pudgy-doll.
double stitched

Many

tlLove to Tammy.
II

Then Pudgy was ready to put on the

Christmas tree.
Some people made pictures
made pictures
"Piccola"
child
picture

about the "Little

Engine."

and some made pictures

for Helen's

together

picture

green paper for

and printed

of the "Little

Gray Lamb."

one sentence

Christmas trees

Some

about
Each

about his

When they were all

done Miss Mary

a cover and they all

helped staple

"HELEN'SPICTUREBOOK"on the front.

made the wrapping paper.
made lit"tle

book.

for Helen.

Some made pictures

helped Miss Mary or Miss Carol write

found some pretty
it

of the cob-web story

Janice

She folded a big brown paper in squares and
in each aquar-s,

Ilfuen it

was wrapped they
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sealed

it with little

again,

a star

tree

gold stars

for everybody.

way and this

way

on the Christmas list.

by everything

the time they worked.

the Christmas tree

way and that

They put the book on the Christmas

and made two more red stars
There were red stars

all

this

now.

Miss Ma~ had told

every afternoon

and all

They had been singing
Christmas stories

by

the time they were know-

ing about the SECRET
e
The next day they wrapped their
and put them on the long table.
Some had Christmas trees
Helen.

tied

would be asleep,

too.

Janice made for
They

Miss Mary found for them.

was -time to put Jane and Teddy to bed early

so they

if

dress

Santa Claus did come.

home to wash and iron,

they would be all

Patty

clean and fresh

Surprise

Day.

they would surely

they were wondering what the surprise
of anything that

and

so

the next morning.
On the corkboard were

gay Christmas cards from Mrs. King and Mrs. T~lor
King and N.rse Taylor said

took Jane's

and Vera Jean took TeddyI s overalls

Everything was ready for

never thought

Christmas,

and some had red and blue stl"ipes.

with red tape that

And then it

slip

They looked like

on the brown paper like

Some had red berries

were all

packages for Mother and Daddy

and Miss Ray.

be there

could possibly

at 10:15,
be.

Mrs.

and

They had

could not be wrapped Ln pretty

paper

and yet could be kept always 1
Miss Rayt s card said that
bring Iv1rs.King and that
The cards all

said

she would be there

and that

she would

she could hardly wait for the surprise.
IIThank You" for

the invitation

and. right

be-
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side them were two more cards.
dog with a gay littlE!

plaid

One was the picture

of a little

cap over one ear and inside

Scotty

Tannnyhad had

Helen write;
"Happy Christmas, Junior Primary.
I can+t, come this time, but
I will be laving you all the time."
And Tammyhad signed it
The other

with his very own paw-mark.

card had a little

bundles and Helen had written

girl
that

onthe front

she,

too, would be thinking

even though she couldn I t come to "Keep Christmas
And so everybody went home "to sleep all
when morn.i..ngcane it
hardly wait.

with her arms full

would be SUrprise Day.

II

of

of them

with them.

night
Junior

till

morning,

Primary

could

II

and

CHA.PTER
VII

(NA.ri.RATIVE)

KEEPINGCIffi.ISTMA.S

Part

F'inally

it

was Surprise

Russell

and Vickie hurried

flakes"

that

was too thin,

could,

Patty

and Billie

to school through ma~r "me~

been to Junior

Primary

.for several

she had no snowpants and there

was Surprise
and tried

Christmas tree

Pudgy-doll

snow-

Her coat

in her shoes,

along as fast

as she

not to cry.

lights

and the playlike

in RoomI and all

fire

lights

were all

the
burning

to make Vickie .forget how cold she was.

While Miss Carol took her down to the kitchen
hot milk,

little

days.

were holes

Day, so Vickie hurried

~J[;issMary and 1vliss Carol were already

and trying

Sue, Robert and

morning.

Vickie hadn't

but this

Day.

II

the other
just

children

as they left

left

it.

that

had not been there

looked at the tree&
it.

to see about some
There was 'I'ammy t s

There was Helen's

But -- there was SOMETHING
else.
the night before.

book just

as they

There were .four somethings
There were four somethings

wrapped in Santa Claus paper ani loold.ng very mysterious.
"Shall we see what the surprises
with our guests?"
The children
"Let's

wait.

said,

asked Miss Mary.
were very still

That will

The children
"Yes, yes,

are now, or wait to share them

be part

were very still
let's

a mf.rnrte,

Then Billie

Sue said"

of the Secret."
another ndnute.

Then everybody

wait for Mrs. King and Mrs. Taylor and Miss
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Ray, II said

Vera Jean and Jerry

some work to do right

together,

and then everybody found

away.

Jane and Teddy had to be taken up and dressed
breakfast

and have their

house made neat and pleasant.

Robert ran down to the boiler
surprises

on the tree

looked like
Mr.

that

room to tell

Mr. Green about tlID

and ask him whether he had seen anybody that

Santa Claus about, when he came early

Green hadnt t seen anybody at all,

there

were surprises

on the tree,

chimney-room door open as he promised,
never can be surprised

and given their

that

morning.

but he wasnr t surprised

because he had left

the

and as he told Robert,

"You

at Santa Claus; he is always up to something

nice. "
Then Mr. Green helped Robert and Tommycarry
chairs

from the Teacher I s room to RoomI for

looked a little
pretty

flowery

old and faded,
chintz

for

the company.

The chairs

so Miss Mary found two pieces

of

Vera. Jean and Peggy to spread Over the chair-

backs to make them look i'resh

and pretty.

Miss Carol and Jimmymade four bright
the helpers

the two big rocking

to wear and then all

the "last"

red "Messenger" caps for
things

were done and

everybody had time to drink his milk and have a little

rest

before

the company came.
Whenthe

hands on the big clock said 10 :10,

Jerry and Russell

put on two of the "Messenger" caps and went for Mrs.. Taylor.
and Vera Jean put on the other
hall

Frances

"Messenger" caps and went out in the

by the Avenue door to wait for Miss Ray and Mrs. King.

8LAnd just

at 10:15 everybody came.

:Mrs. Taylor's

pretty.

dress was soft

The companyall

blue like

mountings a.nd up by the lacy white collar
little

red berries

and silver

she had pinned a bunch of

candles,1It and Miss Ray t s dress

the color of the ChI~stmas tree.

new blue overalls

the blue picture

jingle-bells.

Mrs. King's dress was red "like
was just

looked so

were clean,

and Patty

Jerry was glad that
that

his

she had a new blue

hair-bow.
VilienMrs. King and Mrs. Taylor were comfortable in the two big
chairs

and Miss Ray had a low chair

like

"liked

that

came to sit

kind,"

of the fireplace.

the children

all

Miss Mary's because she
on the rug in front

Miss Carol sat on a low chair,

too, with them. and

Miss Mary was helping the piano sing.
First

the piano and the children

of the guests,

and then the piano and Miss Carol sang the Christmas

Bell song and Jerry and Russell
littlest

bells

sang "Happy Christmas" to each

made the triangles

in a high-up church tower, and the other childred

they were Symphonyviolins
They sang all

played

and hunnnedthe music.

the lovely

Christmas carols

green book and the big red book and the little
all

sing Lfke the

that were in the big
blue book.

They were

about the Baby and his mother and the manager and the shepherds.

And for the very last
best of all
while all
softly.

song the piano sang the one the children

-- the Baby's lullaby

the children were violins

liked

-- and Miss Carol sang the words
again and hummedthe music very
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Then .NIiss Mary slipped
children

thought

the little
just

her low chair

the company would like

gray lamb's

the right

into

places

when the little

tell

the story

the

--

the story

of

of all

journey to see the Baby, and the children
to help tell

the story.

gray lamb was a little

It was time after

best

to

that

and sing about jingle-bells

to slip

knew

Everyboqy was so glad

white lamb at last.
on their

and santa

"jingle-bell"

Claus,

bracelets

and then it was time to

look at the surprises.
One surprise
said

was marked "Jane,

"Jane and Teddy," and one said

II

one surprise
"Junior

Primary.

Mrs. King held Teddy while she and Jerry
package --

and there

were new overalls,

said

II'I'eddy

one

,"

It

helped him unwrap his

"blue like

mine,

11

said

Jerry.

Miss Ray held Jane and she and Vickie unwrapped Jane1s package
for her and then everybody said,
soft

pink material,

new dress.

with little

white dots all

On top of the material

didn I t have a stamp on it.
corner.

"Oooh ," for there

It

was a letter

had a pie ture

was a piece of

over it,

for

Jane's

from Santa Claus..

of Santa in the

It

13 tamp

The envelope said:
"From
Santa Claus
To
Junior Primary
RoomI
School 64
405 Cherry st.
Big City, 10."

Frances
Carol held it
letter:

cut the envelope open and Peggy took out the letter.
so everyone could see while she read it.

This is the

Miss
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North Pole
Thursday
Dear Children:
Thank you for your good letter.
I am
so glad that you told me about Jane and
Teddy so I could send them something.
JVTrs
• santa Claus did not have time to
make Jane's dress.
Please ask Miss Mary if
she will make it during vacation.
Mrs. Santa
Claus has put in everything that she will
need.
Please tell Mr. Green "Thank you" for
leaving the chimney-room door open for me.
I can't leave the North Pole until Christmas
Eve, but :r am sending a very good helper who
knows just how to manage the chimney-room.
Since you just asked for something for
Jane and Teddy, there is a surprise for you,
for that is shard.ng,
Happy Christmas to you.
Lovingly,
Santa Claus.
"Ooooh;" said everyone again as Miss Ray helped unfold
and out fell

lace

for trlmming,

ribbon for

the material

a sash and a pattern

to cut

the dress by.
"I lrall. try

the pat tern

and make this

since Mrs.. Santa Claus did not have time,
some pieces

of material

dress like

be fun,"

to use the pattern

and

said Miss Mary.

said Vera Jean.

"I want Jane to have a

my new red one."

''1Vewill
Mary.

will

too,"

said Miss Mary,

and then maybe you can bring

from home and learn

you can ha ve fun sewing for Jane,
"Oh, that

dress,"

all

"Nowlet

t

look at home and see what we can find,"
s see what else

said Miss

Santa thought of."

Lowell held Teddy and Vera Jean held Jane and they all
Mrs. Taylor unwrap the package that
and square and it
}~s. Taylor lifted

rattled
the lid,

said

"Jane and Teddy."

hel.ped
It

was big

and when the paper was off there was a box.
so careful~,

and there were the prettiest
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pink dishes

that

Teddy or Jane had ever seen.

and the children

were happy, too.

"Nowwhen my Betsy-doll
enough dishes
Billie

They looked so pleased

comes to spend the day, there will

to go around and they can have a tea-party,"

be

said

Sue, jumping up and down.
"Everybody looked at the little

at the plates

and the cups and the saucers,

wait to play tea-party
"Thi.s is

Very carefully

and they could hardly

says "Junior

Primary."

Peggy helped 1'Y1"iss Carol take off

Frances helped take off the paper.

story-picture

book and the cover had the picture

the pictures.

"Ooooooh."

ducks and a little

furt.her

chasing the little

dog across

of a little

right

looked at
waddly

looked so exciting

then.

to share ..

"Mrs. King," said Miss Mary, "there

"1Irs. King looked.

new

Scotty

dog chasi..ng some fat

a page and the story

were other things

Would you like

Very

on they could see the fat waddly ducks

they aJmost wanted to stop and read it

the tree.

There was a lovely

Miss Carol turned the pages and they all
They could see the little

But there

the ribbon.

Then Miss Carol held up

and everybody said

Tammy.

to Miss Carol.

said Tommy,handing it

the Surprise,

dog like

They looked

t.hemselves.

our package,"

"This is the one that

carefully

knives and forks.

are tyro ot.her packages on

to look and see whose names are on them?!!

"Why-," she said,

"one package says "Little

Dog Tammy"and the other one is marked "Helen."
those packages belong to my Helen and to my little

Do you suppose
dog Tammy?"
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The children

laughed and laughed.

"Yes," they said,

belong to your Helen and to your little
take them to HeLenand
"I'll

"yes,

they

dog Tammy. Will you please

Ta.mmy'?"

be glad to take them to Helen and Tammy,"said MrseKing

and then Peggy helped her take Helen I s package off the tree

and

Jerry helped her take Tammy
I s package o:ff the tree.
"Wetied
easy,"

said

think it

is

Tammy's package with a ribbon so it
Jimmy, "and you can open it
just

would come open

if you wish and see if you

right."

"I'm sure it

is

just

right,"

said Mrs. King, "but I will

look if

you Wish."
"We can tie

it

up again nicely,"

said Miss Mary.

!!WI
think Tammy

won't mind if you look."
"So Mrs. King looked.
carefully

and Jerry

is sharing,"

said

held it

Jerry,

Robert helped her untie

the ribbon very

while Mrs. King un:folded the paper.

as Mrs. King un:folded the last

bit

"This

of paper

and found PUdgy-doll •
. "Oh, TammyV'rill have fun with this,ll
up Pudgy-doll

and heard the jingle

had a Pudgy-doll
he will

that

think this

was so many colors

ring inside

II

"I brought the yellow part,

said Patty.
II

the black part,"

"I brought the stripey

part,"

h::irn. "He never

nor with a jingle

one is more fun and more fun."

"I brought the blue part,

III brought

bell

said Mrs. King, as she picked

said Billie

SUe.

said Jerry.
said David Alan.

bell,

and
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"I made his eyes,"

said Lowell.

"I made his nose, ~ said TolTllIlY.
"I made his mouth," said Fr-ances ,
"All of us helped stuff
sew him up,"

said Vera Jean.

"Tammyw:i.ll know that
is fun, too,"

t.oo,

show you Helen's,

"Helen will
his Pudgy-doll,

II

said Janice,

are very many stars

the package,
like
II

Christmas tree.

whatever it

is

said Mrs. King.

Miss Mary is

and Christmas Day, too,

"I cause

that

was

she will

tell

going this

to

way and that

just

as well as Tammywill

like

liAs soon as I get home I will
until

time to put them on the

going to have Christmas Eve with us

so when you come back to schoeal.after
you about opening the packages."

"Ooooh;" said the children,
"Tammywanted to share,
prise.

Pudgy in his

one for everybody in Junior Primary."

hide both packages in the big closet

vacation

think sharing

Everybody made something and everybody had a star

with and there

way across

helped and he will

wrapping again.

"We can't

seal it

you all

said Mrs. King as she and Jilluny tied

Christmas tree

sharing,

him and Miss Mary made the sew:i.ngmachine

"that

too,

will

be more fun and more fun."

said Mrs. King, "so I have a sur-

Everybody, Miss Mary too, must shut his eyes tight."
Everybody shut his eyes tight

package in Miss Maryls lap,

and said,

"Ooooh," squealed the children
package.

It was flat

very fast

and square.

and Mrs. King put a

"Open your eyes now."

when Miss Mary held up the
It was wrapped in candy-cane paper,
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and it

was tied

with a big red bow and it was the prettiest

package

they had had yet.
"What can it
"Shall

be?" said everybody.

we open it

"Please

'IVVhatcan it

be?"

now, lv:Trs. King?" asked Miss Mary.

do," said Mrs. King,

"SO

I can tell

Tammyabout, it

when

I get home.1I
There was a candy-cane card under the ribbon and when David Alan
opened it,

it

said:

"Happy Christmas and love to Junior Primary
from Little Dog Tammy-II
was Ta.:mmy'spaw-mark beside

and there

"Ooooh ;"

said everyone again,

ribbon and Janice unfolded
story

book with

another

"More stories

little

and Lhen Billie

the paper,

little

Scotty

Sue slipped

and there was another
dog on the

off the

picture-

cover.

and more storie s , II said Jerry.

Miss Mary turned
tl~ee

his name.

the pages and this

dog was playing with

little

kittens.

"Oh , tell

Tammythank you and thank you, Mrs. Ki.ng ;" said

every-

body.
"Look]' said Miss Mary, and she held up the bookmarker.
little

Scotty

dog made of leather

on the end of a leather

"I know someone else who shared,"
Helen's
it

gave her this

said Miss Mary.

marker for her birthday

It was a

ribbon.
"A friend

of

and now she has sent

to you."
ooooh,"

1I0

leather.

said everybody, as Miss Mary let

them touch the soft

"Tell Helen thank you and thank you, too, Mrs. King.1I
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"Sharing
, sharing

t

in a box.

is

fun,"

morning.

said Mrs. Taylor.

"This has been a lovely

NowI know your SECHET. Sharing

cannot be put

can be, but

shar.ing itself

Sometimes t.he things

we share

cannot be put in a box or wrapped in paper,

but it

can be kept al-

ways, because we can remember what, a happy time we have had like
this

morninJJ"."
'"
"S'\veet voices

things

singing

and happy smiles

many loving

ITe!"J

to do can I t be wrapped in paper or put in a box either,

said Miss Ray.

"I know now, too,

of t.he happiest

secrets

Mother about it
1I0h, you all

what the SECRETis and it

I have ever known about.

to my mother in NewYork I'll
tell

and

and then I will

All the way home

be sharing,

too."

guessed the SECRET,you all guessed the SECRET,"
jumping up and down,

guess it

was time and it

happy smiles

is one

be remembering your SEC~~ and I can

said David Alan,
when it

n

and all

the sharing

"Miss Mary said you would

was fun to have pretty
was fun and keeping

voices and

Christmas is

the most fun in the world."
Then everybody wanted to sing ItHappy Christmas
they wanted to sing

w'Lit t.Le Dog Tammy"especially

II

once more and

for Mrs. King, so

they did.
"Thank you for my Christmas surprise,"

"lIve

said Mrs. Taylor.

had such a happy ti..me and 1'11 have a happy time remembering it
always.

Nowif

I may be excused I had better

"I must go, too,"
of the happiest

said Miss Ray.

Christmas surprises

go back to the

"Thank you, everybody,

I ever had."

office."
for one
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"I must go wIth Miss Ray," said Mrs.. King.
that

cannot be wrapped in paper,

I can keep always.
and I will

Helen and Tam.nw
will

like

their

surprises,
will

too,

make it

more

II

Then everyone said

"Good-by" and "Thank you" and "Please

and :Mrs.. Taylor went back to her office

II

surprises

and cannot be put in a box and that

share my happy time with them, and that

fun and more fun.

again,

"I do like

come

and .Miss Ray and lilrs.

King went away in :Miss Ray I s big green car and the children

got their

wraps to go home for lunch.
Just

as they were about ready,

:Mrs. Taylor came back in the

room.
"May I have Vickie,

please,"

she said,

and then she whispered

something to Miss Ma~.
Vickie hurried
smiling

away wi th Mrs. Taylor and Miss Mary kept on

as though she knew another

surprise.

IrVfueredid Vickie go, Miss Mary?" asked Jerry.
downstairs

for lunch today?"

Some of the children
~ws. Perkins,
noon.
that

Jerry

away to go home to lunch,

knew they were going to have an especiaJJ.y

tell

you now, Jerry,"

Will you please

tell

good lunch

it.

said Miss Mary, "It

Mrs.. Perkins

that

is another

Vickie won't be

and you and Peggy may elivide her dessert?"
"I'll

so

the cook, always had something good to eat for them at

"I canlt

here,

11ved too far

day and he wanted Vickie to share

surprise.

"Won't she be

tell

her,

and thanks,

Miss Mary," said

Jerry

as he went
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to wash his hands.
There were many things
from lunch.

to do after

the

children

all

came back

They had to get the -tree ready to go home with Donna

Lou, the big girl

who helped Miss Mary every afternoon

Jane and Teddy had to be wrapped up careful~

after

school.

to go homewith

Miss Mary so they wouldn t t be lonesome and so Miss MaFJ could make
Jane's

new dress.

At last
fireplace

everything

was done and they sat

new books and hear the stories.

to look at the lovely

Miss Mary had just

finished

reading

name was MacGregor and the three little
with,

when Vickie

had had a bath ani

a haircut.

long\'far.m st.ockings

that

and there

even Jerry

and new brown shoes.

over the new shoes,
were new blue mittens

Vic}-.ie still

kittens

he had fun playing

hardly

to fit

too.

to mat.ch ,

rut

she di.dn t t look cold and worried

ice cream for lunch,

and that

Vickie was theirs

and

covered her ears,

and Miss Mary were so glad.

of Mrs. Taylor's

She

snugly around the new boots

and a warm hood that

coul.dn rt smile,

too,

knew her.

She had a new snowsuit,

any more and the children

friends

dog whose

She had on a new warm red dress

It was blue with long warm pants
fitted

about the little

came back.

Vickie looked so different

that

down on the rug by the

made everyt.hing

who diOOt t have any little

"for Christmas"

just
girl

and "t.hat was sharing,

She had had
right.

Some

had played
too,"

said

Patty.
And then it

was time to tell

each other and ever.vbody "Happy
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Christmas"

and. take

"I'll

tell

his

packages home to Mother and Daddy.

you about Tam:nfj'"ts
package when we all. come back,"

said Miss Mary, as she fastened
the children

knew that

that

Jerry's

story

'WhenChristmas Eve afternoon
went to "keep Christmas"

'the things

white stocking

just

new Perky-pig.

It

chocolate

bars.

that

woul.d be sharing,

for

him.

It

and Tammyfound a long

had a new Joany-ball

had some of the dessert

he liked

Since he only ate a little
a long time.

Tammy's little

paper --

and there

black
was his

Oh, but he was glad to see it.
He played by himself
play with Pudgy, too.

too.

went out by the really-fireplace

piece

in it
best

--

and a
some

every night,

he

And down :in the toe of the

stoCy~ng was a package wrapped in Christmas tree

into the

and

came :Miss .Marypacked her bag and

were on the 'tree,

knew he would have dessert

a red ribbon.

topbutton,

with Mrs. King and Helen and TallllllY.When

Christmas morning came, they all
to see all

too-tight

paper and tied with

nose went "poke, poke, poke,"
new Pudgy-doll.
He played and played with Pudgy.

with PUdgy and he wanted Helen and Miss Mary to
They played "hf.de and seek" and aD. sorts

of

games with PUdgy and every t:im.e Tanunypicked up PUdgy very carei'ully
with his mouth or patted
gave a happy little

him with his paws, Pudgy-doll's

ring as though it were having fun,

All day Tammyplayed with Pudgy-doll.
rest

jingle
too.

Sometimes he let

a while and he played with his new Joany-ball

bell

Pudgy

or Porky-pig,

but

Pudgy was always ready to play some more when Tal11llJY" was ready.
When Christmas Day was over and it

was "nightie-night

tiruell for
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little

boys and girls

went to bed

linth

Ta..mrnycarr-Led
one front

everywhere,

and for

PUdgy to his

paw and his

little

rug

in the kitchen

and lay down with

black nose holding Pudgy very still~
little

"Ummm
;" said Tammy to PUdgy-dolI,
I

Pudgy-doll

him.

Sometimes he gave Pudgy a soft

Christmas

Tammy, too,

pat to make his bell
"sharing

is the most fun in the world .."

is

tinkle.

fun and Ikeeping

I'

CHAPTER VII

(INTERPRETATION)

SHARING IS FUN

From nurser.y school to university,
school adninistrators and teachers
are concerned )vith the reconstruction
of scholastic environments so that
they shall be dominated by the social
ideal -- "the art of living together."
Reed 1
Let us know:
That if children are to remain sensitive, we must be sensitive to them and
to their responses; that we must f'o'LLow
as well as lead them.
That ohildren will develop courtesy,
reverence and deep-felt understandings,
not throu.gh precepts, but through our
courtesy, reverence and understanding
o.f them.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

And finally let us not be too serious
about this business of educating for the
world would be a better and happier
place i.f adults knew how to live in joyous
companionship with children rather t.han as
so marw of us do, conscientiously for them.
Alschuler 2
For several years before the stuQy at hand was undertaken, the
Junior Pr.imar.ychildren with whom the teacher worked, had been enjOying many of the activities descr-lbed in the narrati-ve.
The teacher had found that when Christmas activities stemmed from
1. Reed, Mary M. and Wright, Lula E.: The Beginnings of the Social
Sciences, p. 33. New York: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1932.
2.

Alschuler, Rose H. et al.:
Morrow & Company, 1937.

Two to Six, p. 8.

New York:

William
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sharing "Happy Christmas"

with Jane and Teddy; from planning

for one or two well-loved

adults; from helping to plan every detail of

room decoration,

song and story selection

that the tension and extreme excitement
was largely eliminated,

and gift-making

a "SECRET"

activity,

too often present at this season

being replaced by much genuine happiness.

In this case she had made no definite beforehand

plans for includ-

ing Tarnmy-,Mrs. King, Helen or Miss Ray in the Christmas activities,as
she did not wish to impose any of her personal
the rnatter if the suggestion
Lowell1w

did not come from the children.

rather startling

other children made inclusion

armouncement
imperative,

essary on that early "Talk-Time"
The teacher's
certaining whether

feelings or desires in

and the concurrence

and innnediate planning nec-

conversation.

part was simply setting forth possibilities,

as-

Mrs. King could come, and then guiding actiVities

so that a successful

culmination

resulted.

There was never any thought of "giVing a program"
a show-." The children naturally

and spontaneously

and stories that had been a source of pleasure
chosen guests.

of the

or "putting on

shared the music

to them with their

The music and stories are listed in a special section

of the Bibliography

that completes this study.

The more formal learnings seemed adequately

provided for in many

ways.
The letters and charts were, of course, vital sources of reading
material.

In addition, the fact that the work sheet folders were in-

cluded in the gift to fathers and mothers gave impetus for work wi bh
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the adopted text and aided in establishing
Practicing

standards o£ workmanship.

the writing of name tags for the gifts gave needed

experience in writing and spelling.
There were many opportunities

for number usage.

Counting t.he

strings of lights for the Christmas tree and apportioning
"

of the rnllbs, designing the paper-chain

the colors

tree decoration, measuring

wallpaper to cover oats-box sewing baskets, folding and designing the
gift wrapping

paper and keeping the calendar marked and the work list

checked, were all opportunities
Observing

for gaining meaningful

rrumber concepts.

the dif.ferences between the Christmas tree and the de-

ciduous trees in yards and along the street, handling, seeing and
smelling the pine branches and cones used for decoration, walking
through the snovr and observing

the size and varying shapes of snow-

flakes provided vital learning experiences

in natural science.

The musd.c and stories were sources of :fine tonal and language appreciations.
The teacher knew that again it was her responsibility
adult member of the group to provide for sensitivity
appropriate

festival celebration,

understanding

as the

to beauty and to

as a part of the children's cultural

and appreciation.

It seemed that some of the courtesies cornmon to the "art of living
together" could best be learned by these children through the joyous
experience
guests

I

of having carefully chosen guests and in planning for the

comfort and pleasure.

The teacher knew, too, that only as the children gave of them-
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selves in sharing
an understanding
It

th3ir

happy experience with others"

of the true

seemed important,

significance

too,

that

sharing only makes the giver richer,
of having a gift

tle

could they gain

of Christmas.
children

learn

that

such

through the very tangible

evidence

themselves.

And so because "keeping Christmas" was "the most fun in the world,"
it

became a source o.f growth in skills,

standings

and appreciations

in sensitivity,

and of many significant

in under-

cultural

learnings.

CHAPTER VIII

(NlLB.RA'rIVE)

VALENTINES

Part

I

One morrd.ng in February when the
Choosing-Time things
fastened

on the

children

were in the cupboard.

corkboard.

Patty hurried

fore she took off her wraps.

Billie

came into RoomI,

the

There was a big red card
over to read the card be-

Sue and Bonnie were reading it,

too.
The card said:
"Surprise-Time
Under the card there

at 8:40 today."

was a big cardboard clock with its

hands showing

how "8: 40" looked.
The children

looked at the big clock on the wall.

"I know," said Patty.
will

be IlSurprise-Time."

Patty and Billie
children
l~ss

hurried,

"Wewill

sing a little

to hang up their

"8 :25."

said

'While and then it

I wonder who has a surprise

SUe hurried

It

wraps.

this

morning."

The other

too.

Carol checked the list

and Miss Mar-.rlooked to see that

of children

who were staying

everybody was there

for lunch

so she would not

have to put black marks in her big black book.
Then it

was time to sit, on the rug by the piano and Sing "Good

Morning songs" and "snowflake songs" and a song for Jam and one for
Teddy and, of course,
wall clock looked like

Tammy's song.

And then the hands on the big

the hands on the cardboard clock,

it was 8:40 and that was "Surprise-Time."

so they knew
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Miss Carol had the "Surprise
cardholder had a strip
surprise
their

this

Basket" sitting

of cardboard in it

that

basIde her.

asked,

The

"Whohas a

morning?" and Robert and Jimmyand Lowell had slipped

name cards in the other holder pockets while Patty

others were hanging up their
Robert told

ani the

wraps.

about his surprise

first.

This is what he told;

liMy surprise is red.
It has four wheels.
It has an engine-place and two headlights.
It has a tippy-up part that hauls ~trt or
coal.
Whenmen dig holes for house cellars
they haul away the dirt in the tippy-up
part.
Can you guess my surprise?"
Everybody thought for a mirrute.

Then Jerry said,

"ls it

a steam

shovel?"
"No," said Robert.
My surprise

"Is it

!fAsteam shovel digs the dirt

hauls the dirt

away."

a pickup truck'?!! said Peggy.

"No, a pickup truck can't
"Is it

a dumptruck?"

"Yes, it
Surprise

tip

like mine," said Rober-t.

said l1ussell.

is a dumptruck,"

said Eobert and he took it

Basket for everyone to see.

and when Robert wound it
and when it
tippied-up

one place,

it

rolled

briskly

stopped and he touched another little
like

a big really-for-sure

Then it was Jimmy's turn to tell
surprise

is blue,"

across the floor

handle-place,

it

dumptruck.
and thought they would

to have Robert haul coal or dirt. for them right

liMy

out of the

It was very red and very shiny

Everybody had such a good time watching it
like

out of holes.

away.

about his surprise.

he said.

It is

"
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round and. long, too.
It made a lovely
light on the Christmas tree at home."
Of course,

t~hat was easy to guess.

WhenRobert took the bulb

out of the basket everyone said "Ooooh,II for it
light

bulbs they had had for their
"It

is a light

was bigger than the

tree.

for an outdoor Christmas tree,

homewas down on the Boulevard.

''Wehad lots

II

said Jimmy, whose

of them on the little

in ovr yard.

trees

Then Jimmy showed them the nubby little
went. into

the bulb to make it

when i twas

light

and they held the bulb up in front
shadows of the tiny wires inside

end where the electricity

screwed into an outlet

of the wj_ndowso they could see the

that

carried

the electricity.

Miss

Mary said they could use a brand-new word for the tinY' wires
"filaments,"

and that. sounded like

such a nice word everyone tried

to

say it.
"Now, Lowell, we are ready to hear about your surprise,

II

said l!iss

Mary.
This is what Lowell told

them:

"1zy-surprise is made of red paper and it has
white lacy paper around the edge and it has
a li.ttle boyan it and it says I I love you'
and I brought it to Miss Carol."
"Then Wli.ss Carol should have the first

guess,"

said Miss Mary.

Miss Carol thought for a rrdnute and then she looked at the calendar
then she said,
"Yes it
liMy brother

bring it

"I think I knowwhat it
is,"

said lPwell,

gave it

is.

Is it

a.s he gave it

to my mother last

to Miss Carol 'cause it's

year,

a valentine,

and

Lowell?"

to Miss Carol to unwrap.
but Mother said I could

so pretty,"

explained Lowell.
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IIIt is pretty,

Lowell," said Miss Carol as she held the valentine

up for every ona to see.
sure to tell
"Let

IS

"Thank you so much for bringing

Mother Thank You, too" for sharing
count on the calendar

Valentine Day,
ten days until

said Miss Mary.

II

Valentine

Day.

and be

with ms, II

and see howmany days we have until
So they

"Just

to get ready f or a cocoa party,"

counbed and there were .lust,

enough days to make valentines

and

said Miss Mary.

So t hey planned to make valentines
Taylor and f'or- Tammy.

it

it

for Mother and Daddy, and Mrs.

If there was time they could make valentines

for Mrs. King and Helen.
Miss Mary showed them how to f old and cut heart-shaped
and valentines

like

edges and fringy

little

books.

valent.ines,

She showed them how to cut scallopy

edges and how to make lace paper.

Miss Carol made four big red folders
name on t he outside

so the valentines

they were finished.

She made a list

in..side each folder

and put a different

could go in the right
of all

the children

I

person! s
place as

s names to go

so each one could check off' his name as he finished

a valentine.
IrJ'Ve
will plan the party
went to thl'lir tables
busy.
tines

tomorrow, II said Miss Mary, as they all

to work on valentines.

All day they were very

Somepeople read with Miss Mary while other people made valenor pract.iced writing

everybody learn

on the blackboard.

M..issCarol helped

to write "I Love You,II because that

is what valentines

always want to saYe
Just

before they went home that

afternoon,

Miss Mary helped every-

loh
one check the valentines

he had made to be sure they were in the right

and to see how many more he needed to make.

folders

The next morning the Choosing-Time things
boards,

"Cause,"

said

Patty,

were still

"we must make valentines

in the cup-

now.

We are

too busy to have Choosing-Time."
Miss Mary and Miss Carol had the wallpaper
though.

They had big and little

they had put out the paint
everyone could go right

sheets

sample books out,

of blank newsprint

boxes and the little

black paint

not really

this

put things

and

cans,

so

to work.

After while the piano played the !lComingSong."
work on your table

cut,

morning ani come," called

"Just

put your

Miss Mary.

away because everyone has so much to

"Wewill

do."

"When
everyone had come, Miss Carol sang a song about maldng valenti.nes to them.

She sang it

three

times and then everybody helped her

sing it.
Then it

was time to plan t he party.

''Whomshall
"Let's

we invite

to our Cocoa Party?"

ask Mrse Taylor,"

"All right,"

said Vera Jean.

said Miss Mary.

asked Miss Mary.
"She likes

parties."

"Nowwho else'll!

Mrs. King and Tamnw," said Tommy,"if

Tammycan ride

on the bus

now."
"Tammy still

does not like

to ride

and Mrs. King has company from California

on the bus," said Miss Mary,
now, so I think she is

busy to come and of course Helen is busy with her children
"I know," said Billie

Sue.

too

at school.

"Dr. Graham could not come to our

...

I
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Pot.at.o Soup Party

and he couldn I t come at Christmas,

so let

i

s d.nvtl,
te

ham,
· "
"Oh, yes,

let's

have Dr. Graham,II said everyone.

Dr. Grahrunwas one of ~iss

Carolls

He had been Miss Mary's teacher,
Junior

teachers

too.

He came many times to watch

Prima.ry work and to help the children

Carol learn

how to be a teacher.
pushed into

out at the University.

and ,Miss Mary help Miss

He did not know about medicine,

or needles

that

people.

meant that

he knew though what little

how they Learned to do interesting

The "Dr~" in front
boys and girls
things

better

of his name

liked

than anybody.

knew how to build with blocks and how to saw boards just
a boat and other

important

things

like

that

to do and

right

and everybody liked

He

to make
to

ha ve him come

ft

said Miss Mary, "let's

"All right,"

ask Dr. Graham to come to the

Cocoa Party."
''Vie must make him a valentine
will

feel

just

right,

red folder

wi. th

lPwell,"

said

Lowell, or he

said Miss Mary, so Miss Carol made

Dr. GrahamI s name on the outside.

"You are making so many valentines
I think

too,"

badly when Nll's. Taylor gets her folder."

"Tha't is
another

folder,

and making them so pretty

that

you )vill have time to make one for Mrs~ King and Helen, too,"

said Mis3 Mary.
"Oh, yes,

"Would you like
let's

do,," said

to have a folder
everyone,

for them?"

so Miss Carol made two more

folders.
All the valentine

folders

were on a little

everyboQy had to be very careful

table

by the piano and

to read the names on the outside

be-
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fore they put the valentines
all

in the right

in them so they would be sure they were

place ..

"Now,It sa.id Miss Mary, when the new folders
plan the rest

were made, "let's

of our party ..n

"If we are going to cook, what are some of the things

we.will

need?"
"Wewill

need the big kettle

and some spoons,"

"Wewill

need aprons and cooking caps like

only we can make ours out of paper like

said Vera Jean.

the big girls

we did before,

II

wear,

said Billie

Sue.
''Wewill

need placemats

and napkins,"

said Miss Carol.

''V'\fe
will

need the cups from Mrs.. Perkins'

"Wewill

need a re cf.pe to tell

"You have thought
had been listing
cide on the

of just

the things

things

lUI the rest

said Russell.

us how to cook," said Jimmy.

about everything,"

on the blackboard.

we need from the
of that

ki tehen,"

said Miss Mary, who
"Tomorrowwe will

store."

day when they weren't

reading

or writing

Miss Carol or Miss Mary, every-one was making valentines.
valentines

cut .from pink wallpaper wi th blue scallopy

edges.

cut from blue wallpaper with pink scallopy

were valentines

made from pink or blue or red wallpaper

flowers

lace-paper"

of different

You," 'because that

and valentines
colors,

There

edges.

There

trimmed with

made of newsprint wit.h painted-on

and almost. every valentine

is what valentines

with

There were

were valentines

newsprint

de-

said "I Love

always want to say."

The next day the big brown paper squares were out. ready to be
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made into

aprons"

and the little

brown paper squares were out ready

to be made into

napkins and the brown paper oblongs were out ready

to be made into

placemats.

As each one finished
making his apron.

The

to be made pretty

like

a valentine

cooking caps were just
the aprons.

corner of the big squares
made a flower

for all

design all

the folders,
long strips

The children

to make a bib on their

turned

he began
of the paper

down one

aprons.

Then they

around the edges.

The apron squares were too big to design on the tables,
spread clean newspapers down on the floor
the newspapers and lay down on their
very hard and the aprons were
thought

A

they looked like
little

80

tummies to work.

gay and pretty

going-home-for-lunch

the "Coming Song," and everybody hurried
be a good time to write

so :Miss Carol can take it
"Oh, ye s, let
big piece
children

f 8

aprons down on

that

Everyone worked
Billie

Sue

flower gardens.

wlule before

"Would this

and put their

so they

write

to him this
it

of brown paper lined

to sit

time,

the piano played

on the rug.

our invitation

afternoon?"

asked Miss Mary.

now," said eve ryone •

Miss Carol had a

and ready for the letter

·told her what to make a very red crayon say.

the crayon said:
RoomI
School 6h
Tuesday
Dear Dr. Graham,
Please come to our Valentine
Cocoa Party Friday.
Please come
at 10:30. Do you like animal

to Dr. Gr-aham

and the
This is what
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crackers better than graham
crackers?
Lovingly,
Junior Primary.
Everybody made a red valentine
and when it

was all

ready,

beside

his name for that

Robert and Jimmy folded it

and Miss Carol helped them print

letter,

themselves

the address:

From RoomI
School 64
Big City, 10.
To Dr. Graham
Big City Universi ty
5754 Broadway
Big City, 15.
"1Nill. you play Postman and take the letter

to Dr. Graham, Miss

CaroI?" asked Lowell.
"Yes indeed,~~ said Miss Carol.
just

as you are going home this

on his

desk.

TomorrowI will

Dr. GrahamI s answer.

"1 will

afternoon

tell

go to Dr. Graham's class

and I will

you about it

put the letter

and maybe I'll

11

"Oh goody-goody, II said everybody, and Tommytmr-ned three
saults

have

somer-

because he was so happy.
"Wewill

"and finish

write

to Mrs. Taylor this

and Jerry

the letter

said Miss Mary,

our aprons."

Mrs. Ta,ylor I s letter
written

afternoon,"

looked just

like

Dr. Grahamt s when it

was

and Vickie put on the red "Postman" caps and took

to the office.

All the valentines
done by going-home tine

were finished
and the

now, and the aprons were all

caps, too.
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!lItIs a good thing we are so nearly
morrow we must make our placemats

done," said Miss Mary. "To-

and napkins and write

our recipe

and go to the store."
Vera Jean gave a big jUmp_ "My we I re busy,"
so much fun to get ready far

a party

she said.

and make valentines

"It

--

is

it1s

'most as much fun as Christmas."
Because there

were forty

children

in Junior

Primary, Miss Mary

always let. some people read with her or with IVr.issCarol While some
others

vvrote at the blackboard

or worked at their

tables

or on the

floor.
So the next morning in Talk-Time she t.old the children
thought they would have more fun if they made their
own reading-group

time,

while the others

or helped Miss Carol put names on all
Group One made their
Group One

$

They decided that

grown-up, as there
everything

recipe

just

'''Wewill

recipes

made placemats

she
in their

or napkins,

the valentines.

.first.

There were ten children

in

each group should take care of one

were four gro..m-ups and four groups and that made
right.

need
1 teaspoon of cocoa
2 teaspoons of sugar
1 cup of milk

for each of us,"

said Miss Mary, as she wrote the recipe

Then everybody counted and told
all
of.

Miss Mary how to write

on the board.

the recipe

for

of Group One and for Dr. Graham, whomthey were going to take care
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This is

the way the

recipe

looked after

they counted:

11 teaspoons

of cocoa
22 teaspoons of sugar
11 cups of milk.

They each cut out a cup and three
way they wishes.

They each pasted

two spoons on the

sugar line

pasted

teaspoons

and colored

them the

one spoon on the cocoa line

and a cup on the milk line,

and

and Vera Jean

the spoons and the cup for Dr. Graham, and when they counted,

there

were eleven

side the "sugar"
was just

spoons beside
and eleven

the "cocoa" and twenty-two

cups beside

spoons be-

the "mill<:," and their

recipe

right.

Each of the groups made their
Jimmy and his

recipe

look like

group took care of Mrs. Taylor,

Group One's.

David Alan and his

group

took care of Miss Carol and Vickie and her group took care of Miss
Mary.
Whenthe

reci.pes were all

made there

were very marry cups and spoons

t,o count to see how much cocoa and sugar to buy when they went to the
store

that

afternoon

and how much milk to order from the milkman.

Miss Mary and Miss Carol knew how many spoons of cocoa there
in a can and how many spoons of sugar there
so they

counted that

part.

were

were in a pound of sugar,

Miss Mary wrote it

on the board like

this:

''We need one big can of cocoa.
We need two pounds of sugar.
Howmuch milk will we need?"
Almost everybody in Junj_or Primary drank milk every day at ten
o'clock,

and they were going to put their

Party Day, so that

part was easy.

milk into the

cocoa on

Counting the grown-ups, though,
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there were twelve people who needed cups of milk.
''We can I t buy cups of milk,~' said Miss Mary.
quarts like
"Nowlet's

this,"

and she showed the children

see how many cups it

cups to fill

the quart bottle

fore they had twelve cups.

takes to make a quart."
it

It took four
three

times be-

Miss Mary wrote on the board:
quarts

of milk."

DavId Alan and Jimmy ran dovmstairs
the milkman to leave three

then it

an empty quart bottle.

and they had to fill

"We need three

tell

"Wehave to buy

extra

to tell

quarts

Mrs. Perkins

to please

of milk on Friday,

and

was time to go home to lunch.

"There is

just

one more day before

you suppose Dr. Grahanlwill

tell

Party Day," said

you this

afternoon

Bonnie.

"Do

whether he can

come, Miss Carol?"
Miss Carol laughed.
it

bomor-r-ow,

You will

morrow because I can't

"I know a secret,"

have to tell
go this

she said.

me about the trip

afternoon,

and you rill

"You rill

know

to the store

to-

know my secret

tomorrow, too."
Whenthe children

carne back that

decide how many animal crackers
cra.ckers they would need.
Mr. Gray's

store

afternoon,

they should buy and how many graham

Then they all

on Cherry street.

put on their

wraps to go to

Mr. Gray was Peter's

Peter had been in Junior primary the year before,
all

Miss Mary helped them

daddy and

so Mr. Gra.yknew

about Junior Primary.
Jim, the big Traffic

his belt

Boy went with them to the store.

and badge so the traffic

He wore

would wait even though the light
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turned red. before
even Vickie,

all

the children

walked fast

could cross

though while the light

the street.

Everybody,

was green,

so Jim did

not have to make any cars wait.
"Good afternoon,
"Good afternoon

Miss Mary," said Mr. Gray.
Junior

May I help you?"

Primary.

"Wewant a big can of cocoa, please,"
"And two pounds of sugar,

please,"

Tv1I'. Gray reached up on the shelf
reached into

said Patty.

added Lowell.
and got the can of cocoa, and he

a drawer and got out a bag of sugar.

"Nowis there

anything

else?"

he asked.

"Howmany boxes of animal crackers
we each eat four animals?"

do you think we will

need if

asked Mi.ss Mary.

Mr. Gray counted the children.

"I think,"

he said,

"you will

need a bout fi ve of the Noah's Ark boxes, Miss Mary,"
"All right,"
animal crackers

said Miss Mary.

give us five

and one box of graham crackers,

So Mr. Gray got the crackers
the cash register,

and it

gave six children

a nickel

too.

II

and thirty-seven

each for him and seven children

cents.
She

a penny

and the pennies,

right.

"Thank you, Mr. Gray, for helping us,"

said Patty.

"Thank you, Junior Primary, for being such good customers,"
Mr. Gray.

on

a dime each to give to Mr. Gray.

Mr. Gray counted the dimes and the nickels

and it was just

boxes of

and then he counted up the bill

was one dollar

Miss Mary gave ten children

apiece.

"Please

said
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They took turns carrying everything back to Room I, and when
they had taken off their wraps they carried their groceries down to

Mrs. Perkins' big cupboard so that Scrappy, the mouse that sometimes
came to visit them, would not :find the sugar or the crackers.
Just after they were all back upstairs again, Mrs .. Taylor1s office helper, Martha, came in with a let-tar. The letter looked like a
valen-t,ine,all red and white, and trimmed with lace paper.

Inside

the letter said:
Dear Children:
Thank you :forrrry invitation.
I like parties and a ValentineCocoa Party is always fun. I
shall come at 10:30.
I like graham crackers and
I IDee animal crackers, too. Do
you suppose I could find. a cracker
pony?
Lovingly,
:rvIrs. Taylor.
"Oh, goody-goody,"

everybod,y said.

"Won't Mrs. Taylor be sur-

prised when she has a .folder full of valentines, too, and we sing our
valentine song .forher:"
Miss Mary said, "Yes, I think she will.

You are such good secret.

keepers she doesn't know about that part."
The next morning when Miss carol was there to help each group
measured their cocoa and sugar into a middle-sized yellow bowl.

Whem

they were all through Miss Mary helped them Elllptythe yellow bowls
into a big blue bowl that would go into Mrs. Perkins' cupboard without
taking too much room and where it would be safe .from Scrappy.
They brought up the big kettle and the big spoon to stir with.
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They wanted to bring up the cups, but Miss Mary said

I

I
I

better

wait for

they had

that.

While they were very busy Mr. Black, the Postman, came.
two letters

for

Junior

Primary,"

he said,

"I have

as he gave a long white

envelope to Bonnie and a square red envelope to David Alan.
"Oh, thank you, Mr. Black,"

said the cb.ildren.

"Won't you stay

while we open them?"
"Pm sorry.

I can't

this

morning I'm going to sbop ,

morning, n said Mr. Black,

You get more letters

"but some

than any other

children

I know about."
Then everybody ran to sit
the letters.
her.

It

Miss Mary held up the long white letter

looked different

:from any letter

There was heavy blue printing
the other.

on the rug by Miss Mary'l3 chair

This is

the way the writing

Bonnie had given

the children

in one top corner

to open

had ever had.

and a purple

stamp in

looked:

BIG CITYUNIVERSITY
575h Broadway
Big City, 15.
Junior Primary
RoomI
School 64
405 Cherry st.
Big City, 10.
"That is

from Dr. Graham," said patty.

"Let's

open it

quick and

see whether he can come to the Cocoa Party."
So Jimm,Ycut the envelope ani
folded

it

for everybody to read.

see while she read it

aloud.

more heavy blue printing

.Jerry took out the letter
Miss Mary held it

so everybody could

The paper was wide and white;

at the top and the letter

and un-

there was

was typewritten.
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This is what the le tter

said:

BIG CITY UNIVERSITY
College of Education
Office of the Dean

I

Wednesday
Dear Children:
Thank you for my invitation
to
the Valentine-Cocoa Party.
This
tL~e I can come and I shall be there
at 10:30.
I do like animal crackers, but
r havellTt had any for a long time.
r hope r can find a lion and a tiger
and an elephant.
Sincerely your friend,
Dr. Graharll

r

(

GS
And Dr. Graham had signed his name below in ink like
people sign their
"Why is

names.

his name made like

his top name for?"

t.ha t and what are those letters

beside

Patty wanted to know.

Miss Mary explained
own letters,

most grown-up

trlat

sometimes Dr. Grahamdid not write

but told Mi.ss Smith, his secretary,

she lflrote downwhat he said with a lot

of little

Wl'r.)teit

on the typewriter

ink like

most grown-up people sign their

his

what to say and after
f'unny marks, she

and then Dr. Graham sLgned the let-tel'
names.

in

The "GS" showed that

Miss Smith had typed the };tter for him.
"Oh, oh, II said Tonnny,"there
letter.

I'ammy tells

and Tammy signs it

Helen and she writes
1Ivithhis paw-mark.

make a crayon say it

say it

like

We tell

we do only

wl, th

a

ink

you what to say and you

on big paper and we sign it with a flower or

something and Dr. Graham tells
the typewriter

are so .manyf'unny ways of writing

Miss Smith what to say and she makes

and then he signs his name wi.th ink.

Letters

are
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fun to write

and to get.

I,

Miss Carol laughed.
know my surprise
just

this
"It

we liked

"Remember,1Ishe said,

today.

"I told

you you would

Dr. Graham said he would answer- your letter

way, but for me not to tell."
was a good surprise,"
it

and we are glad he is

"Nowlet
Tammy,"said

said Tommy. "Please tell
coming."

s see what our other letter

I

Billie

Dr. Graham

is.

I -think it

is from

Sue.

When Tonnnycut the envelope open and Peggy took out the letter
everybody said,

"Ooooooh ;" because it was a bright

lace paper trimming and a little

Scotty

dog sitting

red valentine
right

with

in the

middle of i-t saying,
'I1JVoof,
Woo-ooft
Will you be my valentine?"
Inside

the valentine

was a little

note,

"Love from Tammy"
and Tammyhad made his paw-mark right

beside his name1

"Ooooh, ooooh," said everybody again and Miss Mary let
have it

in his hands to see very carefully

everybody

before she put it

on the

corkboard.
"I ~
truly

Tammy could come to the party and we could reallY-for-

see him," said
"He can It this

JerI"'J, looking Wistfully
time,"

said Miss Mary, "but no telling

happen if we keep on thinking
happy times to share.
salmon just, like

NoWI'll

you like

at the picture.
what will

about him and loving hUn and havIng
tell

you a secret.

ice cream and chocolate

Tammy likes
cake.

He can't

canned
have
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it

very often

because it

is too expensive and it

him too often,

anyway.

his valentine,

so I bought a little

store.

bring it

I will

with your valentines

I thought I would give Tammysome salmon for
can last

I will

let

them take all

party.

and the chl.ldren

set

"I think,"

"that will

be just

right."

day t.hey wer-e busy getting

Miss Mary got out the little
the big kettle

the last
electric

you had better

let

when I come in the morning.

we do not want to keep our guests waiting.
is just

are Ln the three
kettle

quarts,

stove

me empty the

It will

much milk a very long time to get hot over the little

bottles

things

on it.

said Miss Mary, "that

milk into the big kettle

little

of

home with them."

All the rest. of the

that

up and put it

for him and when Mrs. King and Helen come to go

"Oh, oh, oh, II said everyone,

done for the

Saturday at the grocery

·t.omorrowand you may wr-ap it

with me to the Symphonytomorrow night,
his valentines

wou.Ldn
t t, be good for

You know that

take

stove and
each of your

as much as one cup, end you know how many cups
so may I please

put the milk in the big

to get, hot?"
"Thank you, Miss Mary, "said

Jimmy.

"It will

you to pu.t the milk on early vmen you get here,
hot and the companywon1 t rave to wait.
an awful lot

of mille to get hot.

II

be all

so it

Forty-four

right

for

can be getting

cups of milk is

CHAPTER VIII

(NARRATIVE)

VALENTINES

Part

When the children
as it

came the next morning it was snowing as hard

had been on "Surprise

Vickie was not cold.
little

II

Day-II before

She hurried

Christmas.

as much.

Her snowsuit wasn't

been because Vickie I smother

as pretty

but she was warm and everybody was

didn't

and cress

look cold and

any mere, but she still

didn't

know how to' smile

the party

tQday," thought

In RoomI the little

Perki.ns'

Patty.
electric

"Maybe she will

it

when we have

"I hepe SQ."
steve was working hard to make the

cups of milk hot and ready for the
reaqy fer

teo.

She didn't

did wish Vickie would snd.Le,

ferty-four

along,

knew how to' smile.

and Patty

"ls

the

a blue as j_t had

was wondering about Vickie as she hurried

Vickie still

getting

were and liking

that.

Patty

werried

children

didn I t know how to help Vickie take care

of her th.tngs and keep them clean,
glad for

morning

along in her warm snewsuit and

brown boots as warm as the other

snow just

Only this

cocoa ,

Everyone was busy

the party.

time new, Miss Mary?

Is it

tdme to' go carry up Mrs.

cups?" asked Jimmy.

"NQ·tyet,"

answered Miss Mary.

few minutes to finish

"ls

everyone ready to' come for a

planning'?"

Everyone was ready and cane to' sit

on the rug~

Miss Mary had a
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knobby, bumpy package on her lap.
'liiVe need to know just

sad.d,

what everyone must do this

morning,"

she

"I saved one quart. of the milk to mix cold wit.h the cocoa

and sugar and pretty
our tables

pretty

our hands like

soon it

will

and before

be time to do that.

We must make

we can do a.nything else we must go wash

we did yesterday

before we measured our cocoa and

sugar."
"Cant t, we carry

the

cups up when we come back from washing our

hands"i" asked Ji..nuny.
"Oh, Jinnny, you do want those cups so very much, don't
laughed Miss Mary.
may help me unwrap

"You shut your eyes tight,

children

could hear the paper rustle.

until

"Sah" and it

Patty

tines

all

with little

cups after

us and I didn't
for us.

for there

They were heavy and white with little
the piles

it

paper

red valen-

of cups were paper napkins

on them, too.

because the kitchen

think

just

were enough pretty

Jimmy," said Miss Mary, ''we can't

a party

but they did

"React!."

say "Ssh" at all,

red valentines

They

"Ooooh;" and Miss

"Oooh,1Iand Miss Mary and Patty

OVer them and beside

"You see,

said,

eyes tight.

was very hard to keep eyes shut,

And then everybody said

cups for everyone.

shut their

Once Patty

and Miss Mary said

smiled and didn't

everybody, and Patty

!!!l surprise."

Miss Carol and the other

Mary said

you?"

was fair

These we can use,

rinse

isn't

go in and wash our

big enough for all

of

to ask Mrs. Perkins

to wash them

out and you can take

them home to
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play with.

The little

white napkins we can use to put on our place-

mats to lay our crackers

on, and there

match the cups to use for passing

the

are enough paper plates
crackers.

Will that

surprise,"

said Jim..1!lY.

to

do just

as

well as carr-ying the cups upstairs?"
"Oh, Miss

Mary, that

is a lovely

everybody went to wash hands and when they came back it
set the tables.
napkf.ns
really

When the place-mats

ont.hem for
napkins,

and Billie

crackers,

things

Sue set

was time to

on and the little

white

and the brown napkins beside them for

began to look very much like

the pretty

down to the kitchen

were all

Then

a party.

Patty

cups at everybody rs place and Ji.mnzy" ran

to borrow Mrs. Perkins

big pitcher

I

for pouring

the cocoa.
The cold milk was mixed with the
milk poured in that
just

and then it

cocoa and sugar,

alll!'(ent

then some hot

back in the big kettle

to be

right.
It was jus'l;, hot enough and not too hot;

on one plat.e at each table

the animal crackers

and the graham crackers

on another,

were

when

the company came.

"J'zy,

this

really

gave him a chair

looks like

at his table.

a party,"

Mrs. Taylor sat at another table

Miss Carol and Miss Mary at two others.
helpers,

said Dr. Graham, as Robert

and they were so busy passing

Miss Mary, they did not have time to sit

The fifth
crackers

table

that

down much.

was for

and
the

they were like
Miss Mary poured

cocoa and poured cocoa out of the big blue pitcher,

but there was

always enough for

the cocoa he wanted.

some more until

everybody had all
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When Billie
do you think

SUe passed the ani:mal crackers

Mrs. Taylor found right

brown cracker
and a lion,

po~,

just

but there

on top of the plate?

as she wanted.

were no tigers

cocoa, Billie
they liked

Sue told

that

their

what

A fat

Dr. Graham found an elephant

anywhe re at

maybe the Li.ons had eaten the tigers
While they were eating

to 1\IT_rs.
Taylor,

all

and Jj.nnny said

up.

animal crackers

and drinIci.ng their

Dr. Graham.and Mrs. Taylor about the poem

began:
"Animal crackers and cocoa to drink,
That is the finest of suppers, I think."

All the children
he thought it

helped Billie

the poem then,

the

the .finest

of parties,

we think."

cocoa and animals and most of the graham crackers

were gone, it was time to have the rest
First

and Jimmysaid

should be changed to:
"That is

vThenall

SUe tell

they sang the valentine

gave "Mrs. Taylor her folder

of the

song for the

and Janice

surprise.
company,

Then Lowell

gave Dr. Graham his.

They both looked at ever.y valentine.

They looked and looked and

looked and ever'"Jbody had such a good time showing them who was "Jimmy"
am who was "Tommy"and who was "Jerry"
They showed them Tammy's folder
folders

and then

and who was everybody else.

ana Mrs. King1s and Helen's

it was time to sing the valentine

song again before

Dr. Graham and Mrs. Taylor had to go.
IIThankyou for a lovely
''iVehad fun having the party,

party,"
"too."

"they both said and Bonru.e said,
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Vera Jean said,

"Please

come again.

It

was so much fun to have

you f or company."
Then everybody said
It

"Good-byll and the companywent away.

was time then to rinse

fold up their

the

Cl)PS

to take home to play 'JVi th and

aprons and caps they had worn that

morning and the day

before t.o take home, because it was t:L'lleto go to lunch.
lt1jiTe
will

fix 'I'ammy r s package this

af'ternoon,"

said Miss Mary, as

everybody put on his wraps.
While the children
stove and Mrs. Perkins
came back everything

were gone to lunch,

Miss Mary put away the

washed the big kettle

and when the children

was ready to fix

Tammy
I s package.

Vera Jean made the wrapping paper for it
red valentines

over it

-- and when she was finished,

Sue wrapped ·the can of sa lmon first
wrapped the can and the folder
some cut-out
,Jimmy

red valentine
printed

pretty

together

seals

that

and sealed

paper Peggy had made, and Janice

That night

of that

the package 'JVi tIl

Miss Mary found.

wrapped Helen I sand

and Mrs. Kingis on the outside

Bonnie and Billie

and then Robert and David Alan

"Tammy"on the outside

and Peggy and Russell

-- brown with little

with a red crayon While Jerry
lvf.xs
e
Ki.ng I s folders

in the

and Bonnie print:.ed Helen's

name

package.

when the big blue car came to Miss Mary's house, Miss

Mar"Jtook the two packages with her as she went down in the elevator
and out to get into

the car.

"1\tY,my," said Mrs. King, "Tanun"y'spackage is all
is nice and smooth.

What ~

bumpyand ours

be making Tammy I s so bumpy?"
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"Ummrn,
I can t t tell,"

said Miss Mary.

"That is a secret

vThenMiss Mary went back to Junior
"Did Tammy like

bis valenti.nes

Miss Mary said,

"I doni t know, Robert,

I got back to call

Helen.

tines,

tell

but I can't

Prjlllary Monday, Robert said,

we made'? Did he like

country Saturday morning and it

e "

was too late

his salmon you

because I went to the
yesterday

I am sure Tammyliked

all

evening when
of his valen-

you about it."

The next morning when everybody was very busy, Mr. Black stopped
again.

"I have another

I have a little
"Please
this

letter

for you," he said,

"and this

time to stay and enjoy it with you, if
do stay,

II

time you can share

said Miss Mary.

I may."

''Weare glad to have you and

our letter."

"I know,II said Tommy,"that
envelope jus·t like

morning

his other

letter

is from Tammy. It

is a blue

letter."

Miss Mary held up the envelope so everyone could see,
enough the corner had Tammy!
s name and address printed
David Alan opened the letter

very carefully

and sure

in it.

and there was another

blue paper wi th a pink flower garden around the edge.
Everybody settle d down on the rug so they could hear and see
TanlInyl
s letter

just

right

while Miss Mary read:

6049 Hawthorne Lane
Monday.
Dear Children:
Thank you and thank you for my valentines.
Each one smelled different
and I
knew there was one from each 0 f you. Helen
said they were pretty colors, but I liked
their good smells better.

l2h
Please tell Miss Mary Thank You
for my salmon.
Yum, yum , it was good.
Helen fixed it with Kibbles and I ate
every bit of it.
Then I went in to
roll on my rug like I always do after
I eat, and I thought I would clean my
whiskers.
Things that taste good dontt
always smell good on my wlo..iskers.
Salmon is one of those things.
I rubbed
and rubbed on the rug, 1Jut the salmon
smell still
stayed.
So I asked Helen to
please let me go out in the back yard.
There was a fine big snow drift there and
I washed my face in it and I scrubbed my
Whiskers all clean and then I came in
and remembered how good the salmon tasted
and I smelled all my va.Lerrtd.neaagain and
I was so happy, I danced pit-a-pat
on the
kitchen floor.
Mrs. King and Helen say tell you
Thank
You, too and we are putting a sur.
pr~se in the envelope for you.
NlUCh
love to you,
Little Dog Tammy.

,

"oooh, what a good letter,"

said

III think

Jerry-.

'l'annn.v
must have

looked aw:rully funny washf.ng his whiskers."
"He would look ver~l' f'unny ;"
short

t.hab if he jumped into

anything

except a stick-up

said Miss Mary.

a very big snow drift,

tail

yet.

and then David Alan said,

What do you suppose it
"Maybe you can find

David Alan felt
there

--

five

in the
new little

"Oh, oh, oh," said
pictures

it

are so

you couldn I t see

maybe or two pod.nby ears.

Everybody laughed and laughed thinking
the snow drift

"His legs

It

how funny Tanunylooked in

''We haven I t found the surprise

iS?"
in the envelope,"

said Miss Mary, so

envelope again and sure enough the
pictures
everyone.

of Tammyplaying

in his

surprise

was

back yard.

They looked and looked at the

and then they helped Miss Mary mount them on a big piece of

Figure
Tammy

3.

in His Back Yard
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paper to fasten

on the corkboard.

Mr. Black had to go before the pictures
at all

of them first

and read the letter

were mounted, but he looked

again and laughed and laughed

when he saw Tanuny's paw-mark beside his name.
"Nowwhen I bring you a letter

from "Little

Dog 'I'ammy ,"

know how he looks ani how he signs

his letters,"

"Thank you for

with me,lItand he hurried

sharing

while the children

called,

Vfhenthe pictures
Tammy's address

your letter

I'll

said Mr. Black.
away

"Corneback soon."

were mounted Miss Carol printed

and telephone

munber and posted it

a card with

beside the new

pictures.
And that

afternoon

the play telephone
tell

everybody took turns

to tell

Dog Tammy,"said

was f'un and valentines
are the most fUn of all,

call

him "thank you" for the pictures

him how much they liked
"Little

playing

Tammyover
and to

his letter.
Vera Jean to the big picture,

were fun and everything

"Christmas

'most is fun, but you

for we always have you to love and talk

and Sing about."
And Tammy-in-the-picture

looked so pleased.

to

II

CHAPl'ER
VIII

(INTERPRETATION)

NUMBERS
THATREALLY
TEU, THINGS

The life process, to the degree that it is
well directed from wi thin, will call for the
intelligent
and sympathetic maste~ and
application
by the pupils themselves of
whatever is gotten from these cultural
stores ..
vVhenthings are thus sought and used because
a life situation
inherently calls for them,
they are better learned, both because they
are personally desired and because they are
more intelligently
thought through ani used.
These are ideal conditions for study and
learning.
Kilpatrick 1
What is known of the way learning takes place
indicates
a program for the development of
skills which meets the i'ollowing criteria.
First,
skills
should be developed through
8i tua tions in which t he learner sees a real
need for them. Second, they should be developed through situations
as much as possible
like those in which he will use the sldll
again.
Third, the situations
should be those
through which he can grow in his understanding
of the principles
underlying his use of the
skill.
Stratemeyer 2
During the interval
activities,

between the Christmas and the Valentine

due to the mid-term change, some children

group and those remaining had been joined by several
Also, a different

student

In so far as the story is
mention these

changes.

teacher

concerned,

The activities

had left

more Begirmers.

was in Miss Carolls

however, it

the

place.

seems best not to

went on with surprisingly

Remaking the Curr:i.culum"p. 68.

1.

Kilpatrick,
Wm.H.:
Newson & Co., 1936.

NewYork:

2.

Stratemeyer, Florence B., et a1.:
Developing a Curriculum for
Modern Living, p. 347.
Bureau of PUblications, Teachers College,
Colmnbia Uni':ersity,
1947.
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little

interl~ption.
In surveying

the situation

considered in future
(1)

the teacher

facts

to be

planning:

The children

who remained with her were the ones who

seemingly had made slower progress

(2)

found these

t-han the others.

This aLowneaswas allocated

to their

chiefly

reading

and Y{I'iting skills.
(3)

Social

adjustment was at least

was evidenced by the efficiency
children

adjust

drinking

fountain

they showed in helping the younger

to the school situation.
procedure,

Details

felt

"to help" with the
sponsibilities
(L~)

children"

and

and

group, who far from feel-

themselves especially

"little

of tOileting

room care and use of materials

equipment vrera taken care of by the older
ing "held back,"

average or above, as

honored by being allowed

and who accepted their

new re-

eagerly.
The group as a whole were "secure."

visitors

graciously

and were quite

familiar

to them or with the strangers

They received

"at home" either
who fairly

with grown-ups
frequently

visited

the room.
(5)

The group as a whole faced situations

and thought

through them (vdth gui.dance) very creditably.

(6)

The older

children were not perturbed

slowness in developing reading
so managed that

and writing

ability.

-they :read and wrote successfully

to read and write.

by their

seeming

The pr-ogr-am
was

whatever they needed

They had a deep ru1dgenui.ne interest

in both
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subjects,

knew how-and when to use them and in so far

see, were achiev:ing succeas.ru.l.Iy ,
background most of the children

The teacher

had experienced

school had in a measure l:imited capacity,
concerned that
increase

it,

that

she knew that

nor desirable.
rating

capacity

Instead

before

the limited

coming to

and while she was vi tall;r
that

would help

or hurrying were neither

possible

of being concerned 'Ivith the below average

of the group, she was concerned that

experiences

knew that

be given every stnnuli
forcing

as they could

wh Lch were best

suited

each child

have those

to his needs and most contributory

to his optdmumgr-owt-h,

( 7)

The younger children

rapid progress,

due to the fact

the more privileged
These facts
make continued

areas

seemed to indicate
security

that

practice

ani number and be stimulating

in

and sa"tisfy-

content.

had worked in a situation

of the "forty-five

curriculum requirements.

the foreign

quarter
mightily

experience,

the teacher

where a great many number facts,

first-grade

struggling

but be one tha.t would

provide for much vital

In the beginning days of her teaching

the acquisition

of them came from

the program should not only

and success possible,

language, r-eadi.ng, writing
entire

the majority

of the d:i_strict.

widen the scope of interest,

ing in its

that

as a group were capable of more

combinations" were a part

with the difference
used at school.

of the

At the "time she was working in

of a mining center where the children

at home and IInewtalk"

including

were

between "old talk"
The "forty-five

as heard

combina.t.ions"
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were an added burden and one which the majority

of that

group :failed

to carry successfully.
Because of this

and subsequent

that much number understandin~
could be managed.
of the present
that

s1tuation

knew that

the teacher

was needed before

knew

any number-facts

The course of study" provided by the central
allowed two full

number understanding

teacher

experiences

without

office

years for the building

speclfic

assigrnnents,

by the time the children

of

but the

reached the third

grade

they would be expected to have a working stock of meaningful numberconeepba that would allow them t.o acquire
that

number teaching
Dewey states,

it

reaction;

interesting

lilt is one thing to make munber interesting

it

other things

is a radicall~f

by introducing

means of carrying
It

rapidly,

it

that

happen to callout

different

so t'b..at it

sort

by
a pleas-

of thing to make

functions

on a more incJ.usi ve activity."

seemed that

and

must begin promptly and proceed steadily.

merely a+bachfng to it
urable

rrumberfacts

as a genuine

3

for number-concepts to be meaningful,

they must

be gained through use as "a genuine means."
From the

first,

clock and the wall
Earlier
and potato

3.

matching daily

"news" items with the cardboard

clock had been an absorbing activity.

-the group had worked out recipes
soup, so cooking activities,

for making apple sauce

counting spoons and cups, and

Dewey, John: Interest
and E!-,fort in Educati.on, p , 43. Boston:
Houghton Mif:fli.n, 19i3. Quoted by Kilpatrick,
WlU. H.:
Source
Book in Philosophy: of Education, p. 426.
NewYork: Macmillan
Company, 19348

i
(

I
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recipe-making

were not new experiences

the counting

and recipe-making

for the

in the reading

to count the ver-:f high numbers that

planning

I,

"big children.

Handling

groups seemed wiser than
for the entire

forty

would

entail.
Near Thanksgiving
ly high,

time when interest

a "groce ry store"

flourishing

business

and provided

money and making of price
After

in one corner

and telephone

process,

of paper

were posted with the card bearing

munber, holding

"conversations"

and the figures

with him

became an every day activity.

began making the calls

turned. to the room and interest
of the prefix

for much counting

tags.

or with Iv1rs. King over the toy telephone
The "lunch children"

of the room had done a

st.Imul.us

the "new Tammypictures"

his address

in food had been particular-

one noon when they re-

spread widely.

Matching the letters

in the number was always a part

as well as "telLi.ng" him all

that

of the

had happened at home or

at school.
Reading Tannnyl shouse
house numbers and street

munber aroused an interest
names, which had been entirely

Soon everyone knew his own number' and street
to write

them.

wri ting

pr-act.Loe

in their

The teacher

requested

lacking.

and was making attempts

made copies of street

as Lndf.vf.dua.Ls

own

and number for

them, and they copied "Tammy's

number" often.
Mrs. King was most frequently
"Little
about,

Dog

Tammy."

Helen's

Her health

attendance

"called"

just

before

was always solicitiously

at school ascertained,

they sang
inquired

and the progress

of
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:Mrs. King i,s sewing or housecleaning
one whose turn it
after

was to call

always reported

the song was sung "over the
This was a language activity

children.

The teacher

conversation
imagination

or dishwashing determined.

abilities

'thab came directl,y

merely sat back and listened

and noted gladly
the activity

and slowly,

nicely,

from the
to the flow of

the development. of language use and

provided.
widening its

but surely,

matter what interests

rose,

Dog Tanuuy" was a part

of every day,

happier

details

telephone ."

Junior Primary was definitely
its

all

The

aohieving its

served their

because of his Lnc'Iuaf.on,

horizons,
goals,

extending
and no

purpose and waned, "Little

and every experience

seemed

CHAPTER
IX

(NARRATIVE)

SPRINGCOMES F110M
NORTH CAROUNA

One morning when Patty
Jerry

and Vickie,

and Russell

t.oo, and all

they heard a redbird

and Billie

the others

Sue, Robert and

came to Junior

Primary,

singing,

"Pretty,
pretty,
pretty.
Right here, right here,

right

here."

He was sw:tnging on the branch of the maple tree

nearest

RoomI ,v:indows

on the Avenue.
vVhenJimmy, who lived

down on the Bou~evard, came he had heard a

song sparrow and Miss Mary read them a little

poem about the song

sparrow who sang,
"Sweet, sweet, sweet.
Very merry cheere"
The days were beginning
there

to be a little

were more sunny days and rainy

days than snowy days.

Pussy Will~N came to school and cherry
brought

from Granny's-in-the-count~J

blossoms like

white

stars

wanner sometimes, and

twigs that

opened tiny

Billie

green leaves

in the blue vase standing

Sue
and

in the sunny

sou.th window.
There were still

many days wlen the w:Lndblew cold,

the sun shone and though the
bulbs

that

the children

to put on their

grass

had planted

began to turn
in the fall

green,

even though
the crocus

di.dnr t think

it

time

gay bormets rod come popping up.

"Next week," said MisS Mary, "you will
play in your back yard,

because it

is

spring

stay home all
vacation

week and

week, and maybe
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when we come back, the crocus babies will
and be waiting

have on their

for us."

"I'm going to Granny's-in-the-country,"
"I'm going a truckinl
If

I '11 get to see the

said Billie

Sue.

with Daddy down by the river,1I said

steamboats.

make her some new clothes,

Jerry.

II

"I'm. going to play with my doll all

day," said Bonrri.e
,

"I'll

I think."

Somepeople were going to ride
to rollerskate

new bonnets

their

"bd.kes " and some were going

and some were going to play in their

back yards.

"What are you and Miss Carol going to do, Miss Mar-y?"asked
Janice.
"I'm going home to my mctther and daddy in the country like

Billie

Sue," said Miss Carol.
nI

have some work to do for the Universi ty,

II

said Miss Mary, "but

I am not going to stay high up in the apartment to do it.

Mrs. King

and Helen are going away and I am going out to stay in the little
house with Tammy.

Tammy does not like

to ride

in the big blue car as

far as Mrs. King and Helen are going, and he does not like
the boarding kennel.

I have to do this

work and I do not like

stay high up in the apartment all the time,
to keep house together

for a whole week.

I can play in the back yard with Tammy.
"Viill you tell
.Ji.mmy.

us all

"Will you tell

Joany-ball?"

to stay in
to

so Tannny and I are going

""i'llien
I get tired
Won't that

working

be fun?"

about Tamnzy- when you come back?" asked

us how he played wi th his Pudgy-doll and his
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"Yes, I III tell

you all

about it,

II

said Miss Mary.

"Where are Mrs. King and Helen going?" asked Patty.
"They are going down south to North Carolina,"
"They are going to visit
spring

has already

seeing for

another

Helen's

Aunt Millie.

come, and they will
month or

mountains and along a river.

two.

Downin Nor-th Carolina

see flowers that

They will

They will

ride

ride

"When are you going out to stay with
before

said Miss Mary.

we won't be

high up over the

and ride

for two days."

Tammy? Will they be gone

you go and Ta:nuIW
have to stay alone?"

asked Russell.

II'1J\Ton't

he be lonesome?"
'I1;Vell," said Miss Mary, "he will
not long and I think
now and this

back,

he won't mind too much.

evening Helen will

my typewriter.
so Iill

be alone a little

while"

}JTy bag is

but

packed right

come down to my house and get it

and

vVnenyou go home at noon tomorrow you won't be coming
go downtownright

away on the

red and white bus and

when I get dowrrt.own1'll

hurry to get on the blue and yellow bus that

goes to Hawbhor-neLane.

Mrs. King and Helen will

as soon as Helen gets home from school and that
get there,
but it

because you know Helen's

"NOi'V"
we must get our work done.
away that

we won't

Tammywill

That afternoon

be before

be all

This afternoon

I can

right."

you may all

help

need tomorrow morning and then to-

morrow I can hurry to the bus, and Tammywill
Everybody worked hard that

will

just

school is on Hawthorne Lane, too,

won't be very long and I think

put everything

have to start

not be alone so long.

morning to get all

II

of his work done.

they put all the Choosing-Time things

away in the cup-
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boards.

They carried

the plants

to the room where Mr. Green could take

care of them easily.

They put all

in the cupboar-d, too,

because Mr. Green wanted to "houseclean"

room while they were gone.

the folders

They were very good helpers

could go quick to Tanull;;r at noon next day.

They left

would need to read the next morning and the
pictures.

"We can put those

home," said

called

their

so Miss Mary

the books they

crayons and paper to make

Patty.

to Miss Mary.

you, Russell,

books away

away in a hurry when we are ready to go

The next morning Russell
it

and picture

brought a note.

When Miss Mary read it

.for taking

the children

His mother had written

she smiled and said,

such good care o.f Tammyand me."

to hear the note.

This is

"Thank

Then she

the note:

Friday.
Dear Miss Mary:
Russell is so anxious that
"Little
Dog Tammy"not be lonesome before you get to his house
that he and I think it would be
best for me to pick you up in
the car at noon ani take you to
Tammy's house.
It will make us
so happy to know that Tru~ is
not alone very long.
Lovingly,
Russell's
Mother.
"Oh, oh;" said everyone,
haye to be alone at all
'While the children
office

and called

sooner now, since

much.

Russell

is

just

right.

NowTammywon't

Goody-goody."

drank their

Mrs. King.

Mrs. King was so glad,

"that

milk Miss Mary went to Mrs. Taylor's

She told

her that

she could be there much

and his mother were bringing

too.

She did not like

her in the car.

to leave Ta.mnzyalone a
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long time,

either,

but it was such a long way to Aunt Millievs

she knew she and Helen must start
everything

just

wraps.

This made

right.

Just. before
their

as soon as they could.

that

noon the children

put away their

Jimmybrought Miss Mary's coat.

work.

Patty

They put on

got her hat and

purse and gloves for her.
"We can get on the bus ourselves,"

said

Jerry,

and the others

who went on the school bus.
"We can wait on the corner with Jj_TJ1.," said
across

the Averm.e. "You go quick with Russell1s

the children

who went

mother to Little

Dog

Tammy."
"Give Tammy some love for us,"
going-home bell
"Good-by.

said everybody, and then the

rang.
Have fun with Tammy,"

said

the bus children

starting

Have fun with 'I'ammy ;"

said the Avenue children

to the bus.
"Good-by.
ing to the

corner.

"Good-by.
starting

Have fun with Tammy,"said

the Boulevard children

home.

"Good-by, everybody,"
motherls

start-

said Miss Mary, getting

into Russell's

car.

Russell

got in too and qlick

-- the car rolled

up the Avenue.

The car went and i·1;,went downtown. The car went and went through the
busy streets.

The car went and it went toward Hawthorne Lane and it

came to T anun:y'
s house •
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''lJVewonI t go in because Mrs. King and Helen are not at home,
and it

would not be polite!

TarrmlY when his

fam:ily is

Miss Mary said,
day you will

but some day maybe

at home ,"

"Thank

see Tammy,

and there

little

was

Tammy's feet
busy little
11

come to see

mother.
me and some

Have a happy week," and then she

She unlocked the

Dog Tarnmy waiting
danced pit-a-pat

door with Mrs. King I e key

for her.

on the living

room rug, and his

went wag, wag, wag.

tail

I I In glad,

Russell's

will

you so very much for bringing

Russell.

went up on Tammy's porch.

said

(1'[8

said

11

I wasn tt. alone long,"

'I'ammy ,

II

I rm glad you Gameto play wi th me so

and he ran to get his PUdgy-doll for NIi.ss Mary

to play games wi t,h.
All week 'ranrrnyand Miss Mary kept house together.
ate her breakfast,

Tammyhad some Kibbles in his bowl to be sociable.

WhenMiss Mary vrrot.e on her typewriter

sometimes Tammyplayed in the

backyar-d , and sometimes he sat on :rus front
took ~ nap on t he floor

beside

Sometimes he would bring
and say,

"Please,

let

t

her.
his

"Pretty

would be gone.
for dessert.

it.

please,1l

Joany-ball

or his

jingle-bell

bal:l

And Miss

and go to play in the backyard.

Every evern.ng Miss Mary fixed
showed her he liked

porch and sometimes he

s both go play in the backyard."

Mary would put on her coat

said,

WhenMiss Mary

Tamnw's dirmer bowl like

Helen had

And every evening 'I'amnty stood up tall
for his

dirmer bowl.

and

Then "whoosh," his

Every evening Tcunmy had two squares

of chocolate

dinner
bar
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Every night. when Miss Mary want, i.nto the living
Tamrn,y
would lie
pointy-up

on the .floor by her feet

ears were always listening

When it

and play take a nap, but his

t.o people going by on the street.

was time to go "nightie-night,"

the corner under Helen I s bed.
would both sleep

all

room to read,

Ta.mn:w
went 'way back in

Miss Mary would go to her bed and they

night- till

morning.

They had a veS¥.:good time

keeping house together.

And then it was Sun~

and time to watch for

come home from North Carolina.

the big blue car to

Sunday war warm like

really-spring

and when the big blue car came, Ta.nuI1Y
and Miss Mary and Pudgy-doll
were sitting

on the front

porch watching for it

to see Mrs. King and Helen.

TanmlY
was so glad that

quick -- to get his Joany-ball

and his porky-pig

When the bags were carried
visiting

for

a while,

her typewriter

it

"This,"

you.

Helen back to the apartment,

primary the next morning.

Helen took a big brovm box out of the car

she said,

You mustn't

"is

a surprise

for Junior Primary and for

look tonight."

"Mmmm.rn, what can it. be'?" asked Miss Mary.

her at

to show them.

was time for Miss Mary to put her bag and

so she could go to Junior

trunk.

he had to run

in and everybody had had a good time

in the blue car and go with

At the apartment,

and they were so glad

But Helen d.idn+t

t.ell

all.

"Thank you,"

said Miss Mazy.

"I know we will

have fun with t.he

big brown box in Junior primary t.omorrow."
The next morning Miss Mary t.ook the big brown box to Junior
Primary.

She t.ook it

on the blue and yellow Broadway bus, and she
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took it

on the red and white Park Avenue bus and she carried

RoomI.

Then she said,

children

will

til wonder what is in the

box.

it

into

I hope the

come soon so we can look."

The children

di.d come very

Mary about their

bikes

soon and when they had told

and their

rollerskates

in the backyar-d and she had told

and their

Miss

playhouses

them about keeping house with

Tammy, she got out the big brovm box.
"What is

in iV?" asked everyone, and Miss Mary aaf.d, "Helen told

me not to look until

it.

Shall we all
"Yes, yes,

big scissors

you could look,

too,

so I don't

knowwhat is in

look now?fI

yes,"

said the children,

to cut the heavy string

and Townywent to get the

around the box.

Everybody helped unpack the box and it
there were very many things
There were lovely

was so full

of surprises,

to unpack.

trailing

Arbutus flowers,

pink and sweet-smell-

ing and wrapped in dampmoss.
There were heavy twigs of long-needle
spicy-smelling.
fat

thick

and green and

There were big grown-up brown pine cones and little

new pine cones and even little

be cones some day.
Christmas,

pine,

There were twigs of fat

only for really,

It

And there were pictures
spring had already

purplish

pine flowers that
holly berries,

would

"like

said Patty.
-- pictures

come, to yards full

of North Carolina where
of red and yellow tulips,

hedges of pink dogwoodand to Aunt Millie 's very own peach tree,
blooming soft

and pink besire

her back door.
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There were pictures
bolls

into

fingers

and of so:ft white

big brown bags.

My, but Junior

with their

flowers

ready to be picked and of people very busy, picking

of cotton

the cotton

of pink cotton

Primary was happy.

noses and felt

They sni:ffed

smooth things

and pricky

good smells

things with easy

and looked and looked with very big eyes and asked Miss Mary

very many questions
"Oh, it

is

all

just

at once and in a hurry.

the best big brown box that

Jean, and David. Alan turned
Then Patty
and said,

three

somersaults

ever was," said. Vera

because he was so happy.

put her hand Iway down into the big brown box again

"'fhere is

brovnl envelope.

something else

Carefully

of paper with all

in here,"

she opened it

kinds of funny lines

"Vilia t are they,

and she drew out a big

and took out two big sheets

and marks on them.

!vIiss Mary, what are they?

II

asked everybody at

once.
"I know," said 1tI.issMary.
maps that

told

showed the children

and a1.1 the way home again."

the heav.y green line

that

Then she

Helen had drawn to show

the way to North Carolina and the heavy red line

showed the road all

Big City and one that

showed the roads nearest

showed the roads nearest

Miss Mary and the children
them together

that

the way home again.

There were reaD.y two mapsJ one that

fit

They are the

Helen what roads to :follow with the big blue car all

the way to I\!Ol..th Carolina

the road all

"1 knowwhat they are.

to Aunt Millie's.

had to spread them out on a big table

so the red and green lines

and

matched and then fasten

,-

141them together

wi th transparent

"Why," said
red line

Billie

go right

then be veF'J far
"Part

tape.

SUe, after

along beside

they were put together,

the green line

of the way and

was another

said Miss Mary, "and part

road."

didn I t they have the same road all

1f1;'Vhy

does the

away from it?"

of the way "Was·the same road,"

of the way it

part

It

the way all

the time? II

Robert wanted to know.
"Do you remember that
storm?" asked Ivuss Mary.
know about weather
this

the day before

they started

l'WhenHelen called

we had a snow-

the people downtownwho

and roads and who gave her the maps, they said that

road through the mountains was not safe because of the snow and

she would have to go away around this
green line

other way on the road that

shows.1I

"Howdid the man know ani why did. he tell
So :Miss Mary explained

the safest

Helen?" asked Jerry ..

about the people downtownwho know all

the time whether roads are safe and who tell
trips

people who are going on

and best roads to take.

"Oh, so many people do so many funny things
Patty.

"I didn't
If

help,"

said

show, Miss Mary?" asked Lowell, who had been

at the map carefully.

Miss Mary looked.
they ate dinner
Carolina.

that

know so many people did so much work."

What do the stars

looking

the

Then she said,

and stayed all

"This yellow star

night the first

The second yellow star

night

shows where

going to North

shows where they ate breakfast

the
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next morning and this
green pf.ns tree
second night.
night

after

last

one, where they ate lunch.

shows Aunt Millie's
The first

red star

they started

home.

house.

The little

They slept

there

shows where they stayed

the

the first

That was where they could see the

moonlight

on the river

from their

room and hear the steamboats

whistle.

The other

two red stars

show where they ate breakfast

lunch the

next day, and what do you suppose the little

and

black dog

shows?"
''1Vhere they came home to Tammy,where they came home to Ta.nnn;v,"
said

Jimmy and Jerry
"That is

just

together.

right,"

said Miss Mary.

"Nowif Miss Carol will

help me we can put the map up on the blackboard
board and when you want to,

above the block cup-

you can climb up on the block cupboard

and look at -Ghemap to see how the roads to North Carolina
At noon M3.ssMary and Miss Carol fastened
needle and holly
and little

the tYrigs of long pine

to the blackboard Ivith transparent

pine cones,

too.

They put them all

go.

tape and the big

beside

the map so every-

body could climb up and look and look.
"Whenthe

children

under each of their

came back they told Miss Mary what to write

lovely

things

of the board "North Carolina
Janice
that
fasten

and they called

Corner."

and Bonnie brought scraps

of their

Bonnie I s mother was making for them.
the scraps

to a big cardboard.

her to make a crayon say,

II

the whole corner

cotton

new gingham dresses

Miss Mal",Y
helped them

under the scraps

in our dres ses • II

they told

Then they fastened
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the co+con pictures
Carolina.

underneath

and the crayon said,

"Cotton in North

II

The flower
made a pretty

pietures

border

"Ummm
, I like

and especiall;y

for

Aunt Millie

the "North Carolina

our 'North

we ha van t t any pictures

I

s peach tree

Corner."

CaroLi.na Corner' ," said Peggy, "only

of the big blue car nor of Mrs. King ani

Helen."
"Tammyalread;jr has his
pictures

corner,"

said Patty,

to the

of Tammyand the stOI"'J about him near the piano,

havenr t any corner

and make our own pictures

and Helen taking
"Oh , that

"but we

for Mrs. King and Helen."

"Why don't we make a picture-story
trip

pointing

the trip?"

would be fun,

book about the North Carolina

of the big blue car and of Mrs. King

asked ];liss Mary.
II

said Jimmy.

"Gan we begin in the

morninp;?11
"Yes,

II

the pict;ures

said Miss Ma1'"Y,"when you rome in you may-start
you think

making

are important."

Everybody was veI"'J busy the next morning and the next morning and
the next morning.
Carolina

They make pictures

and home again,

vrith the pictures,

about the trip

to North

and in Talk-Time they made the stories

and part

the board the things

all

of the

time they practiced

about North Carolina

to go

writing

on

they wanted to learn

to

write.
"Do you think you are big enough now," asked Miss Mary, "to write
your own letters

to Mrs. King and Helen to thank them for our pretty

~

!

I

t.hings?"
"Oh, could we?" asked everyone,
you are big enough if you pract.ice
livreshould tell

I
(

I

"The holly

Aunt Millie

Helenl.3 cousin,

the pretty

the words on the blackboard

Thank You, too,"

said

first."

Vera Jean.

said !IUss Mary, and we must not forget

things

in the yard,"

Juanita,

said Miss Mary.

know how Aunt ,Millie and Juanita

"vl[eknow how Mrs. King looks and that

and. we know that
like

"I think

who helped pack the box and who helps Aunt M:Lllie

IIBu t we don't

Sue.

Mary said,

and the pine needles and the cones came out of her yard."

"Yes , they did,"

have all

and Inss

Miss Carol's

Helen is taller
and she likes

Aunt MiD.ie or Juanita

look.

look,"

she likes

to wear blue,

than you are and her hair
to wear pink,

said Billie

but we don't

is light
know how

II

"No, we don it ;" said Miss Mary.

"I dont t know either,

because

I have never seen them, but I know who does know."
The chf.Ldr-en thought a :minute.
King knows how Juanita
"Would you like
:Miss Mary.
us just

and Aunt Millie

"I know, too,"

said Peggy.

''Mrs.

look."

to go cal1. Mrs.. King and let

"I am sure she is at home this

her tell

afternoon

us?" asked

and could tell

right."

"Oh, could we?

Let1s do," said everybody.

"Ii' Mrs. Taylor is not too busy, we oan," said :Miss Mary.
may go, Jerry"

"You

and ask her."

In a minute Jer1'Y was back and said Mrs. Taylor was not too busy
and they could call

right

away.
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"I know Mrs. King I s telephone
said David Alan.

I
I

I

Almost all
was just, like

number.

I

s just

like

'I'ammy t e , II

2536, and I can dial it."

The number is HA
the children

It

could dial

Mrs. King!s number, since

it

'I'ammy ' s , but when Miss Mary shut her eyes and chose,

Peggy was the one chasen t.o dial

the rrumbe r , and David Alan was chasen

to ask 1,J[rs. King' abaut Aunt. lti.llie.
U

"

and Billie

Sue about,

Then everybady walked very quiet~y to' Mrs. Taylar'
sat. down on the

rug

to wait for Peggy to dial

David Alan and Billie

Juanita.
3

affice

and

the number- and for
they needed to know.

Sue to find aut the things

Miss Mary watched Peggy, but Peggy did nat need any help to dial

I

H-A 2-5-3-6.

I

This is Peggy in Miss Mary's r-oom,

WhenMrs. King answered, Peggy said,
I dialed

"HellO', Mrs. King.

your number and David

Ala.n wants to ask yau samething impartant."
"All right,
portant

if

Peggy, I will

I know it,"

try

to tell

answered Mrs. King.

Then David Alan took the receiver
This is David Alan.
brown box, and will

David Alan something im-

and said,

Hello , Mrs. King.

II

Thank you for all the nice things
you please

tell

in the big

me how Aunt Millie

looks,

'cause

we need to knaw?"
Mrs. King said,

"Yau are welcameJ David.

big brown box f'or- yau.
She has white hair

Aunt Millie

and she likes

"Thank you, TvIrs. King.
will
Billie

talk

isntt

quite

It

as tall

to wear blue like

I will

tell

fun to pack the

I'VaS

the athers,

as Miss Mary.

I do."
and Billie

to yau now, II said David Alan" handing the receiver

Sue.

to

Sue

I

I
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\
I

I
1

(
I

Billie
is Billie

Sue took the receiver
Sue.

Billie
and then
it

is

won't
like

Sue waited while :Mrs. King said

awfully

i.mportant
try

''1Vill you please

to guess.

Juanita

is as tall

me how Juanita

and for

the surprise.

did Nor tell

WirS.

looks,

is

I will

tell
pretty

cause

said

Sue told

is brown

I!

the others

and here is Miss

soon."

Good-By and then Junior

talking

either.

to the

her about

Primary told

them use the telephone,

her about the surprise

very

so I

Her hair

King Thanlc You again for

Thank You for letting

They just

but they

walked back to

down on the rug.

David Alan told

Lhem how to make Aunt Millie

I

s pi.cture

look and

them about Juanita.

"But," said Vera Jean,
w.hi-te hair

you,
I

awfully

the big brown box, but she did NOTtell

She just

RoomI and sat

as I am.

to wear brown, too.

know the surprise

Then Miss Mary ·told

Mrs. Taylor

This

thank

but I know-you must be plaxming something nice,

J

You will

Billie

tell

she was fine,

IllY," said MrSe King, "'I c an t b guess why it

"Thank: you, Mrs. King.

children

Iiffrs. King.

very important?"

M..i.ssMaryt s and she likes

Mary.

"Hello,

Howare you today?"

she said,

"My,

and said,

and. both like

"if

Aunt Millie

to wear blue,

and Mrs. King both have

how will we know which is

which,?II

IlTJmmm.m,1I said Miss Mary, "that
Does anyone know how to tellvrhich
which picl.ureMrs.

King?1t

is a good question,
picture

will

Vera Jean.

be Aunt Millie

and

Ita
Elrorybody thought for a mi.nute
is t.aller

than you are,

:Millie isn't
wonr t. that

so tall.
be all

]l1iss Mary, and David Alan said that
If we make one picture

Robert.

That wi Ll, be just

way you thought about that,ll
All the others

too,

right

and I like

they chose one for each page of

on the big brown paper fastened

Then 1tLss MarJ printed

the story-page

to a very

beside the

and they hung the big cardboards on the chalk-ledge

"Nor-bhCar-o.l.LnaCorner.

II

in the

Miss Mary made the typewrit.er with big

pr:int the stoFJ-pages

used to make lots

the

and then they went to make the

were finished,

the s tory and mounted it

letters

than the other,

they needed.

v~len the pictures

picture

taller

Aunt

said Miss Mary.

were glad,

of the pictures

big cardboard.

"Mrs. King

right?"

"Yes, indeed,

rest

and then Robert said,

on the kind of paper that

of reacLi.ngthings

Mrs. Taylor

that were aLike , and one of the

big boys made enough for everybody in Junior PriJnary to ha Vl3 every
story-page.
downat.a'i.r-s

The big boy made them on the f'unny turn-around

machine

in the shop.

The children

pasted the story

on the back of their

and some people made two pages and made the extra
pic·ture-story

book for Mrs. King and Helen.

picture

pages into

pages

a

They had a big "North

Carolina"

book to read at school and Mrs. King and Helen had a "North

Carolina"

book, too.

These are the stories:
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I
J

Page 1
Mrs~ King and Helen went. t.o North Carolina.
They went to vis it. A.unt Millie and Juanita.
They went in the big blue car.
Our map shows the road to North Carolina.
That stor-y had a picture
Carolina

of the big blue

car going to Nort.h

w:tth Mrs. King and Helen on the front

seat.

Page 2
Li ttle Dog Tam.l1\y
and Miss Mary did not
go to North Carolina in the big blue car.
They stayed in the little
house at 60h9
Hmvthorne Lane. They played in the back
yard wi t.h Pudgy-doll and the Joany-ball.
They had fun.
The picture

showed Miss Mary and 'I'amrny playing

with Pudgy-doll

in the back yard.
Page 3
Honk, honk, honk! The big b'Iue car went
down the road to North Carolina.
It
stopped when night came so it could have
some gas and oil and water and :rvIrs.King
and Helen could eat dilIDer and sleep all
night.
Honk, honk, honk 1 The big blue car went
on in the morning.
On and on and on to
A.unt Millie r s house in North Carolina.
And in the picture
Millie! shouse

the big blue car went on and on and on to Aunt

Ln North Carolina

and along a river

on a road that

went over a high hill

I'd t.h boats.

Page 4Ho, ho, hol Spring had come. Spring had
come to North Carolina.
Mrs. King and
Helen saw whit..e dogwood. They saw pink
peach and apple blossoms.
They saw pink
and purple tulips.
They saw purple
wisteria.
'They saw pink arbutus.
More
flowers and more flowers and MORE
FLOVJERS.
Helen said, "Goody-goody! I'm glad that
we came to North Carolina."

fI"'..,.,'t:,J,.,
I;,",

.':I:':,~~t~:V\~'.'
,

,

,
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Nowthe big blue car was in North Carolina
Helen leaning

and the picture

out of t.he car window looking at more flowers

showed

and more

flowers and MORE FLOWEHS
..
Page 5
Mrs. King and Helen told Juanita and Aunt
'Millie about Junior primary.
They all
said, "Let I s pack a big brown box for
Junior Primary."
They put flower pictures
in the box. 'I'hey put cotton pictures in,
too.
They put i.n sweet-smelling 'trailing
arbutus.
They put. in holly from the holly
tree in the back yard.
They put in pine
with lovely long needles from the pine tree
in the front, yard.
The long-need..le pine
had pollen flowers that made yellow dust.
The long-needle pine had cone flm~rs that
were folded up and purplish-silver..
Then
they put the big brown box into the car
trunk.
"Honk, honk," said the big blue car. "Now
I am god.ng home to Big Cit;y• II
This story was so long that
picture

pages.

Of course,

one picture

Carolina packing the box for
careful

ittook

two big cardboards
showed the friends

Junior Primary.

to make Mrs. ICing in her blue dress

in her:.blue dress,

Everybody thought

in her brown dress

taller

than Aunt Millie

just

as tall

talle:r

than

as :Mr8. King.

they were very good pictures.

The other pictures

showed pink trailing

arbutus

needJ.e pine with long green needles and yellowish
purplish-silver

in North

Everybody was very

and to make Helen in her pink dress

her mother and Juanita

and two

cone flowers,

came in the big brown box.

and all

of the other

and lovely

long-

pollen-flowers

and

things

that

had

1.50
Page 6
The big blue car brought lvlrs. King and Helen
and the big brown box over all the rca d to
Big City.
OUr maps show all the road.
The
big blue car brought Mrs. King and Helen and
the br-own box to the little
house at 6049
Hawthorne Lane. Little Dog Tammyand Miss
Mary ani Pudgy-doll were waiting for them
on the front porch.
Ummmml
They were glad
to see Mrs. King and Helen and the big brown
box.
This picture
and Little
Helen.

showed the big blue car in front

Dog Tammycar-ryd.ng

of the little

house

PUdgy-doll out to meet Mrs. King and

It was a good picture,

too.

Page 7
Helen took Miss Mary home to the tall
apart.ment house where she lived.
Then she
gave her the big brown box. Miss Mary said,
"Thank you for the big brown box. vVhatcan
it be?" Helen said, "It is a surprise for
you and Junior Primary in the morning. It
Next morning t he blue and yellow Broadway
bus said, "Honk, honk! 1'11 help take the
big brown box to .rurn.or- Primary. II And it
did.
The red and white Park Avenue bus said,
"Honk, honk! 1'11 help taJce the big brown
box to Junior Primary."
And it did.
So the
big brown box came to Junior Pri_.maryand made
everybody happy.
When the picture
their

own leU.ers

Juanita.
to write

book was finished

was time to begin writing

to Mrs. King ani Helen and to Aunt Millie

Every day they had been practicing

and

the words they wanted

on the blackboard.

Some people wrote "long-needle
or "pine conesl! or "holly"
and Mrs. King's
"Juanita,"

it

too.

pine" and some wrote "pine flowers"

or "Arbutus."

name and they learned

They practiced

to write

They did not have to learn

Helen's

I1AuntMillie"

to write

name

and

Tammy1sname, 00-
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to write their

cause long before when they were learning
Miss Mary had made Tamrnya name card,

too,

and they all

own names,
knew how to

wri te his name.
Eve rybody bad the paper

town.

It

letters

had red lines

and that

much .fun.
careful

that Miss Ray had sent them from down-

for tall

made making the

Ever.rboqy had a fat

letters

and blue lines

letters

that

Whenthe letters

said the words very

shiny red pencil,

to keep red and shiny because that
were written

just

for short

boo , that

kept it

right,

they were

prettYe

everybody made his

wi t.h flowers or pine cones, or whatever he wanted, but every-

pretty

body was very sure that

his letter

was just

Miss Ray came while they were writing
at the letters
Mary's desk.

that

were finished

the lovelY" things
story-picture

in a folder

She looked
on M.i.ss

that were being finished

on the blackboard.

in the "North Carolina

book pages.

first.

one morning.

and waiting

She looked at the letters

morning, and the practice-,~rds

right

that

She looked at all

Corner" and read all

the

.Jerry showed her the maps and the road that

the big blue car followed all

the way to North Carolina..

Peggy showed

her the road the big blue car followed all

the way home again and

Patty

safe because of the snow-

explained

about the road that wasn't

storm.
"1iJy,my," said Miss Ray.

I thought you

little

up letters

and knowf.ng about maps and roads and things the big
upstairs

learn.

Primaries

me.

were s till

children

Junior

"you do surprise

and here you are writing

Vlhere AREmy little

grown-

Junior Primaries?"
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"Oh, we are still
Patty,

Junior Primaries,

Miss Ray," said

"but our legs are longer and our hands are bigger and we can

learn
that

your little

big-children

things

now.

Besides,

look at

Mrs. King and Helen shared with us.

and it

the lovely

things

We had to learn about them

was so much £'un."

Only Vickie couldn't
very little
hadn't

t,hey cou'ldn tb make the pencil

smiled.

sniffed

make her own letter.

Patty

and the others

but still

she ctldn't

Miss Mary held the pencil
like

the others.

the letter

smile

and let

Vickie still
Vickie

e

Vickie hold her hand to write

She wanted to write

to Helen or to

to Little

Dog Tammy.

she and Miss Mary wrote:
"Dear Tanuny:
I love you.
Vickie.

Then Vickie tried

were so

pine and looked at

Vickie didn r t want to write

Mrs. King or to Aunt Millie..
This is

at alle

did wish she would.

the pink Arbutus and the spicy-smelling

the pictures,

a letter

write

Her fingers

to make it

got mixed with the writing,

pretty

II

with red flowers.

Someof them

but she knew Ta.mnzy'wouldn't mind.

Some of the other Le tters

said this::

"Thank you, Helen, for
the flower pictures.
Billie Sue."
or
"Thank you, Aunt 1v1illie,
for the long-needle pine.
Robert .."
and

~)
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"Thank you, Mrs. King,
for the holly.
Patty."
'Whenthe letters
flowers,
three

were all

they were all

purple

and Juanita

folded

written

and put into

stamps in the corner.
I

s lett,ers

send all

pennies,

said Miss Mary.

at, the blackboard.

the picture

stamp is for

nine pennies."

pennies beside each of three

coun-ted them, and sure enough there

II

"Three purple stamps

"One purple

stamps would be for

of three

"I vdlltake

"She and Helen will

and then I think they will

dont t tb,ey?II he asked.

and three

made the pictures

envelope with

Juam ta and Aunt }iT:illie to enjoy.

o:f them on far

Robert had been counting

three

a very fat

"Will Mrs., King send Aunt Millie1s

the Thank You letters

cost nine penni.es,

with very many

to them?" asked Lowell.,

"Yes, I am sure she will,"
want to see all

and made pretty

stamps and

were nine pennies.

book homewith me and give it

King and Helen when I see them on Sunday," said Miss Mary.
let's

go put our letters
It was still

coat,

but they

didn1t have to wear boots and mittens

coming to us,

now.

"Oh, oh, oh

j "

too,

I think,"

The sun

and back.

said Miss Mary.

"And

under our windows the crocus babies are showing

pink and purple

came inside

"N ow

cold enough in Big City for everybody to put on a

what do you think?
their

to Mrs.

in the post-box."

was warm and they walked very slowly to the post-box
"Spring is

He had

bonnets."

squealed

our room first,

everyone,

danoing up and down.

and now it, is outside,

too!

II

"Spr-lng

ISLAnd when Helen and Mrs. King and Tarillllfgot the fat
letters
just

the no xt morning they knew that

as it

had been in North Carolina.

it

was spring

enyelope of

in Big City,

CHAPTER
IX

(INTERPIlETATION)

WRITING AND GEOGRAPHY
ARE DlPORTANT
Every instit.ution
-- home, day nursery, school
-- which takes the responsibility
of providing
a pla. ce for a chil.d to live, there by provides
his opportunities
for social growth.
Reed 1
The environment should provide opportunities
for learning through first-hand
and vicarious
experiences,
through creative expression,
chr-ough the functioning of knowledge gained.
The teacher should be equipped with the
knowl.edge necessary to guide children through
desirable
social experiences, and with a
sensitiveness
which recognizes when and how
new fields of know Ledge should be opened to
children as they ~'ogress to different
social
age levels.
The teacher needs continually to be organizing
materials
of instruction
in "potential
curricula
of work," and this organization should be
sufficiently
tentative
to allow for changing
interests
in a changing world.
Reed 2
Geographic content, will function vitally
in the
li ves of young children to the extent that the
school utilizes
the first-hand
and vicarious
experiences of everyday living so that there may
be a dawning apprehension of physical and
geographic forces affecting the act-Lvi.td.ea of
people near and far.
Reed 3
As was stated
section

of this

in the first

chapter

includes

chapter of t.hf.s study,
the highlights

the narrative

of two vacation trips

1.

Reed, Mary M., and lJ'lright, Lula E.: _!leginnings of the Social
Sciences, p. 30. NewYork: Charles Scribner & Sons, 1932.

2.

Ibid.,

p.

33.

3. ]b~~.,
p. 55.
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whi.ch "Tammyl
s family"
In both instances

generously
their

shared ,vi.th the chd.Ldr-en,

destination

"big brown box" came to the children
treasures,

was the same; both times the

as a surprise,

and bot-h times "Aunt Millie"

comfortable

II

Juani.ta.

and she v~s

II

included

"Mrs. King, II but Juanita
teacher

Aunt Millie

II

with

was immediately included. in

the chf.Ldr-ent s group of acoepted friends.
never accepted

and filled

The first

II

yearl s group

seemed to sound fan iliar

in conversation

as freely

and

as was

was not only never mentioned" but if the

mentioned her" the matter was politely

but firm.ly and unani-

mously ignored.
The second year's

group accepted

as they did. Aunt Mi.llie,
King.

especially

Wherein the difference

apparent),

whether the teacher
than another,
that

the first

after

social

the telephone

unconsciously

stressed

The teacher
but she df.dn! t.

to determine,

Wbether this

to sound,

more one time

but the fact
out;

was

remained

the second,

of the chf.Ldren!s "good friends .."

could have insisted

on a verbal acceptance,

Too often she had seen such insistence

of well-meaning parents

to Mrs.

sensitive

personal.ity

year "Juani.ta" was completely left
as another

call

development (although this

whether they were less

it was impossible

she was accepted

or teachers

result

antagonism toward someone, or an undesirable
strangers.

alJ:nost as completely

lay was never ascertained.

group was more mature in their
not parti.cularly

Juanita

After mentioning Juanita

in children
reticence

in a casual,

of course,

on the part
1

s poai ti va
toward all

friendly,

but

meaningful way a -time or two and having the matter ignored so coro-
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pletely,

she dropped the subject

children

plan their

family.

just

as completely,

IIThank-Youllnotes to Aunt Millie

and helped the
and to "Tammy's

II

The first

year the box was enthusia.stically

routes were traced
writing

eagerly

was absolutely

charts

and often,

enjoyed, the map

and the suggestion

from the children,

but there

of letter-

were no "story"

fer thcoming.

The day that
blackboards

the box was unpacked it was impossible to use the

in the room due to some repair

work that

had not been

completed during vacation.
After
after

the contents

the children

teacher

called

possible

of the box had been thoroughly enjoyed,

had had their

mid-morning lunch ani rest ,the
She told them it was im-

the group to her again.

to write

they would like

on the blackboard that
to write

if

day J but asked them what,

it were possible.

deluged with

"long needle pine,

"red holly,

"Aunt :M_illieII and "tharlle you."

II

11

different

II

from her tentative

the day, but, she inunediately "unplanned" and followed the

plan for
I

s lead,

"replanning"

The children's
material

she was

"big pine cone," 'baby pine flower,

This again was something quite

children

Instantly

as she went.

names were listed

beside their

choice of writing

and also the name of the one to whomeach chose to write.

The next day when the repairs

were finished,

practice

began, and for some children

such practice

a weeke

Others moved to paper more quickly.

the blackboard
lasted more than
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The paper used was that
grade.

It

was light

:i.nchapart,

furnished

gray in color" lined

with blue guide lines

used. by the entire

city

the post-box.

I

wi th red base lines

called

"print

continued to be of intense

one

scriptll

The

and

interest,

until

sealed in the IIfat envelopell and in

was safely

Although the narrative

about six children

for first

system.

activity

even Vickie1s letter

office

halfway between the red ones.

wri ting used was the type of manuscript

The writing

by the central

does not so state,

there were

out of the forty who had to have the help given

Vickie.
The teacher

had found that

these very slOV'T
children
tarded,

seemingly the best way of helping

whose muscular co-ordination

was through letting

them "help" her by putting

over hers as she made the pencil

"say" their

letters.

the movement of her hand, plus the interest
the success

enjoyed through "helping,"

dependence they all

eventually

The making of individual

the endless

to painstakingly'

all

thei.r hands
The "feel"

in the activity,
contributed

of

plus

to the in-

achieved.
illustrations

the "big brown box" had contained,
tions;

was also re-

of the material which

and the labeling

of the illustra-

performance of cljmbing on the low blook cupboard

trace

the map routes with pertinent

references

to

"Washington Court House," trWinston-Saleml!and ~Tinehurst" (some of
the places

"starred"

on the map); the daily

"telephone conversations"

with N.lrs
.. King, in which she was frequently

asked now about Aunt

Millie,

to the children's

all

went on for many days attesting

gerruine
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interest,

but with the

maki.ng, so there

first

group there

was no suggest.ion of "story"

were no Iftstories" made.

The second group, on the other hand, insisted
from the first.

The writing

had to suggest

t.hat "letters"

interest

just

practiced

just

as attractive

as diligently,

as the first

the individual

the stories

trip

and made their

II

The

finished

products

group had done.
book had come into
and Itreadingll

had been most important.
to this

group.

was borrowed from the upper grades,
to Florida,

teacherts

"thank-you.

copies had been made and illustrated

Maps, too" were important
States

the teacher

the plan needed no urging.

In the meantime, however, the "picture-storyll
being;

In fact,

would make an appropriate

Once having been suggested,
children

was second.

on making the story

Jerry' s "truckinll

sLumnertrip

to Kansas.

trip

The big map of the United

and the group traced

to Cincinnati,

Randi' s

and the

Junior Primar,y was map-conscious

there was no doubt about that.
They were becoming weather difference-conscious.,
frequent

ref'erence

through questions
Millie

I

too.

Bo'bh years

was made to t he advanced season in Nor'th Carolina
such as,

ttliVb.at
do you suppose is blooming in Aunt

s back yard now?" and "Do you reckon Aunt Millie

has radishes

ouln her garden yet?"

4
Deweyonce
stated

4.

that

"Aesthetic

sensitiveness

and enjoyment are

Dewey, John: Reconstruction in Philosophl, p, 180. NewYork:
Holt, 1920. Quoted by F.il.patrick, Wm. H.: Source Book in
~.hil~sopby of EducatioE, r- 174.
NewYork: Macmillan Co., 1934.
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a large

constituent

in any worthy happd.nesa ;"

The "big brovm box" brought opportunities
ment in writing
expression
writing
to all

to both. groups.

It

brought excellent

to the one group particularly

activities,

for successful

achieve-

language

and through both reading and

language sym.bolsbecame more than ever m.eaningful

the children.

The entire
interest

experience widened "horizons"

in other places,

in other people and in climatic

other than those to which the
heretofore

the majority

The feeling
brought,

conditions

had accepted as general.

of security

and "belongingness" which the gift

along with the achieving of desired

II

arousing

children were accustomed, and which

experience with reading and.writing,
places,

appreciably,

as well as with personal

ends through successful

illustration

relationships,

and "finding
gave the children

much genuine enjoyment, and through lovely color,

grace~ll

sweet and spicy "smells,"

were enriched and

opportunity
instances,

for sensitivity
increased.

aesthetic

appreciations

form and

to beauty, seemingly so lacking in many

CHAPTER X

(NARRATIVE)

LITTLEBROrHER'S
PUDGY-DOLL

The days were all
Some days t.he rain
bu tit

much warmer now.

Most. of bhemwere sunny.

was having fun "pat t.ering t.hr-ough the trees,

was warm rain

and eli dn 't

last

all

II

day.

Pat.ty and Peggy- and Vera Jean and Russell

and Jimmy, and all

the othor-s , could came skippety ....
hop down the Avenue again and there
was nearly

always a happy time sometime during the day far

every-

body t.o be out in the yard.,
SOIDe days they played

they could walk all
getting

their

in the graveled play-yard.

around the building

new green dresses

could walk over in Mr. Kraft's
garden and see all
Mr.. Kraft's

64

to the Boulevard,

boy.

yardwtlere
berry bed.

his

were "big upstairs

lived

children"

at School

in the house his daddy had lived

Mr. Kraft's

back yard reached clear

had all

been a part

in

down

of Mr. Kraft

IS

Mr. Kraft had a very big garden in his big back

he planted

potatoes

It was 'most like

were no horses

Some days they

growing in his hot-beds.

because once it

gr'andf'at.her-t s farm.

were

back yard and watch him plant

grandchildren

Whenhe was a lit.tle

to see which trees

made the fastest.

t.he new plants

now, and Mr. Kraft still

Some days

and sweet corn and had a big strawa farm, only as Lowell said,

"There

or cows or pigs."

~.~reKraft liked
to have big purple
he always planted

to have early

asters

cabbages and t.omatoes to eat. and

for his flower beds early

those things

Ln the hot-beds

in the summer, so

covered with glass.
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Mr. Kraf't could remember when School
He had gone to school
School

64

there

and he liked

Every spring

was only a four-room building.

when he was a little

Junior

Peggy's

64

boy.

very much.

Primary

daddy plowed Mr. Kraft's

Peggy's

for

that

Tomand Dick were big gray horses and they liked

plow Mr.. Kraft's

garden for

garbage to the reduction

and they let

garden.

daddy did hauling
helped him.

the city

He liked

him better

him keep the two horses

than they liked

to

to haul

plant.

Mr. Kraf-t always sent word to Miss Mary when the garden was going
to be plowed so she and Junior primary could watch and that was fun,
too.

This year it was especiaJ.ly

daddy all

lived

fun because Tomand Dick and Peggy's

at Peggy's house and she could tell

Tomand Dick liked

to eat and what they liked

One day Mrs. stagfeldt

the children what

to do.

came to Junior Primary.

Her little

boy

was a big boy now, but he had been in Junior Primary once and she
knew the things
the children

that

Junior

primary liked

and Miss Mary that

her new house that

day just

shovel work that
it was their

1IJtr"

turn

way down Cherry street

She told
building
and that

primary come and watch the big steam-

day, and watch the carpenters

and the plumbers when

to work later.

but Junior

and across

the men were going to start

a little

she would be glad to have Junior

to see and do.

Primary was excited.

They went out right

the playground to the vacant lot

was alreac\Y digging Mrs. Stagfeldt'

away

where the steam shovel

s new basement.

Other times they saw the plumbers put all

the water pipes down
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deep in the

cellar;

they saw where the fireplace

and they saw the masons lay the bricks
Then the
too.

carpenters

One day the

wood that

chimney was built

for the f'oundat.Lon,

came and the children

ca.rpenter

[lad scme fine

had fun watching them,

three-cornered

of

had been sawed off some big boards.

When he found out t.ha t .Junior primary liked
blocks,

pieces

he gave them the big three-cornered

to build with

pieces

to carry back with

them to put in the block cupboard.
Every day was such a busy day that
of the big wall
before

clock just

Nass Mary said

it

seemed as though the hands

flew around the clock a couple of times

it was going-home time.

Then one day John EclNardhad a surprise.
morning he had a package.
very big package
tissue

paper,

e

It

'V'fuenhe carne in that

was not a very little

It was a just-right,

but it was not tied

package.

package nor a

It was wrapped in

with a red ribbon.

was in John Edw"ard's hand, along with a paper that
written

on it.

The red ribbon
had something

He took the package and the red ribbon and the paper

with something written

on it

to Miss Mary.

He whispered

something to

her.
Miss Mar,ylaughed.

She said,

~Oh, that

is

a happy surprise,

John Edward."
She laughed all
surprise

the t.Lme she and John Edwar-dwere putting

away in her desk drawer.

happy surprise,

too,

She said,

""I think

the

I have a

John Edw"ard." Then she went out of the room.

When she came back, Miss Carol had played the "Coming song"
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and everyone was si tUng
that

by the piano planning

happy things

to do

day.
TYTiss

:Marysaid,

different.
for us,

It

is

"John edward has a surprise

not in the Surprise

this

morning that

Basket because it

isn't

is

really

but we can share the surprise."

John Edward ran to Miss Mary's desk to get the surprise
the drawer.

Eve rybody waited,

wondering what the surprise

out of
could be.

Whenhe came back he put the ribbon and the paper with something
written

on it

Then he said,

in Miss Maryls Lap ,
"You know that

He put, the package behind him.

Miss Mary said

that when she saw Tammy

Sunday he had lost

the squeaker out of his Pudgy-doll.

out the Pudgy-doll

that we made him for

Pudg'f-doll

that

Helen gave him is

"I told Morrunieand she said
his Pudgy-cdo'LL
a While,
it

now,

I

Christmas and t,his other

Imost worn out,
that

Little

cause he has cut all

so Tammycan have Little

too.

Brother was done with

the teeth

Brother's

to show you and t.henwe can tie

He has worn

that

Pudgy-doll.

he will for
I brought

i-t up and Miss Ma..-ry- can take it

to

Tammy.
11
"Oh, oh , oh , that

is

an awf'uL very

good sur-pr-Lse ,"

said everyon8.

"Tanunyw:i.ll be so happy he wi.Ll, dance and dance," said Vera Jean.
"His busy little

tail

will

go wag, wag, wag, very fast,1I said

wwell.
"He lrrill say,

"Hello,

PLldgy-doll," said Peggy, "and then he will

warrc Helen to play games with Pudgy, too."
John Edward unwrapped the package and there

was Litt.le

Brother's
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Pudgy-doll.

He had been scrubbed so much that

he looked very clean

and pink.
"I can see where Little
Billie

Sue.

Brother's

new teeth

"Does Pudgy have a squeaker,

"Yes, he has a aqueake r
when Little

said

;!'

chewed hard,"

said

John?"

John Edward.

Brot,her was chewing on Pudgy-doll,

"Mommietook it

but she put it

out

back in

for Tammy."

"1\W, but Ta.mmy
will

love Little

Brother

I

s Pudgy," said Miss Mary,

"and now I have a surprisel"
"I went to Mrs. Taylor's

office

a while ago and called

Mrs. Kj.ng.

I asked her whether she was goiw,3 to be at home thi.s mor-rd.ng
her that

John Edward had a surprise

the surprise

was at all.

whether we would all
after

he t.ells

Mrs.

She is

like

"Yes, yes,
everyone,

a nd Jerry

office

King about the surprise

yes,

Would that

oh yes,
turned

her what

going to be at home and I wondered

to go to the

song" over the phone to her.

I df.dn! t tell

for her.

and told

with John Edwar-d and
we can sing the

'I

Tammy

be fun?"

that would be very much f'u.n,1Isaid

three

somersaults

because he was so happy.

Some people walked"vi th lvti.ssMary, some people walked with Miss
Carol and some people walked with each other.
Pudgy=do'Ll, and Vickie carried
went to Mrs. Taylor'S

office.

This -t:i.mewwell

dialed

6.

1'ammy-in-the-picture,

Mrs.

Ever-.fbody heard a 'way-off

say "Hello."

John Edward carr:ied
and they all

King I s number -- H, A, 2,

telephone

ring.

5, 3,

They heard Mrs. King
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Lowell said,
Lowell.

"Good morning, Mrs. King.

John Edwar-dhas a sur-pr-Ise for you."

Mrs. King said,

"Oh, thank you, Lowell.

Then .Iohn Edward took the receiver
He told

This is your friend,

her about Little

Brother's

I like

surprises."

and he talked

new teeth

to Mrs. King.

and about his Pudgy--do.Ll.

tha t was coming to 'I'ammy ,
!\!Irs. King was so pleased.
be pleased,
you" for

too.

She told

sharing

John Edwar-d to tell

his Pudgy-doll

Then John Edward said,
:Mrs. King.

and Billie

"Oh,1I said
the

surprj_se.

Then it

too,

and all

the others

I

I like

"Izi, ttle

your surprise.

Thank you for the

I 'I'ammy

Peggy and Vera
Dog 'I'ammy;."

of the

IITammy
song."

I like

John Emvard's-

of so many happy

song I and thank you, John

Tam.rny'sPudgy-doll."
was time to say Good-h,Vto Nf_rs.King, to show Little
to Mrs. Taylor and to go back to RoomI to read

new books.

filien Tamm;y
came in from playing

that

sing

Mrs.. King, when she had heard all

s Pudgy-doll

out of their

him that

for you,

and John Edward and Russell

I am glad I know you because you think

EdYvard,for

I

"Noweveryone has a surprise

She heard Patty

'Tammysong.

to do.

Brother

Brother "thank

with Tammy.

~~e, Lowell and Tommyand Robert and Jerry,

Jean and Vickie,

things

Little

Listenl"

Mrs. King listened.

"I like

Jolm Edward that Tanunywould

She told

John Edward had a surprise

the surprise

was Little

in the back yard,

Mrs. King told

for hdm , but she did NOTtell

Brother's

Pudgy-doll.

him
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Lowell said,
LoweLl ,

"Good morrrfng, Mrs.. King.

.Iohn Edward has a surprise

Mrs. King said,

for you. n
I like

"Oh, t.hank you, Lowell.

Then John Edward took the receiver
He told

This is your friend,

her about Little

Brother's

surprises.

and he talked

new teeth

It

to Mrs. King.

and about his Pudgy--do.l
L

tha t was coming to Tarrnny.
:Mrs. King was so pleased.
be pleased,
youll for

too.

She told

sharing

Jean and Vickie,

the

surprise..
thine;s

She heard Patty

too,

and all

the others

Then it
I

I

I like

Thank you for the

!lLi ttle

your surprise.

!

Peggy and Vera
Dog Tanuny.
II

of the

IITammy
song."

I like

John Edward1s'

of so many happy

Tammysong I and thank you, John

was time to say Good-b,Vto Mrs. King, to show Little
to Mrs. Taylor and to go back to RoomI to read

new books.

VilienTammycame in from playing
him that. John Edward had a surprise
the

for you,

TarrHn..y's
Pudgy-doll."

s Pudgy-doll

out of their

that

sing

I am glad I know you because you think

Edvvard, for

"thank

and John Edward and Russell

Mrse King, when she had heard all

'Tammysong.

to do.

Brother

"Noweveryone has a surprise

Sue, Lowell and Tom.m:yand Robert and Jerry,

"Oh," said

Brother

II

Mrs. King listened.

"I like

Little

Tammywould

his Pudg;r-doll with Tammy.

Listen!

and Billie

John Edward that

John Edward to tell

Then John Edward said,
Mrs~ King.

She told

surprise

was Little

in the back yard,

Mrs. King told

for h.lm, but she did NOTtell

Brother's

Pudgy-dolL

him
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'v
_
..... 'I'ammy
au"
II1Uoof',tI
sad.d
,

John Edvmrdf s surprise

"Woooofl

him at all.

at noon when she came to lunch.
Mary's house that

That afternoon

package ,
it.

was a surprise.

Nowwhat can it

~?"

But

word..

everybody helped wrap Little

paper again.

Helen

She 0:n1y" said she wanted to go to

evening for a package that

Mrs.. King did not say another

in the tissue

She did not even tell

"M.y, my, another surprise 1

Helen said,

Nowwhat can

be?"

Ivlrs. King did not tell

i\'~
r,.w.ss

I IJJ:'keSur'prlses.

They helped. tie

Brother's

Pudgy-doll

the red ribbon around the

John Edward showed them the paper with sonething 'written on

The writing

said,

"Tammy,vdth love,

from John Edward and Little

Brother."

Joh.'I'1
Echva.rd's mother had helped him put the writing

the paper,

and now ,John Edward slipped

on

the paper under the red ribbon.

When Miss Mazy went home to the apartment that

afternoon,

she

took the 1)ackap'e with her.
.

After

D

a wh.tl.e the big blue car caTJEto Miss M~ryl s s·treet.

stopped in front

of the tal.l

apartment house where she liyed.

"Honk, honk, honk, II said the big blue car.
and go for

a ride

It

and bring Tammy's surprise

"Please come down

with you. It

So Miss Mary put on her coat and picked up the package and locked
her door and went down, down, down, in the
Outside in the
Helen were waiting
blue car,
.fun Junior

too,

s·treet
in the

elevator.

stood the big blue car.
big blue car.

Mrs. King and

Miss Mary got into the big

and while they took a ride she told them a bout the

Primary had had tha.t day with John Edward's surprise

and
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wi. Lh singing

"Oh ,

over the telephone

my-,"

said Helen,

"I wish I cou.Ld hear the

I want to hear all

the telephone.
Then it

to Mrs. King.

the children

I

Tammysong lover

sing it,

tooe"

was time for :Mrs. King and Helen to talce John Edwar-d ' s

package to Tammy.
Helen helped rrim open the package.
"Sniff,
shine,"

sniff,

went hils little

little
feet

sniff,

tail.

went his little

brown eyes.

"Pit-a-pat,

on the kitchen

If

"Shine, shine,

"Wag, wag, wag," went his busy

pit-a-pat,

floor.

black nose.

danced his ±bur little

pit-a-pat,"

And Tammy found Little

Brother's

Pudgy--

doll.
"Woof," said

Tammy"

He gave Pudgy a soft

"Woo-ooft

squeak.

and then he ran f'rom the

front

I

like

Little

Brother I s Pudgy-doll. u

He took Pudgy in his mouth very carefully
door of the little

door and from the back door to the

front

house to the back

door three

tunes because he

was so ha PPY ~
When it

was time to go llmightie-nightll

when he woke up wlrl.Le it
just

was still

night

he took Pudgy with him and

he gave Pudgy a soft

squeak

for fun.
'l'he next day Miss Mary told

Helen had called

her and told

the children

her about Tammy's

about the ride

and that

running with Pudgy

and going to bed with him and Lovf.ng him so much.
Whl..leeverybody was
agai.n.

WJ rking

He cou.Ldnt t- stay this

wl:dte envelopes

hard the next morning, Mr. Black came

morning, but he gave Peggy-two square

to give to Miss Mary.
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All the children

came quickly when the piano played the "Coming

Song!! so they could see where the two white envelopes had come from.
One envelope looked like

tbi.s:

From
Mrs. King
6049 Hawthorne Lane
Big City 20
to
Junior Prdrna ry
Room I
School 64
40.5 Cherry St.
Big City 10
The other

envelope looked like

From
Little

this:

Dog Ta.mm;v

60h9 Hawthorne Lane
Big City 20
to
John Edward and Little
Junior Primary
RoomI
School 64
40.5 Che~ street
Big City 10
1I0h,

oh, oh," said everybody,

and Little

Brother

have a letter.

John Edward thought a minute.
but I think
name on it

I won't

open that

and I think

He has never had a letter
read it

to him.

"That is
has Little

Brother's

right,

and John Edward

Open yours quick,

John Edward."

Then he said,
here.

It

"Excuse me, please,

has Little

have fun helping me open it

and he is too little

Then I will

just

'twe have a letter

letter

he will

Brother

bring it

to read it,

back to show you.

John Edward," said Miss Mar.f.

name on it

and it

Brother's
at home..
but I can

U

"That letter

came through the post office,
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so we mustn't
Brother

open it

even if you would let

have fan va th his very first

will

us and I know Little

letter",

very kind of you both to share it wi th us after
"ViTe
have a letter,

t.o open Little

ing fair

Brother1s

TOlmny
held the envelope,
and Peg!!'J

to two bluebirds

those

that

was inside.

in her hair

II

'"Newould not. be plav- "
hurry and open ours."
very carefully

At first

o.f a fat

little

they could
fairy

in a

perched on a peach tw:ig

while she smelled the pink blossoms like

on Aunt Mil.lie I s peach tree.

found this

Let's

They saw a picture,

pink dress with a butterfly
talking

too.

It wj.ll be

he sees it.

and Vera Jean opened it

took out the letter

not see any writing.

said Patty.

anyway ;"

anyway.

Then they looked inside

and they

letter:
Dear Boys and Girls:
TrJ.ankyou for singing your "Tammy Songll to
me. I l:iked your "TammySong." I liked to
hear you sing the "'l'annny Song." I'm sure you
like to sing the "TammySong," because you sang
:lt so well.
Sometime I may get to see you sing
about Tammyagain.
Thank you for s:i. nging to me
over the telephone ..
Love,
Mrs. King.

"Oh,1I said Lowell,

"we have more pretty

letters

than I ever knew

there were ..It
"I like
fasten

pretty

the lett.er

letters,"

said Patty

as she helpe d Wnss Mary

in the "Ta.mIl\Y
Corner."

Everybody read the pretty

letter

many times that

morning.

Every-

body wondered what Jahre Edward1s envelope had in it.
"I vrill
it,"

said

bring our letter

John Edward at noon.

back this

afternoon

"NowI want Little

so you can all

share

Brother to have fun
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helping

me open it.

"We are
Miss

Mary.

to bring

II

glad that
'f1Jve will

it

you want Little

be glad to share the letter

very afternoon.

a soft, blue like
little

girl

letter.

said

whenever you want

back."

John Edward brought the letter
that

Brother to have fun,"

It was a pretty

sky, and there

playing with a little

This is

back to share with the children

was

letter,

too.

a picture

The outside was

of a little

white Lamb ,

Inside

boy and a

there was a

the letter:

Dear .John Ecn'fardand Little
Brother:
Thank you and thank you for my pink
Pudgy-dolL
I have very much fun playing
wi th pudgy-doll.
I like to stand up tall
for my Pudgy-doll when Helen holds it for
me. I like to hear Pudgy squeak soft
squeaks.
I lil<:e to play and play.
Thank
you f or thinking of me.
Lovingly,
Ta;rm.ny.
And there

was Tammy
i s paw-mark beside

"Oh,'" said everyone,
Little

Brother

his name.

"Ta:mmy
put his paw-mark by his name for

and John Edll'fard. Isntt

he Just the dearest

Little

Dog TaIlllllY"'? "
Then they sang the "Tammy

song" to Tammy-in-the-picture

because

they were so happy.
And awa,.yout on Hawthorne Lane Little

Dog TarnllW
carried

Pudgy-doll

out on the front

pat before

he took a nap with Pudgy between his paws, so Ta.mmy
and

Pudgy-doll were happy, too.

porch and gave him a soft, little

his new
squeakY

CHA_PTER

x

(INTERPRETATION)

HORIZONS WIDEN

A democracy is more than a form of government;
it is primarily a mode of associated living
•
e
•
more numerous and more varied points of
contact denote a grea-ter diversizy- of stimuli
to which an individual has to respond; • .. •
they secure a liberation
of powers v~ich rerrain
suppressed as long as the incitations
to action
are partial"
as they must be i.n a group which
in its exclusiveness
shuts out many interest.s.

...

Dewev 1
oJ

Learning the group culture is not a mere accepting of what already is.
Each Lndi.vi.dua.Lcreates
his own response. • ••
It appears true that
selfhood is an indi v:tdual achievement, and that
the achieving demands a social milieu.
The very
fact of selfhood involves and implies one I s own
conception of himself as an abidi.ng unity, a
self in contrast with other like selves or persons.
These contrasting
conceptions of self and others
emerge simultaneous~y, each helping the other into
fuller
consciousness; and the mutuality of the
process is perhaps unending. • ••
So each one
learns to consider others' rights and feelings;
so one learns to curb and shape himself in respect
for the rights and feelings of others.
Only as
one has achieyed this e~o-socius conception of seli and
others is he able to take his proper place in social
life.
Only on this basd.s can he respect others as
persons.
Any adequate social-moral
thinking depends
upon the prior adequate achieving of these mutual self
and other conceptlons•
2
Kilpatrick

1.

Dewey, John: Democracy and Education, pp. 101-2.
NewYork:
Macmillan Co.
Quoted by Kilpatrick,
1JI1in.
H.: Source Book
~Philosop!W
of Edu<;:ation, p , 242. NewYork: Macmillan Co.-;-

;'l9fb ..

1934.
2.

Kilpatrick,
NewYork:

Wm.H.: Remald.ngthe Curriculum, pp. 39 and
Newson& Co., 19367

41.
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Childl~n and youth who live by one set of values
in the school and another in the home or community, cannot be expected to develop consistent
ways of behaving. The school is not alone in
its desire for democratic values. Nevertheless,
it must be prepared to assume leadership responsibilities as needed. • • • This means a
curriculum which in every respect is directed
toward the developnent of democratic values.
stratemeyer
3
From the time of her assignment to "School 6411 some time previous
to the making of the study at hand, the teacher had consistently made
every effort to keep the relationship be~~een the children's homes
and the school a happy, frai t.ful one.
There were, of course, man;y of'the general methods of accomplishing this end employed as well as some that seemed particularly
pertinent to the specific situation.
The city system furnished report cards for first grade children"
waich were largely spaces for personal notes about each individual
child.

Always care was taken to include one bit of "good news" at

least, no matter how many suggestions for improvement might have to
be made.
In addition, the teacher was available for after-school conferenees with parents two evenings a week.
teacher encouraged

From the first, the

the parents to visit often, inviting the mothers

to "just drop in on your way to the grocery," preferring this casual
3.

Strateme;'Y1er,
Florence, et al.: Developing _a Curricu1un~..
~
Modern Livi.ng, p.. 47. New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, columbia University, 1947.
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i'riendly

type of visit

on lip. T.Ae afternoon.

to the crowded and confusing attempts
She was careful,

II

from her to the homewas needed, that
nature,

in case a note

"cordially"

preceded her siP'<:)

appeal,

to the "Sh:ingletowners."

Not all

the teachers

of friendly

cooperation,

in the building
es~cially

accounted for
casionally

the reticence

encountered

were in favor of this

policy

with the IIShingletown" parerrcs ,

who seemed very crude and unfriendly.

teachers

that

word seemed to have especial

as tb.is particular

particular1.v

too,

to visit

The teacher

felt

that

this

and even antagonism which even she oc-

and which made police

protection

for certain

necessary.

Little

by little

though,

friendly

and understanding

the part

of the majority

standing

examples of this

in progress,

was really

of all

o.f loyalty

the parents.

and trust. on

There were some out-

during the two years the present

daddy, big and burley

good behavior

limiting

reaped the fruit

study was

but some of' the evidences had been apparent before.

Peggy's
on his

she and the group who did try to be

his spitting
apparent)

On one occasion

and unbelievably

on "plowing day," refraining
of tobacco juice,
in putting

coarse, was always
from swearing,

and using his skill

"Tomand Dick" through their

he confided to the teacher

that

(which
paces.

"effen yuh jest

had

a man us all' d. shore be proud tuh bring yuh a nice fryer fer Sunday.II
Another time when the cf. ty raised
extra

milk money, requesting

kid" for

several

weeks.

his salary,

the teacher

his wife sent

to order milk lifer some pore
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Mr. Kraft's
neighborly.

contri bution was very di.fferent,

Being very neat and precise

and very justly
roses

where he lived

the succession

of bloom that

his exquisite

made the old place

a landmark for beauty as well as for its

significance,

historical

one might have very well have expected him to want the

to stay away.

course there

about his yard and garden

proud of his gorgeous be ds of tulips,

and of all

children

but none the Le85

Not Mr. Kraft 1

were no others)

plant

(and of

could walk through his yard with Miss

Mary at any time, were privileged
from the hot-beds,

Careful children

to watch him transplant

sweet corn, hoe the potatoes,

seedlings

or any one

of the dozens of things which he did so expertly.

Often in the fall

a bunch of fat,

green pascal

celery

golden carrots

or a clump of crisp

came back with the children

Peter's
neighbors

to be shared at ten

daddy and "fu1rs.Stagfeldt

who had learned

0I

cIock lunch.

were examples of other good

to share with the children

and the teacher

genuine exper'Lencee of communityliving.
Of course,
nei ther

knew nor cared to share their

and there
had little

thereby

were the teachers
to offer

portunities
ahead,

there were many other people in the neighborhood who

which were available.

at least

attitude

children,

the comnmnity

seemed to shut out op-

Junior Primary went, serenely

those who would share with them, and gaining

in friencUy relations'bips

There were defi:r>..it.eevidences
of wanting

wi th the

in the b1rllding who felt

and who by their

sharing with all

experiences

and joyous activities.

of parental

to know "HowJohnny is getting

interest

beyond

along in his studies"

that
and
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of their

ei'fort

"Ii ving" rather

to understand

t.han on text-book

The efforts
of course,

and contribute

to a curriculum based on

assignment,s.

of Peggy1s family have already

but very genuine efforts

been cited

for a,ll that.

Carol was allowed at Christmas to give the teacher
tea

towel on vmich she, herE8lf,

Scott.y dog.

Carol lived

that
her

It

to want to overdo an;.vthing connected

was proof of her effort

work and so indicative

Just

before

with Bonnie's

Christmas,

and Janicevs

which wou.Ldinclude

to cooperate

Pr:imary

shy.

of her interest

too,

came Lowell's

and to understand,

before,

specialist

with the
then left
fore.
friend,

the others

matters

They had had children

in

good

office.

person herself.

"Miss Mary"stayed

long enough to make the necessary

with the

good helpers

The costumes were beautifulJy

introductions,

whomshe had worked with be-

made, all

the mothers made a new

and the two new shy ones "belonged" long before the first

morning's

work was done.

and

expressed while working "\I'd. th the

was a friendly

group just

It was not a now

though under the friendly

in design from the central

The specialist

the P.T.A. play

but the other two were new, inexperienced

The sh~ness soon evaporated

cheer and confidence

mother and Vera Jean's

children.

two mentioned.

so defim ..tely

in Tammy.

to work on costumes for

some of the smaller

exper-Ience for the first
-Iurri.or-

a little

near the Boulevard and her young, eager and

she allowed Carol to make and give the simple gift,
GW11

a very simple

had paill..stakingly outlined

very charming mother was inclined
wi th Carol.

-- crude,
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The P..T.A. president.

had had a group of mothers as well as her=

sel.f on hand to welcome the new mot.her-son registration
January as well

as in September, and had seen that

day in

tea was served to

the new group when they met with :Miss Mary for an orientation

session

the next week.
Wit.h all

the evi.dence of interest

had not been particularly
on taking

when Bussell1s

surprised

her I1quick" to Little

and cooperation,

Little

Both instances
and cooperation

mother insisted

Dog Tammy,nor was she too surprised

when ~rohnEd:llrardappeared with his offering,
been aware that

the teacher

Brother possessed

although she had not

a PUdgy-doll.

were simpl.v the natural

outgrowth of the interest

to be expected when everybody in the conanurti,
t.y is

included

in curriculum

building

children

which Jun..i.orprimary was making possible.

There were evidences
were concerned outside

and planning

in the "living"

of "widening horizons"

the iTI1Jnedia
te community.

with

as far as the children
The "telephone

II

con-

versations

with Mrs. King and TammyI'rent on every day.

Whatever was

of special

interest

to Mrs. King

that

day was always duly "reported"

by a chosen member of the
"called"

him so frequ.ently

group in Talk-Time, while Tammy'spublic
he would have had no time to play- in the

back yard if the phone had been connected.
"t.ook turns"

with a courtesy that

to emulate" but after

all

prising

that

older telephone

there ~

somet.hi.ng "awful very important
'l'ammyl s "telephone

11

They were very polite

forty

and

users would do well

of them to tell

TaIDlIW

every day or two, so it was not surlinetl was very busy.
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The thing
imaginat.ion
pressed

at which the

and the versatility

when "talking

never ceased to wonder was the

which even the slowest children

to Tammy!1
and later

supposed activities.
"repor·t,s.

teacher

in "reporting"

There was never anything

Tanunyl
s

fantastic

about these

'I'hey were always concerned with play in the back yard,

II

play wi th the toys

the children

knew Tammyenjoyed,

taking

care of

the house dur-Ing the time Mrs. King was downtown (the children
stood that
perfectly

this

last

natural

One rainy

to the

small IIreporters"

I III taJk to Helen.

busy vd. th an office

to tell

''Why

or some other

yet no two were ever the same and they

unexpe ct.edl.y , asked rather

said,

under-

they were a joy to hear.

noon Peggy came up from the lunch room and casually

armounced, "I think
The tea.cher,

was one of "Tammy1sjobsll)

activity,

were so very real

pleasant

ex-

her?"

report

Reaf.Lzd.ngthat

that

absentmindedly,

Quick as a flash,

Helen doesn+t. know that

S1.lnnyfeathers this

She's

home for lunch now."

had been called

"Do you have something
Peggy., very much surprised,

we put seventeen

eggs under 111'8.

morning."
she had allowed a relatively

unimportant

concern to overshadow for a moment something of vital
Peggy, the teacher

for

enthusiastically

agreed that

adult

importance to

Helen must be told

immediat,eJ.y about the mother hen who had come to Junior primary.
The "call"
recounted

was made, Mrs.. Sunny-feathers'

to the last

detail.

Tammycould have been there

activities

and the wish expressed

that

to ha ve enjoyed proceedings.

pause followed by the promise,

"Werill"

were properly
Helen and
Then came a

and "Good-by for today."
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The teacher

inquired

which Peggy replied,
S'unnyfeathers,
to call

again.

as to Helents side

"Oh, she I d a-liked

of the conversation,

to be here and see 'Mrs.

but her own kids kept her too busy, and said for us
II

When Helen heard about the conversation
tha.t Peggy spoke very truly

about the matter

later,

she remarked

of being busy.

Pegg.y had "reached out," to these new-found friends
a little
there

more than some of the others.
was so much strife

peace and beauty,

that

to have an especial
It

the "little

that

Peggy should have a real

would mean

that

would make it

included
too,

00

Her homewas so very crude,

house" and its

the teacher

evening and told

that

just

occupants seemed

appeal for Peggy.

happened that

knew that

possibly

between members of the fand.ly and so little

that

teacher

to

had dinner with Mrs. King and Helen

them of Peggy's conversation.
telephone

Helen decided

conversation

with her.

The

much as she wanted Peggy to have the experience
much to her,
possible,

in the conversation.

and with Mrs. King's

and grateful

that

as she was to the friend

more than Peggy would have to be

Helen knew that

this

would be necessary,

help they worked out a plan that

seemed

feasible~
The next morning the teacher
them that

Helen would have time that

but not all..
fair

if

called

the group together

noon to talk

to some of them,

She asked whether the group thought that

Helen just

talked

not go home to see their

and told

it would be

to the "lunch ch.i.ldren, II since they could
mothers at noon and since noon was the only
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time that

Helen could taDc to anybody.

ness of bhat, plan and asked tha-t the

The group agreed on the fair-

"Lunch chf.Ldren" tell

them all

about it in the afternoon.
Then the teacher

told. the "lunch children"

that

by the time

they wa.lted for Helen to get home and everybody had a turn talking
they would probably

be as much as twenty minutes late

for lunch.

She would ask :Mrs. Perkins

to save the ir food for them

to talk to Helen, but that

they might go at the regular

.g they

wanted

time if they

Wished.
When noon came not a one of the 1I1unchchildren"
muscle

was for
it

They were going to have a very special

e

once,

secondary.

the toy telephone

conversation

and that

eggs and politely

of "her kids."

six "1unch children"

!'Hello"and telling

the day before,

tha~ morning, mentioning

group had begun keeping f'o'r the

the other

and as easily

as she had on

so many times -- and Helen answered.

activities

Helenl s health

to make the call.

the number as carefully

had in the imaginary
~lnnyfeathersl

experience and food

They waited qui,etly wit.h the teacher until

was time to go to the office
Peggy dialed

moved a

one thing

Just as she

Peggy recounted Mrs.
the calendar the
inquiring

as to

Then in turn Peggy introduced

who each had the pleasure

about the morning I s activities

of saying
or about

himself.

Helen was able to keep up her end of the conversation

well

that

every one of the

tion

of being "king for a day,"

the teacher

saw and heard.

so

seven seemed ·to have the great, satisfacfrom the smiles and the happy voices
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Peggy closed

the conversation

with the hope that

Helen would

have something nice :for lunch and "Good-by for today.
nice

to talk

group went to their

bu t they smiled

the teacher

o:f the plan and that
the childrents

big children

talked

plates

to "divvy" it

Upon arri v:tng in the lunch room,

o:f a small matter

enough occurrence

as usual,
and there

had understood

the teacher

had allowed the

was no lunch for them.

the smiles.

and

They had "really
their

belts

Not

for truly"
and make

such as havi.ng no lunch -- it was a common

with them arryway.

Mrs. Perkins

came to the rescue with an extra

a bread and butter
and they were quite
Vfuenthey told
mentioned

day had not been

Mrs. Perkins

to Helen and were prepared to tighten

the best

They walked quietly,

in charge that

although

sad news removed

even that

own lunch.

":from ear to ear."

they :found. out that

served

been

to you * It

Then the

told

It's

sandwich alJ. around -- all

bottle

o:f milk and

she had to give them,

satisfied.
the others

the missing

lunch;

"all

about it"

the llreally

that

afternoon,

for truly"

experience

not one
had

been so much more important.
Were these
come to Junior

the fearful,

Nowinterests

that

center

little

people who had

Primary a :few short months before?

was am~zed when she evaluated

and play that

self-centered

centered,

the situation.
not in themselves,

sped the days along -- interests
into

Even the teacher

community activities;

interests

but in the happy work
that

expanded from

that

included many
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friends,
energies,

bot-h near and far and in distant
and demanded ever-increasing

With letters

to answer, stories

well as conversations
children
endlessly

areas;

stills
to write

and discussions

interests

and understandings.
and records to keep as

to successfully

manage, the

had genuine need for all the fUndamental skills
busy satisfying

that

that absorbed

and were

need•

.Junior Primary was undoubtedly grovdng up, assuming new responsibilities
factions,
sruning

and achieving

bigher goals,

and as they grew through all
thread

of their

abiding interest

their

and enjoying deeper satisactivities

in a little

ran the
Scotty dog who

always seemed to know how to share and how to be shared.

CHAPTER
XI

(NARRATIVE)

TAMMY
REALLY CONLES TO JUNIOR

One morning it

was Singing-Time

PRDM.RY

again in Junior

would be only a few more Singing-Times"

and stay

There

because it, was June now and in

a few more days it would be time to put everything
boards

Primary.

away in the cup-

at home to play in the back yard all

day.

The windows on the Avenue side of the room were all

open now and

oometimes the buses and cars made so much noise

Junior

hear themselves

because they were

sing,

but they sang anyway just

Primary couldn't

happy.

They knew ~
Billie

Sue saw at GrannY's-in-the-country;

flowers
times

many songs now -- songs about all

that
that

oh , ~

the flowers

that

songs about the trees

and

were in the park where they would have many happy playsummer; songs about

swings and seesaws ani wading pools --

many songs 1
"And now," said

Vera Jean,

"let's

sing our very own song about

Tammy."
"Oh , we haven't

played

talk

to Mrs. King yet t.hf.s morning,"

said.

Bonnie.
"Whose turn
lilt's

mine,"

is it
said

this

morning?" asked lVf..is
s Mary.

Jerry,

going in a hurry for the little

red

telephone.
Carefully

he dialed

to play answer the call.
is

Jerry

Mrs. King's

number and waited for Mrs. King

Then he said,

in :Miss Mary's room.

"Good morning, Mr-s, King.

Howare you this

morning?------That

This
is
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good.

Has Helen gone to school to her kids

va th

'I'ammy playing

from the Library
us stories
cards

now·?------Oh,

is

coming to

that will

is

we I re almost big children

out.--Thank

Then ,Jerry told
morning,

that

was watching
Mrse King,

and that

the others

she was fixing

too,

nice.

is

Miss Hill
She tells

bring us our Library

now.------Tell

Tammywe want

think maybe we will

before

Good-by for now.1I

you.

the little

She's

today she will

awful verlJ much to see him and we still
school

morning?-----4Vhat

be fun for him.

see us today.

and ]/fiss Mary says that

'cause

this

that

Mrs. Ki.ngwas feeling

the hem in Helen's

girl

dress,

next door get ready for

thought maybe Tarrany could still

fine this

that
a party

Tammy
and that

come to see them,

t,hey were to have a happy day.

"Miss II/lary, why doesn t b Tammyever come'?" asked Vera Jean.

''We

want him to come so very much."
"I know," said Miss Mary.
wants to bring

him, but we haven't

go to her school,
car,

and so far

King to visit.
take

"I want him. to come and Mrs. King

you know.
we haven't

found the way yet.

Mrs. King doesn't

drive

It

the big blue

found anyone who can bring Tanmyand Mrs.

Miss Ray could and would bring

them home again.

Helen has to

is

too long a trip

them, but she couldn't

for IVlrs. Taylor to make

at noon __ she would have to be away from school too long, so I don't
just

know ~

Tammywill

can keep us from loving
get ready for
It

Miss Hill's

get here,
him.

but I think

Let's

he wHl and nothing

sing his song now and then we must

visit.

was fun to have :Miss Hill

for a visitor.

Junior Primary went
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to the Auditorium wi. th Senior Primary and the third

grade to hear Miss

Hill

milk and lunch,

tell

Miss Bill

stories

ani then after

brought

them their

enough to get

their

Miss Hill
song" for
Tammy

cards because now they were big

knew about Tamrrw and the children

her and she told them about another
living

While she was telling
and motioned

at his
the

sang the "Tammy

little

Scot.ty like

house one day.

story,

Mrs. T3,ylor came to the door

for Miss Mary to come out in the hall.

she was smiling

hold on to it

tight

llllien the story
ruinutero

Library

own books to read.

who found a cat

came back,

they had had their

or it

such a very big smile

WhenMiss Mary

that

she hadt.o

v.ould have been a laugh.

was done she said,

hear a brand new story

that

"NO'w'r,1lissHill,

do you have a

I knaw?1I And Miss Hill

said

she did.
"Well,"
big smile,
this

said

Miss Mary, slowly and holding

"what would you all

very minute,

see you this

Tammyis

together,

truly,

getting

all

I told

you that

to the very

right

now,

brushed and r eady to come to

afternoon?"

Everybody sat
all

say if

on tight

very still

for a minute and tmn

"Ohhhhhh, ohhhhhh, II

Miss Mary, IS

Tmllil1y

And tron

Jerry

coming out this

One of Mrs. King's
wayan

to stay with us while

said,

"Really

for

coming?"

!lYes,." said Miss Mary, "Tammy is really
very afternoon.

everybody said

an errand

neighbors

for

truly

coming this

who know about you is

and wi.ll brlng Mrs. King and Tammy

she goes on her errand.

}llrs. King just

cal.l.ed
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Mrs. Taylor to see whether it
this

afternoon,

wcu.Id be convenient

and Mrs. Taylor said it

certainly

for them to come
would be, so now we

have to get ready for company."
Then Junior

Primary saw that Mrs. Taylor had slipped

room and was ard.Li.ng a very big smile,
"Oh , thank: you, Mrs. Taylor.
Tamrr.zycorne ,
said

Patty

That is

words to tell

could

had to squeal,

the rest

01: the morning.

Tommya nd Lowell bring in the big chair

and Teddy had

to be dressed

back a Li.tt.Le

so there

King's

Little

Dog

ever happen ,"

there Weren't any

haw happy they were.

My, they were busy
helped

thing that

and then everybody just

the

too.

Thank you for letting

the very best

into

big chair

Mi.ss Hill

in their

Mr e Green came and

for Mrs. King.

new clothes

and the tables

would be room :for everyone t.o sit

Jane
pushed

as near Mrs.

as possible.

had t-o go.

Talluny's vi.sa t , although

She was 130rx'Y
but she cou Ldnt t, stay for

the children

wanted her to share their

good

time.
Then they had to plan how to make Tannny as comfortable as possible.
lIyou know-there are a great many of
Tammyis usually
f'rti.ends

just

are visiting

so We will

did?"

said Miss Mary, Hand

wi.t.h Mrs. King and Helen.

them, there

have to be very careful

"Will he like

1.1S,"

slow quiet

Even if some of their

are never so many as there
not to frighten

hands and voices like

are of us,

Tammy."
Mrs. Sunnyfeathers

asked Vera Jean.
"Yes, he will,

especially

at, first,

until

he gets used to being
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with

so marry of us,~~ said Miss llifary.
"He may be thirsty.

We had better

get the blue bowl ready for

rrim to have a drt nk , II aaf.d Jimmy.
"Will he be hungry·~ Will he need his dinner bowl?"
"Wemust have the blue bowl full
a dr-i, Ilk," said

asked Peggy.

of fresh water so he can have

},uss Mar'J, "but it wonIt be his dinnertime,

so he

wonit eat."
"Mrs. King is bringinr,; Little
his

other

toys so he will

need to bring

your quietest

feet

wi th you this

afternoon."

and feet

that

stepped

they knew just
Pretty

to play wi th,

lightly,

but you

voices and hands and your careful

hands and gentle

voices

because they had taken care of Mrs.

pet hen, all

the three

and they had helped her take

for a week after

s Pudgy-doll and some of

knew"how to haves low quiet

Sunnyf'e at.her-s , their

her eggs,

I

have some things

will

The children

Brother

weeks she was sitting

care of fourteen

on

baby chicks

Lhab bei'ore she took the babies to the country,

so

how to be careful.

soon it

was going-home time,

it "Viasalmost time for

Tammyto roman

hands scrubbed veFy clean,
Mrs. Taylor said

and then when they carne back

Everybody had his face and

and ever'Jbody was so smiling happy that

i.t looked as though the sun were espectally

bright

in RoomI when she stepped in.
And then it was time to expect Mrs. King and Tammy. Everybod,y
sat

at his

together

table

at first.

to wait

so Tammy wou.l.dn+t see everybody too close

Nobody t.a.Lkad -- everybody just

smiled and waited.
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There was a knock at

the door and in walked Mrs. King and TAMMY.

Mrs. King gave rra.mmy~s leash
Tammy. We are
afternoon.

to Miss Mazy and Miss Mary said,

so glad you came and brought 1'f.rs. K.ing"to visit this

Now do you want to see everybody?"

Lowell quietly
Mary walked all
The children

"Hello,

And Tanunydid.

took Mrs. King to the big chair

around the

knew that

and then Miss

room with Ta.rnrrw
so he could get acquainted.

Tammy"sawl! better

with his little

black nose

than he did with his big brown eyes , so they kept very still
him sniff

and sniff

very qui.etly,

he wanted to.

them if

but they did not touch him --

They told

and let

him "Hello"

they just

let

him find

out about them.
1Nhen'Pammy had been all
to s i,t by Mrs• Taylor
rug,

.just close

Mary, Itweare
sang the
truly

still

s chair

and the chf.Ldr-en came to sit

enough and not too close.
going to sing

"Tammysong" and it

"Now, Tammy,"

your very own song for

Dog Tammy, Little

name, and although
by

11,11'3.

he didn't,

Everybody

at when they sang

qu.ite understand

it

all,

he sat very

how he played 'I'd th his

and he and M.i.ssMary played with PUdgy-doll just

please"

King had brought

....

you."

King and looked pleased.

did when Miss Mar'.{went to visit
"pret/ty

said Miss

Dog Tammy." Tammyknew they were singing

Then he a.nd Mrs. King showed the children
Joany-ball

on the

was so much fun to have the rea.J~y for

Tammyto watch and to s hake -their fingers

"Little
his

i

around the room, Miss Mary took him back

for his

him, and he stood up tall

two squares

for him•

of chocolate

as they
and said

bar dessert

that Mrs.
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"0h, Little
as I thought

you would be.

everybody else
Then it

Dog Tammy,you are just

Ilm so glad you cane,

smiled and thought
was time for

play-yard

a few minutes

and grass

like

as dear and just

said Patty and

so too ..

King to take

Mrs.

II

as much fun

Tammyout to walk in the

so he would see trees

and bushes and sky

he had at home, so that. he would :feel comfortable.

Ta.T1uJlY
was seeing
not seen before,

very many strange

places

and people that

but he knew that Mrs. King and Miss Mary were there

with hdrn ani he always had a good time wit.h them, so that
know everything

he had

was all

right.

He knew that

helped him

Yihenhe had sniffed

and

as he walked around the room, he had. smelled the sane smells

sniffed

that, he had smelled when he opened his packages and that was fun.
The children

were so kind and quiet

hdrn so very much that

Tammyjust

and showed him that

knew it

was the place

they loved
to have fun,

so he did.
When he went back to t.he room again,
and they walked all
nice friendly
with the

smells

Joany-ball

with PUdgy-doll,
Junior

Miss Mary held his leash

around the room again and he could sniff
again and that

was fun.

He and Nll's. King played

some more, and he and Miss :Maryhad a fine

and Tammy thought maybe he would like

play

to come to

Primary very often.

Then M..issMary sat. down on one of the tables
beside

those

her.

some 'loves

"Tammy,
I"

to have them."

II

she said

The children

quietly,

and took Tammy up

'twouldnIt you like

to have

want to give you some if you would like
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a nrirnrte and he decided

Tammy thought
pats

and some quiet

to have 'them.

talking-to

Besides,

so many good friends

Mary I s shoulders
tongue,

Tammywas feeling

to tell

place

Loo ,

and licked

having very

that

very glad that

that

So he just

pink watermelon

uYes.n

her

having some "loves"

"loves."

the

very happy, so

Miss Mary's lap and knew

'was going to be more fun and more fun.

children

and some of them scratched

that

paws across

came a few at a time to gi va him some

Some of them patted

scratched.

and he

put his paws up on MlSS

her ear with his Ii ttle

down with his front

Then all

he had found

had looked so strange

That seene d to make Miss Mary and his new friends
Tammy sat

many soft

did sound very nice and he would like

in this

wanted to be friendly,

that

his

head,

his ears

All of them talked

some of them rubbed his

just

the way he liked

to him and told

back

to have them

him how happy they were

he was there.
Vickie

crone last

-very, very still
happened.

She was so very little

when she reached

up to pat him.

that

Tanmysat

And then something

Vickie put both arms around Tammyand put her head down on

Tammy's siDq-brushed
Patty was right
"Vickie

of all.

SMILED."

coat -beside

and SMILED!

Vickie.

"Ohhh," she said to Miss Mary,

And she and Miss Mary smiled,

too,

because they were

so happy.
Tammyliked
feel

to have Vickie put her arms around him.

her head on his

was smiling,

sill~-brushed

so he turned

coat,

and he liked

He liked

to knmv that

his head and gaVB her ear a soft

to
she

lick wit!
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his

little

pink watermelon

tongue.

Then Mrs. King looked out of the window and she said,
must say Good-by for
Just

then,

too,

now.

Our friends

have come to take us home.II

the going-home bell

it was IIGood-by for now" time for

rang for the children,

I had fun,

too,"

Good-by to Tammyand Tammysaid,

Helen all

And patt,y and Russell
and .rand.ce and Vickie,
their

mothers all
The next

and all

the others,

day lIffiss Mary told

Vera Jean said,

silky-brushed

"Let

"Thank-you" for helping
when she was here,

day writing

IS

SUe, Peggy and Jerry
went home to tell

and to do all

write

the ot.bar ·things that

wlri.Le sbe was home at noon.

a letter

just

to Helen and tell her

us have Tammy. We told Mrs. King "Thank-you"

so letts

Everybody thought

picture

car

them how Helen had helped her mother

get him ready to come visiting,

busy all

friend's

about it.

and Robert and Billie

too,

"Woof, woo-oaf.

about it.

get Tammy's coat all
helped

Tammy,
II said
every-

and he ani Mrs. King walked out to their

and went home to tell

so

everybody.

"Thank you so much, Mrs. King, for bringing
body" and then they said

"Tammy,we

that

the

write

would be just

letters,

of Tammy to go with

to Helen."
ri ght and they were very

making them pretty

each letter.

and mald.ng a

These are some of the

letters:
Dear Helen:
It was fUn to see
Little Dog Tammy1s little
pink tongue lap the water
in the blue bowl.
Love from Russell.

Dear Helen,
It was fun to
see TamIlzy'
eat Hershy
bar.
We like to pet
him.
Love from Janet.
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Dear Helen:
Tammy was fun.
Garrol.

Dear Helen:
It has been fun to
talk to you over the
play-phone.
I like to
give Tarrill\r lots and
lots of love because I
love him so much.
Love from Peggy.

Dear Helen:
We had fun
petting Tammy.
Lovingly,
Elsie.

When all the letters were written and all the pictures of all the
a.ngs that

Tmnmyhad dono that afternoon

tho

were made, Miss MarY suggested

that instead of mailing them in a big envelope, they make a scrapbook
of them for Helen.
Eve~boqy
stapled his letter to one corner of his Tamn1Ypicture.
Everybody fastened

the picture

to a page of the scrapbOok.

Everybody

made a picture of himself for the back of the page.
Then they made a pretty package of the scrapbook for MiSS Mary
to take to Helen.
SUe, "il" Helen could just

"Now," said Billie

hear the 'T=

song' everyt,hing would be just right."
"There is still

time for that

to happen, and I think that it will,"

said Miss Mary.
The next morning Miss Mary said,
are going to be buSy wi th the
Roland, who is
sing

tile prinCipal

Art teacher for a while.
of Helen'S building,

over the phone to Helen at

This a£tern

at two o'clock

oon

,-rhis af"tern

that

Helen'S children
I asked Miss

whether we might

time, and she said tilat we might.

we can call Helen and sing to her, if

oon

you want to."
"Oh
h
,

0

,

h
0,

t~..,t ",.-;11 be Joust right," said everyone.
1......

" ...
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They were very busy all
and finishing
of school

things

that

morning getting

had to be finished

for

before

work sheets
the last

done

week

e

When they came in at noon, Patty
"Just

their

one hour until
a wr~le,

we can sing to Helen."

then Miss Mary called

"Do you think

looked at the clock and said

you can call

Everybody was very busy

them.

a new number'j''' she asked.

phone number for Helen I s building

,

is Hawthorne 61650

The tele-

Can anyone dial

that?"
"I can,
Th~t will

said

II

be an H and an

5,

6 and a

other

Jimmy.

like

"Hawthorne is

A.

Then there

this,ltand

just
will

he dialed

like

Mrs. King I s number.

be a 6 and a 1 and an-

the new number on the play

phone.
"That is

just

right,"

said Miss Mary.

"Nowwhat will

you say

to Miss Roland?'"
"I will

tell

her who I am and that

I want to talk

to Helen,

se.i.d Jimmy.

please,"

Miss Mary snd.Led ,
she said,

"but

"I think

can you think

Miss Roland would know whomyou meant,"

of another

way to ask for

Helen?" she

asked.
Everybody thought

hard for a while.

Then Vera Jean said,

"You

are Miss Mary.. Would she be 1ffj_ssHelen?"
"That would be a good way to ask,"
think

of another
"Oh, I see,"

way?" she asked.
said LowelL

said Miss Mary.

"What is Helen's

"Can anyone

mother's

"Her mother is Mrs. King.

name?"

Would she
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be Miss King like
"That is
friend,
her

Miss Ray is Miss Ray'?"

just

right,

so we call

'Miss King'

that,

too,

Q

said N.iss Mary.

"She is

her Helen, but her children

and when you call

when you are tallcing

it

011rvery special

and Miss Roland call

would be polite

to lvriss: Roland.

to call

Nowit

her

is tjJlle to

gO.1f

Peggy carried
s office.

Tammy-in-the-picture,

She knew they were cowing and asked whether she

Taylor

I

could

help wit.h the
"Thank you,"

number

for us.

Jinuny

one said,

call.

said Miss Mary,

"Jinl1llY

the number just

right.

"Good afternoon.

Jilnrn,_y said,

"Yes indeed,

Primary,

Some-

Miss Roland speaking."

Miss Roland.

This is Jimmy in Miss

I mean to Miss King?"

She was a friend

of 1tiss Mary's and she

t.oo,

J:Ulltny, II she saf.d,

Then everybody heard someone else
Did you have something to tell

"Wewant to tell
"This is part

in-the-picture,

the new

96.

May I speak to Helen --

knew about. Junior

Jimmy.

he can call

A way-off phone rang.

This is School

"Good afternoon,

Miss Roland laughed.

Helen.

thinks

II

dialed

l'!'i:ary's room.

and they all went, to Mrs.

you Thank You for

said

II

HeLl,o, Jimmy.

This is

me?"
helping

of your Thank you."

and everybody sang the

"Oh, thank you,"

say,

Tarrunycome," said

Then Peggy held up Tammy-

'Tammys ong' for Helen.

Helen when they had finished.

wanted so much to hear it and now I have and I like

it

"I have
as much as I
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Lhought, I would.
am glad

Tarrnr~y had a fine

time with you the other day and I

you could have him. II

Then Vera Jean took the phone and said,
you the

other

part

of the

surprise

tonight.

we have had fun 11,1 th Tammy. Thank you for

"I know the rest
it

of the

has been fun sharing

"Miss Mary villl bring

surprise

will

We had fun making it
sharing

and.

Tammyvvi th us.

II

be fun," said Helen, and

TanurJY
with you."

Then it was time to say HC'.rOod-by
for now" and go back to RoomI
af-ter

they had thanked Mrs. Taylor for letting
"Everything

has been just

right,"

said David Alan.

and we sang to Helen and we wrote her letters
Vickie

smiled and we are

TammyI s picture
September,
And it

was t

all

"Tammycame

by ourselves,

'most ready to be 'big children'

still be here when we are

Miss Mary?"

them use the phone.

'big ohi.Ldrent

and

now. Will
in

CHA.PTER XI

(INTERPRETATION)

FINALE
There is no fear in love
but perfect love casteth out fear.
The Bible I
A few days after

Tanuny1svisit,

"My, weren 1 t you awfully afraid

the teacher,
afraid

and maybe hurt the children,

afraid

of him?1I
The teacher

that

replied,

the children

no fear,

an interested

or that

"Not at all.

that

observer

Tammywould be

the children

In the first

had loved Tammyfor so long that

only joy of .fulfillment.

said to

would be

place,
there

In the second place,

I knew

could be
I knew Tammy

and his training."
Someonehas said that

dogs through their

fear and consequent dislike,
If

that

found quite

is true,

Tammywith all

the opposite

Knovdngthat
had worked all

and react

of his

-- and reacted

ignorance.

1.

year to help the children

afternoon

accordingly.

know no fear.

She knew that

as such, and by their

were more destructive.
of lack,

of illness

and many, many fears

These fears

The Bible:

IIsniffingll that

fear was dominate in many of the homes, the teacher

There was fear
hood criticism

identify

accordingly.

probably many of the fears were unidentified
very subtility,

sense of smell,

I John

and unemployment, of neighbor-

engendered by superstition

and

could never be overcome by sheer bravado, but

4:18 (to 1st).
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by better

sociaJ. and aest.hetic

appreciations,

day's plan to give thenc to the children
Early in the .fall the children
pillars,
moths.

the "wooly bears,"
While the children

.fingers,

the teacher

of each

in some measure.

had been introduced

to cater-

and those o.f the sphinx and cecropia
had watchedlthe

of their

and "put themselves inside,"

caterpillars

cling to her

ability

jaws that
ll

to "make their

own houses

of the long sleep and of t he wonderful

was evidenced in the emergence of the moth or butter.fly.

The children

had IItended" a cecropia

ani had had the joy of seeing
watched her cling all
quisite

at least

had told them of the caterpillar's

could only chew leaves,

change that

and it. was part

"Mrs. Cecropiall emerge.

some of her eggs.

away into the "bright

blue yonder,"

IIMrs. sunnyfeathers,1I

four weeks.

delighted

lifting

and they had seen

her wings,

and that was "just

carried

to

she sailed

right,

a buff rock hen, had kindly left

spring and come to live

The first

eyes,

Then she had been carefully

a bush in the yard and watched, until

in the country that

They had

one day to a frond of the fern 'Vlhile her ex-

vrings un.folded before their

her deposit

cocoon through the V'l'lnter

too."
her home

with Junior primary for

three weeks she patiently

hovered her eggs in

a secluded corner of the room.
Every morning eager little
sprinkled
grain,

banda spread down IIthick paper-s" and

them liberp.J.~y with sand.

grass or dandelion leaves

other hands spread a feast

and a few fishing

of

worms on the sand.

c>

If Mrs. sunnyfeathers
when "breakfast

was ready,"

seemed too IItiredJ' to hurry off the next
there were alwa.ys "slow quiet

ha.nds"
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ready to gently

assist

other willing

her.

hands rolled

to be burned; others

up the soiled

swept the floor,

papers and carried

and others

not only fixed

them
"the

blue bowl of watertl

in the morning, but just

held it

the basket so Mrs. Sllnnyfeathers might enjoy a

down inside

before going-home time,

drink while ·they vrere there to ~lhelp."
It was fun, too,

to watch IIbaby chicks

to week when the eggs were held before

I

shadows" grow from vroek

a. strong light

on testing

"Hatching Day," of course, was one of awe and delighted
.from the time that

bits

teacher's

of shell

while resting

Las·t-born Baby kicked off his

warmly on a piece of flannel

lap with an aJmost breathless

tr-lumph.
Then followed a lively
cars of her family.

week of helping Mrs. sunnyfeathers

A new nest had to be provided,

times a

home, mashed finely
sults

dEW; hard-boiled

one that

of Mrs. sunnyfeathers'

industrious

busY week.
Finally

and dislikes

scratching

the re-

had to be swept

ways that Mrs. Sllnnyfeathers
and the babies'

-watched in every particular.

Mrs. Snnnyfeathers

would let

eggs were brought from

to her chicks had to be learned and recognized,
likes

take

with Itstartsrll

ani given the babj.es as an extra treat;

up many times a day; the different

habits,

on the

audience to vlitnoss his final

the babies run in and out; the hopper' had to be filled
food two or three

wonder-

h
pipped egg was discovererl throur.: to the

the first

moment of "I.as·t-born Baby' S arrival."
last

day.

ta]Jmd
grcrffth,

That was a

and her fanli~y had to be gotten ready
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to 2:0 back to the
had to learn
knew it

country !lin the big green car,

to scratch

in the fieli

for bugs and 1111's.
SnnnyfBathers

was time to teach them," ani that

Th'3re had been many opportunities
feet

that

"stepped lightly"

Idndly before

'canse the babies

"was jus t ri ght,

for "slow· quiet hands,"

and for voi.ces that

the afternoon

that

U ttle

spoke softly

The teacher
possible

Tammy's careful

for him. to "share"

accept-ance

of all

his "family"

delivery

too.

the friends

accepted

Vfuile his

right,

knew that

had made it

had included

who came to the "little

them.

the

gate,

by a .iolly little

On this
certain

afternoon

had more than once "·treed" a gas or
untd.L Mrs. King's

dog whose tail

he seemed a little

as to just what was expected.

quiet

nIt's

"I don't

quite understand,

I'll

try to do it,"

and after

joying t he experience

just

the last

un-

He looked often at Mrs. KinD'
o

tell

a very little

as much as to

me what you want and
whUe he seemed to be en-

as much as the children.

an eagerness

days of that

indication

of f~mr or resentment

to do whatever was expected of him.

Viclde was not in school after
absent

the visitor

embarrassed and a little

but just

There was never the slightest
on his part,

all

gail.y wagged a welcome.

and at Miss Mary (whomhe had recogniz.ed instantly),
say,

a joyous

house II even as

Tam..rnyn
assured him, once that assurance was given,

was greeted

and

of his comfort.

training

That training

anphatic barking

man outside

for

Dog Tamnwfound so many

so very glad to see him and so thoughtful

friends

too."

that

day any more.

term, am before the

She was

group were "bit',
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chf.Ldren" the next fall,

her shiftless

family had movedacross the

river to another community.
Vickie's
Patty,

sad little

face had troubled the teacher as well as

for never once all year had she smf.Led,

Sometimesshe did

look peaceful and contented whf.Ie she rocked (fane or Teddy, but
never had she really
knew sheer delight

smiled.

Now,for one brief instant,

am smiled.

Vickie

Tammy'sresponse was certainly

gracious as could he expected of

anvr

little

as

doe..

Mrs. King, whowas watching, remarked afterward that if there
had been nothing else that
richly

paid for the trouble

had a good time all

afternoon, that one smile would have
of bringing Tammy. As it was, everybody

the afternoon, "Withnever a thought of fear --

only happiness.
The next year found the 'lbig chf.Ldren" popping into Miss Mary1s
room frequently"

just

about his activities;

to look at Tammy-in-the-picture" and to inquire
insisting

on singing the "Tammy
song" in

chorus, teaching it to the "new children" and rega'Llng themwi tb
"Tammy"stories.
Manyof the same experiences,
manner, but essentially

possibly in a little

different

the sane, were enjoyed throughout the year

by the "new children."
Unfortunately,
gripped the entire

before the end of that year a rabies scare so
city that it

seamedbest for Tammy
not to repeat

his visit.
Tanm:w
was just as healthy,
have "shared" just as graciously,

just as friendly

and probably would

but for his as well as everyone's
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protection,

it

seemed best not to repeat

the visit.

But Tamm;yreall.y did come to Junior Primary the first
that

made everything

"just

right."

year,

and
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fidence which in turn may brd.ng to the
surface spontaneous expressions of
thought and feeling hidden from an impersonal or unsympathetic adult.
Garrison 3
SOME
PRINCIPLES
ANDTECHNIQUES
WHICH
VV'ERE
PROVEN
TOBENECESSARY
In evaluatj.ng the principles

Princinles

the student found that

Lnvo.Lvedin t."lis study,

those most outstanding

seemed to ~~
v::: connected

with meeting fundamental needs of civilization

in general and Junior

Primary in particular.

These were:

(1)

The need for basic security

(2)

The need for consistent

in humansurroundings.

democratic practice,

if'

democratic ideals

are to be attained.
(3)

The need of provision for optimum individual
ment, commensuratewith individual
abilities

(4)

differences

growt.h and developin capacities,

and characteristics.

The need for provision

of genuine use of desirable

learnings

in

the area of fundamental skills.
(5)

The need of provision for sound social adjustments
aesthetic

and significant

appreciations.

Teclmiques

Fundamental to the techniques used in carrying

through

-,--,--------3.

Garrison, Charlotte G., ~~.:
The Horace MannKinder_gar!:..en.~
Five-Year-Old Children, p, 9. NewYork: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers college, Columbia University, 1937.

CHAPTER XII
ST.mMARY

It is not of course a questlon whether
education should prepare for the future.
If education is growth, it must progressively realize present possibilities
and thus make individuals better fitted
to COpH
with later requirements.
Growing is not something which is completed
in odd moments; it is a continuous leading into the future ••••
Because the
need of preparation for a continually
developing life is great, it is imperative
that every energy should be bent to making
the present experience as rich and
significant
as possible.
Then a s the
present merges insensibly into the future,
the future is taken care of.
Dewey1
.From the broad point of view all life
thoughtfully lived is education.
To give
conscious attention
to what one is about,
to seek and note significant
meanings in
what is happe~ing, to apply these meanings
as On3 may to the direction of one r S affairs -- all this is not only the path of
efficient
dealings, it is equally the
process of education in possibly the only
full sense.
Kilpatrick

2

One conclusion that we one and all agree
upon is that little
children need to be
loved and enjoyed as well as studied and
investiF,ated.
Viebelieve that wise,
sympathetic affection free from sentimentality in any form may stimulate a con-

----------------------1.

Devrey, John: Demo~cracl_
and Education, p, 62. NewYork:
Macmillan os., 191~Quoted
by Kilpatrick,
Wm.H.: Source Book
in Philosophy of Education, P» 399. NewYork: Macmillan Co, ,

193h.

_.

2. Kilpatrick,
NewYork:

VM. H.: Education and the Social CrisiS, p.
Liver.vright,

1932.

Quoted ibid.,

p:

400:

44.
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the experiment was, of course, the teacher's
pexticularly

of the age-level characteristics,

no~ e ge of children,
kId
readinesses and ex-

pectancies of the groups with whomshe was ·working.
Basic, too, was her ownalertness
of each situation,

her sensitivity

to the learning possibilities

to immediately-felt needs and her

.
awareness of the imp,lications
of each sit uat·a.on f or future p'lanrd.ng
and acti v.i.ty •
Someof the specific techniques which 'Vleredeemednecessary
were:
(1)

The ability

to guide pupil-teacher planning and group and in-

dividual problem-solving.
(2)

The ability

to be a contributing,

without dominating the children's

(3)

The ability

sharing memberof the group
thinking or activ.i_ties.

to see whenpositive adult guidance was necessary

and to provide it promptly and impersonally.

(4)

The ability

to so use and share her ownskills,

standings, information and aesthetic
riched the children's

social under-

appreciations that they en-

experiences without overshadowingthem.
,
I

FINDINGS

j'

Someof the facts 'whichwere found to be true were concerned
vd.th the interest

itseli',

somemore with children and community. She

found that a genuine intrinsiC
no inequality

interest

knowsno specific

in appeal to ~arying abilities

or capacities

time limit,
(although

what is done with it will undoubtedly differ widely with indi vf.dua.Ls
)
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and no partiality

in locale

She found, too,

that

or position.
as children

cooperati vely and creatively
community at large
they contribute

that

and teachers

gradually

of that

together

the vmole school and the

are so drawn into the various

to the richness

live

living

activities

in th~ir

that

own individual

vra:ys.
Even more :important seemed the
curriculum

is satisfactorily

plannin~ and thoughtful
than those

finding that

carried

evaluation

through,

as an experience

the demands for careful

seem to be much more imperative

concerned wi th a curriculum based largely

on teJclibookas-

signment and coverage.
Commensuratevii th these
Portunities

for

wholesome living,
and consequently

greater

learninO's
which seemed better
o
more applicable

to future

op-

adapted
to all-round
situations,

more v.ital

more enduring.

She found that

a scientif'ic

attitude

ness both to lead and to be led,

va th the children were means
evaluate

demands were the greater

on her part,

and patience

both

by 'which the ability

plus a willing-

vu. th

herself

and

to so plan and

was developed.
CONCDJSIONS

These findings

suggest that:

ever broaden:l.ng understanding
varied

experiences

(1)

of children;

and an enormous store

to draw in order that

teachers

themselves need an

they need many rich and
of information

'they may guide children's

from Which

experiences

adequate-
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ly; they need greater freedom than is usually gl."venJ."n
order to meet
and further

the needs vb ich arise,

and they need smaller groups of

children so that individual differences maybe more satisfactori]y
diagnosed and cared for;

(2)

each day needs to be looked upon as

another opportunity to "live with our chi.Ldren;" rather than bednc

'"
a period of time in which one covers so muchfactual material and
meets an overwhelmingnumberof supervisory and administrative demands ,

RESULTS
The most tangible result
stories

of the experiment is the series of

included in this sbudy,

The results

for which educational science as yet has no measur-

ing sticks are those which are indicated in the content of the
stories,

the intangible

ones that developed as the teacher and the

children lived and worked and grew together, through all the shared
experiences of which Little

Dog Ta.'1l1l1Y
was so joyously a part.

RECOMMENDATIONS
There seems to be only one recommendationwhich could possibly
be applicable

to any situation

children and teachers might face.

That recommendationis, to live as richly,

experience as deeply,

learn as widely and have as muchfun as .runtoz- Primary lived and experienced, learned and enjoyed.
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